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This dissertation explores how conventional Gothic elements are represented in three 
contemporary British novels by examining the liminality of spectres, madness, and vampires. 
Throughout my dissertation, I apply Victor Turner’s theory of liminality to determine how each 
Gothic symbol named above may be considered liminal. Liminality positions initiates on the 
margin between two different states of existence: spectres occupy the world between the living 
and the dead; madness oscillates between sanity and insanity in that lucidity is variable; 
vampires are caught between the realms of “human” and “monster”.  I will evaluate liminality 
as a theoretical framework that characterises the liminal state forming part of rites of passage; 
additionally, I will relate this threshold to the Gothic elements including spectres, madness, 
and vampires that I have identified above. I argue for the resurfacing of the Gothic in the work 
of Neo-Victorian and twenty-first century British writers’ novels. This analysis is carried out 
through close readings of Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black (1983), A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous 
Ghost (2005), and David Mitchell’s Slade House (2015). This close reading examines the ways 
in which, and to what extent, the texts align with and depart from the Gothic genre in their 
unique representation of Gothic symbols. My discussion evaluates the spectre in The Woman 
in Black in relation to the manner in which the novel addresses gender inequality. The novel 
explores society’s treatment of young unwed mothers during the Victorian era while presenting 
a plot in which the traditionally gendered roles of victim and villain in the Gothic novel are 
subverted: instead of the conventional, naïvely represented ‘damsel in distress’, the novel’s 
victim is a male solicitor while the ‘villain’ is presented as a female spectre. My discussion 
then moves to A Jealous Ghost, in which the representation of madness is strongly entangled 
with gender and linked to femininity. Here, the familiar Gothic trope of the protagonist as an 
unfamiliar, arguably uncanny, character to herself is presented. This aspect of the novel is 
strengthened in relation to its intertextual references to Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw 
(1898), and here the female protagonist is characterised as storyteller, victim and villain. I then 
turn my attention to the vampiric characters presented in David Mitchell’s Slade House, a novel 
re-evaluating the shortcomings of the present through a postmodern lens while addressing and 
redressing history and its representations of the vampire figure. Finally, I argue that the texts 
under study represent the Gothic’s resurfacing in twenty-first century British novels as a means 
to redress unresolved matters of the past and that their inclusion contributes to our 
understanding of contemporary Gothic fiction.   
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This dissertation evaluates the way in which conventionally Gothic elements are represented 
in three contemporary British novels: Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black (1983), A.N. Wilson’s 
A Jealous Ghost (2005), and David Mitchell’s Slade House (2015). Specifically, the 
dissertation examines liminality in the novels, especially via a discussion of spectres, madness, 
and vampires. I argue that the Gothic resurfaces in the work of Neo-Victorian and twenty-first 
century British writers as a means to address and redress matters remaining unresolved in the 
writing of previous eras. The Gothic elements I emphasise – spectres, madness (in relation to 
characterisation), and vampires – are important to the selected authors’ works because they are 
well-established Gothic features that nonetheless allow the texts to challenge past and 
contemporary issues from a twenty-first century perspective. I have chosen Susan Hill’s The 
Woman in Black, A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost, and David Mitchell’s Slade House as the 
primary texts under study on the basis of the extent to which they develop the three Gothic 
elements that I have identified above: spectres in The Woman in Black, madness in A Jealous 
Ghost, and vampires in Slade House. This dissertation provides close readings of these novels 
in order to examine the ways in which, and to what extent, the texts align with and depart from 
the Gothic genre in their unique representation of Gothic symbols.  
 
My close reading of the three selected texts will be guided by Victor Turner’s theory of 
liminality. Turner describes the “liminal stage” as one in which “initiates are removed and 
typically excluded from the rest of society – in effect they become invisible, or, […] betwixt 
and between” (1992: 45). Their liminality positions them on the margin between two different 
states of existence. With special attention to Turner, I will evaluate the theory of liminality as 
a framework that characterises the “marginal” (45) state forming part of rites of passage; 
additionally, I will relate this threshold to the Gothic elements – spectres, madness, and 
vampires – that I have identified above. By way of a brief introduction at this stage: spectres 
occupy the world between the living and the dead; madness, due to variable states of lucidity, 
oscillates between sanity and insanity; and vampires exist on the threshold between the 
categories of “human” and “monster”.  
 
In addition, I will focus on Barbara Creed’s (1993:1) concept of the “monstrous-feminine” 
while exploring how the female villains are characterised in each novel. Creed’s monograph, 
The Monstrous-feminine: Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis (1993), examines the marginalised 
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role of female villains in fiction, revealing how their monstrosity is related to society’s 
“conception […] of what it is about women that is shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject” 
(1986:67). The “monstrous-feminine” thus emphasises the role of “gender in the construction 
of [the female villain’s] monstrosity” (Creed, 1993:3), therefore emphasising gender itself – 
rather than the notions of the “monster” or “evil”, for example – as potentially monstrous within 
society’s patriarchal conception. Creed’s concept of the monstrous-feminine relates to the 
female villains in each novel under study as do the Gothic features I have identified above: 
Jennet Humfrye represents the monstrous-feminine in The Woman in Black because of her role 
as the spectral villain. Her vengeful haunting of Eel Marsh House is terrifying, dangerous and 
related to her marginalisation and thus her ‘monstrosity’ as an unwed mother. Sallie Declan’s 
embodiment of the monstrous-feminine is evident in her exemplification of a particularly 
feminine version of madness and transgression in A Jealous Ghost, related to her subservient 
position as governess in the Masters household. In Slade House, Norah Grayer’s enactment of 
the monstrous-feminine occurs in her characterisation as a contemporary form of vampire who 
sexually dominates and thus terrifies men. My discussion will relate Creed’s monstrous-
feminine to liminality by emphasising the liminal and ambiguous condition of women who 
vacillate between villainy and victimhood.  
 
With reference to each novel, I aim to evaluate how contemporary writers like Susan Hill, A.N. 
Wilson, and David Mitchell incorporate traditional Gothic elements into their fiction while 
adapting these features to suit contemporary forms of Neo-Victorian and twenty-first century 
British fiction; in addition, I assess the theme of liminality in each novel, which contributes to 
the resonant ambiguities constituting to some extent the literariness of each selected text. 
  
1.1. Critical reception of primary texts 
 
While David Mitchell’s Slade House has caught critics’ attention, this attention has been 
neither in-depth nor sustained. Relatively little scholarly assessment, too, of The Woman in 
Black and A Jealous Ghost has been undertaken. Critics of these novels appear to limit their 
interests in the Gothic elements of each novel to how the texts compare to earlier works. In the 
case of The Woman in Black, parallels are drawn to the nineteenth-century Gothic novel – in 
particular, Wilkie Collins’s The Woman in White (1859) – thereby emphasising the 
intertextuality of Susan Hill’s novel, which is of course implicit in its title. Comparing the texts, 
critics consider both novels as focused on the marginal roles of the women referred to in each 
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title, a feature that will be addressed in more detail later on. Moreover, critics such as Val 
Scullion (2003) and Stephanie F. Craig (2012) often treat The Woman in Black as a simple 
ghost story. While simplicity does to some extent characterise the text, its seemingly 
straightforward ghost narrative is not the only aspect of importance in considering its 
recuperation of the Gothic. The novel, by foregrounding Gothic elements, also critiques 
Victorian norms of femininity and motherhood. It also, from a contemporary perspective, 
inverts traditionally male and female gender roles that often attach to the traditional Gothic 
victim/villain dichotomy. When it comes to A Jealous Ghost, critical responses to the text, such 
as that offered by Ann Heilmann (2010:111) also appear partially restricted as most evaluate 
the text in relation to Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw, thereby solely classifying the text 
as a reimagining of James’s novella. Heilmann (2010:111) considers A Jealous Ghost a 
“creative adaptation”, which she terms “the litcrit campus thriller”. Moreover, Allan Massie’s 
(cited in Wilson 2005:i) review of the novel attributes its value largely to its intertextuality with 
The Turn of the Screw and argues that Wilson attempts to read James “properly” requiring one 
“to read his books against themselves”. Interestingly, Alison Flood (2015) and Benedict Page 
(2014) have also compared David Mitchell’s Slade House to The Turn of the Screw, an 
intertextual aspect of the novel that will be discussed in more detail at a later stage in support 
of my argument on intertextuality and liminality. It follows, therefore, that a general overview 
of critical responses to the texts under study reveals that intertextuality is an important feature 
of each of the texts, in addition to Gothic elements. This is important to my argument because 
intertextuality in contemporary texts creates a liminal literary space between novels, authors, 
and the past and the present. Closer attention to specific critical arguments also reveal important 
aspects of the novels under study. 
 
1.2.  Critical responses to the novels under study 
 
In “Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black: Gothic Horror for the 1980s” (2003), Val Scullion 
describes the novel as “a popular ghost story” and examines how the few existing “critical 
responses to Hill’s novel usually concentrate on autobiographical influences, [and] its formal 
literary qualities” while focusing on its “conventional […] use of Gothic tropes” (292). Scullion 
herself addresses how “The Woman in Black rework[s] conventional Gothic tropes such as the 
haunted room, old manuscripts and a naïve narrator” (298). However, where my study differs 
from Scullion’s is in the attention I will pay to the ways in which The Woman in Black departs 
from the Gothic literary genre as well as how it “rework[s]” (298) its conventional features. 
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John Mullan (2016) has also addressed the “time-honoured generic” narrative construction of 
The Woman in Black in his Guardian review of the novel; however, he places significant 
emphasis on the narrator, how suspense is created, and how The Woman in Black subscribes to 
the Gothic genre. My study differs from Mullan’s in that my focus is on The Woman in Black’s 
representation of gender inequality through the treatment of young unwed mothers during the 
Victorian era; this theme is addressed in my evaluation of the liminal role of the female spectre.  
 
In a review for the Scotsman, Allan Massie (cited in Wilson, 2005:i). describes A Jealous Ghost 
as “comic but also unsettling, madness depicted with the lightest of touches”. Writing for the 
Daily Mail, an unnamed critic notes, in addition, how Wilson borrows “key elements of The 
Turn of the Screw – kids, a housekeeper and ghosts – and employ[s] them in ways that are as 
gruesomely entertaining as they are intellectually fascinating” (2005). Beryl Bainbridge’s 
(2005) important review of A Jealous Ghost, published in the Observer, describes it as “a 
convincing, compelling and icy reworking of Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw”. 
Bainbridge comments on the protagonist’s susceptibility to being “so manipulated by words, 
so deluded by her own emotional fantasies that she interferes with James’s original narrative 
and screws it into terrifying reality” (2005). Bainbridge also identifies madness as a 
characteristic feature of the Gothic novel, the focus of the second chapter of this dissertation. 
 
Like A Jealous Ghost, Slade House has invited comparison to James’s The Turn of the Screw. 
Indeed, in an interview, David Mitchell cites James’s text as an inspiration for his novel, 
naming The Turn of the Screw a valuable “exploration of the [Gothic] genre” (cited in Nasir, 
2015). In Slade House, Mitchell explains that The Turn of the Screw is, for him, “the longest 
successful single-narrative haunted house story that doesn’t develop into horror” (2015). 
Mitchell’s consideration of whether James’s ghosts should be considered as either paranormal 
or psychiatric is evident in his own characterisation, although Slade House certainly 
“develop[s] into horror” (2015). In Chapter One, Nathan Bishop, the novel’s first narrator, 
takes his mother’s Valium in an attempt to “Blend In” while also acknowledging that the drug 
“can make you hallucinate” (Mitchell, 2015:5;25).1 This plot element brings into question the 
reliability of Nathan’s narration, a further link to the ambiguous storytelling of James’s own 
unreliable narrator, and thus to the destabilisation of the earlier text. Moreover, Mitchell’s 
                                                 
1 Characters introduced here are discussed in closer detail in Chapters One, Two, and Three, respectively. For 
further contextualisation please see the summaries of these novels provided at the beginning of each chapter to 
follow.  
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presentation of ghouls in Slade House (in the characters of Norah and Jonah Grayer) arguably 
echoes the dual characters haunting The Turn of the Screw (Miss Jessel and Peter Quint), 
thereby creating an intertextual connection to the earlier novella.  
 
Brian Finney (2015), however, expands his analysis of Slade House beyond a comparison with 
Henry James. In addition to noting the novel’s mixed reviews and the ways in which it 
corresponds intertextually with Mitchell’s earlier work, an element of the text on which this 
dissertation will later focus, Finney notes how “reviewers of the book have tended to label it 
either a haunted house or a ghost story [while] Mitchell prefers to call it ‘a compendium of 
ghost story outcomes’” (2015). Finney’s review of Slade House has particular relevance to my 
dissertation as it evaluates various Gothic elements in the novel by establishing the ways in 
which Mitchell “employs a distinct variant of fantasy” (2015), rather than focussing on the 
trope of the haunted (fictional) house.  
 
Peter Childs and James Green’s chapter in Sarah Dillon’s edited collection, David Mitchell: 
Critical Essays, although preceding Slade House, is especially useful in that it evaluates how 
his fiction conceptualises the notion of “noncorpum identity” and how this state is “energized 
by the mutability of identity created by mass migration and communications” (2011:27, 
original emphasis). Here, the “noncorpum identity” refers to “the wanderings of a dis/embodied 
nomad, drifting between mental terrains” (28, original emphasis). Iain Chambers maintains that 
such movement equates to “contemporary nomadism” (1994:50) allowing the noncorpum to 
transmigrate or “wander[…] between minds” (Childs and Green, 2011:28). Such movement by 
noncorpums is evident in Slade House in the Grayers’ ability to transmigrate between the 
bodies of different hosts to maintain their immortality. Childs and Green argue that “no single 
perspective can encompass the multifaceted realities of human life” (29) – a comment that 
applies also to the mutability of the Gothic state of the liminal. As this dissertation will show, 
liminality comprises three states as initiates move through the phases of being removed from, 
and then later reintegrated into, society after occupying the space described as “betwixt and 
between” (Turner, 1992:45). Like Childs and Green, Hélène Machinal explores the ways in 
which Mitchell’s writing “defines human beings and humanity as ever-changing” – as liminal 
– while exposing “the frailty of the essence of humanity” (2011:148). Slade House, moreover, 
incorporates various features of postmodernist writing: “generic hybridity, a fragmented 
structure, interrupted narratives, and an emphasis on illusion” (127). It also, like Mitchell’s 
fiction in general, depicts the postmodernity of contemporary society, predicting “what the 
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human could become in a future society” (128), and thereby foreshadowing the future, and thus 
the liminal, transitory state of the contemporary moment. This foreshadowing of the future in 
the present suggests an uncanny, Gothic doubling of time, in which the present moment may 
be considered to haunt the future and future moments, perhaps, invade the present. 
 
1.3  Background to the Gothic         
1.3.1. Introducing Gothic fiction   
 
In Gothic Literature: Texts, Contexts, Connections (2011), Sue Chaplin traces the origins of 
the Gothic. Historically, the development of the genre originated from the “fifth-century defeat 
of the Roman Empire by […] the Visigoths” (9).2 During this time, Roman society was 
characterised by its associations with “order, reason, and refinement” (9) while the Visigoths 
were portrayed as being barbaric, savage, illiterate, and therefore counter-cultural (a feature 
which still pervades present-day Gothic narratives). During later years, the Anglo-Saxons 
became associated with the previous understanding of the ‘Gothic’: the “mythic status” (10) 
and rebellion of the Visigoths. By this time, however, the ‘Gothic’ had altered once more to 
refer not to barbarians but rather, to a “freedom-loving people” (10). Later, during the mid-
eighteenth century, the term ‘Gothic’ was introduced into English culture and established as a 
presence in literature. The ever-changing meaning of ‘Gothic’ emphasises its mutability and, 
as Fred Botting (2005:17) suggests in Gothic, the genre’s changing characteristics “makes the 
definition of a homogenous generic category difficult”. In tracing the Gothic’s history, critics 
such as Botting and Chaplin position the genre’s literary origins during the periods when key 
texts were produced. This timeframe extends from Horace Walpole’s The Castle of Otranto 
(1764) to Anne Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) to Charles Maturin’s Melmoth 
the Wanderer (1820). Indeed, Alfred E. Longueil observes that the Gothic originates from the 
eighteenth century, “when it signified a ‘barbarous,’ ‘medieval,’ and ‘supernatural’ past” (cited 
in Punter, 2012:1). The Gothic, as it is conventionally understood in literature, therefore forms 
part of the Romantic era, occurring during the late eighteenth century and early nineteenth 
century in British literature. However, as this dissertation points out, Gothic conventions and 
tropes have transcended this timeframe to enter the Victorian era, which writes back to Gothic 
                                                 
2 The Visigoths were a North European tribe who were linked to the fall of the Roman Empire. They were a 
“socio-political/military unit constructed out of a number of previously separate Gothic and other groups in ca 
376-410” (Heather, 2003:1).  
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literature; and also Neo-Victorian contemporary fiction, which in turn writes back to Victorian 
literature. 
 
The Gothic thus comprises a genre of literature dating back to Horace Walpole’s The Castle of 
Otranto (1764) (Abrams and Harpham, 2015:152), which comprises specific generic 
conventions: “the setting (often in southern Europe, featuring a haunted castle or abbey); the 
evocation of (or at least an allusion to) the supernatural; and a recognisable Gothic villain and 
a persecuted victim, usually female” (Chaplin, 2011:1). Historically, Gothic fiction is set in an 
“antiquated space”, where “ghosts [and] spectres […] of a supernatural nature” (Yotov, 2013:8) 
are present. It makes use of “tropes [such as] psychological and physical terror; mystery and 
the supernatural; madness, doubling, and heredity curses” (Barrett, 2015). Scholars therefore 
emphasise the Gothic’s gloomy settings, such as remote castles, abbeys and decaying manor 
houses; the supernatural in the form of spectres, vampires, witches, and werewolves; and the 
dichotomy between evil (usually male) villains and their persecuted (often female) victims. 
Although it is “rather formulaic” (Chaplin, 2011:1) because of these conventions, critics (such 
as Botting, referred to above) have noted the “peculiar resistance of the Gothic to easy 
categorisation” (2): the genre in its entirety, and across time, is difficult and arguably even 
impossible to define.  
 
While the categorisation of Gothic literature as occurring in the late eighteenth-century 
provides context, my own discussion will focus particularly on the late nineteenth-century 
Gothic, which Botting considers as being “less identifiable as a separate genre” (2015:7), and 
therefore as Gothic literature in itself. The late nineteenth-century Gothic, however, shifted its 
focus to the city, the haunted house (and thus to the ghost story), the psychological, the vampire, 
the zombie, and bodily hybridity, which I identify throughout this dissertation within the texts 
under study. This shift from the “romantic chasms or labyrinthine dungeons” of the eighteenth-
century toward “the murky recesses of human subjectivity” (Botting, 2015:8) distinguishes the 
Victorian and contemporary Gothic from their earlier counterpart while still “hark[ing] back to 
the barbarous dark ages” (170). In the transition to the Victorian era (and beyond), “sensational 
novels revised the Gothic” often focusing on turning “characters into spectral or liminal figures 
hovering between the realm of the living and the dead” (Davison, 2012:7). The associations 
between the Gothic and the liminal is relevant to my study and will be evident in my exploration 
of the tropes of spectres, madness, and vampires.  
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My discussion refers to a number of scholars who attempt to define Gothic fiction and outline 
the genre’s development across the history of the Gothic novel with particular focus on the 
nineteenth-century Gothic and its liminal associations. Carol Margaret Davison (2012:143), for 
example, maintains that “the strength of Gothic rests upon its being a liminal genre; it allowed 
many nineteenth-century authors to look at social and cultural worries consistently haunting 
Victorian Britain even as the official discourse worked tirelessly to silence those concerns”. 
The Neo-Victorian Gothic, however, constitutes a contemporary instance of the Gothic. 
Lubomir Yotov provides especially useful and clear definitions of the genre; he notes that the 
Neo-Victorian Gothic is a form of “contemporary art, that involves a story being written in a 
Victorian setting […;] this type of Gothic is inherently connected to an exploitation of the 
emptied-out past to symbolise and disguise present concerns” (2013:11). Gothic fiction thus 
“deals with an altered past” or conception of history and seeks to “create self-awareness in the 
present by reworking the past” (11). Such historical self-awareness emphasises the importance 
of re-examining older texts from a contemporary perspective. The novels under study each look 
back at the past in order to comment on their present: The Woman in Black, for example, 
provides a social critique of the “marked contradictions in Britain during the early 1980s 
between social and political discourses that purported to define the family” (Scullion, 
2003:292). In other words, the novel appears to look back to the nineteenth century in order to 
critically engage with the conventions of femininity and maternity that emerged from this era 
and that still inform the novel’s moment of writing in the 1980s, a time in which these 
conventions were being rigorously debated. Importantly, then, the novel presents a protagonist 
who rails against the rigid morality and conventions of both eras. An example of such protest 
is evident in Jennet Eliza Humfrye’s unwavering pursuit of vengeance over the loss of her son, 
caused by societal and political pressures on familial structures, which suggests her battle 
against the societal constraints placed on women during the nineteenth century. 
 
In The Spectralities Reader: Ghosts and Haunting in Contemporary Cultural Theory (2013), 
Maria del Pilar and Esther Peeren favour the terms “spectre” and “spectrality” over “ghosts” 
and “haunting” because they “evoke an etymological link to visibility and vision, to that which 
is looked at” (2013:2, original emphasis). This terminology of the visual is relevant to a reading 
of A Jealous Ghost because of the way in which Wilson’s use of the Gothic serves to uncover, 
or bring to the light, hidden issues through the representation of the supernatural. In this way, 
Wilson also brings to light something about James’ work; a work which is itself about 
something hidden and liminal. Just as mysterious plot elements that are revealed over time 
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require closer inspection in order to be understood, so Gothic novels are also interspersed with 
moral ambiguities requiring attention. In Gothic fiction, the questioning of constructions of 
good and evil is often enacted through ambiguous depictions of the supernatural, certainly 
evident in The Turn of the Screw. Scholars note a clearer, or less subtle, presentation of issues 
of morality in A Jealous Ghost, however, observing that “in furnishing his protagonist with an 
identity and detailed personal history, Wilson surrenders the instability of James’s text to a 
psychological exploration of the violent impulses which possess his ‘governess’” (Rosario and 
Pulham, 2009:119). In addition, and in relation, to this initially hidden issue in the text, A 
Jealous Ghost critiques the “trauma of parental loss and geographical displacement” by 
evaluating “the long-term effects of family breakdown and cultural dislocation: with her father 
lost to divorce, her mother to tranquilizers, Sallie, an only child, from the age of eight 
(Frances’s/Flora’s age) formed a habit of escaping into the world of the mind” (116). In other 
words, A Jealous Ghost may look back to the nineteenth century to engage critically with Henry 
James’s ambiguous narrative in The Turn of the Screw, which deals with issues pertaining to 
the familial and geographical displacement of young governesses as well as issues pertaining 
to madness; however, through its modern female protagonist, it draws these issues of female 
displacement into the twenty-first century and elaborates on them from a contemporary 
perspective. 
 
Slade House evaluates the past in order to comment on its present by conveying a contemporary 
message about modern day consumerism and fears surrounding mortality. It does this, I argue, 
through the conventionally (yet, in this novel, unconventionally represented) Gothic figure of 
the vampire. Furthermore, Slade House foreshadows a dystopian future where anarchy reigns 
as a result of a lack of connection between members of society. The novel looks back to 
previous years to evaluate the establishment and consequent development of consumerism 
while simultaneously reinforcing tropes of “predation in the history of civilization” (Finney, 
2015), and within the contemporary moment. This argument may be considered one of the 
common features of the Gothic, which concerns itself with the return of the past into the 
present. The spectre and vampire are both figures allowing the past to infiltrate the present. In 
Maria del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren’s The Spectralities Reader: Ghosts and Haunting in 
Contemporary Cultural Theory (2013:2), the authors argue that the invasion of the past figured 
in spectrality emphasises liminality, an oscillation between the present and the past that 
emphasises the “betwixt and between”.  
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1.3.2 Introducing the Neo-Victorian 
 
Neo-Victorian fiction engages with the nineteenth century by “re-thinking and rewriting 
Victorian myths and stories” (Gutleben, 2010:5) while nonetheless “recuperating the substance 
of bygone eras” (Jameson cited in Shiller, 1997:538). In other words, the “neo-Victorian refers 
to those novels which revise Victorian tropes and conventions” (Shiller, 1997:538) from a 
contemporary perspective. Such Victorian tropes include revisiting trauma and the imbalance 
of gender roles, both of which are explored through the medium of the ghost story. According 
to Sweet (2001:231), the preoccupation with the nineteenth century, particularly in Britain and 
by extension in contemporary British literature, originates from the Victorians who “moulded 
our culture, defined our sensibilities, built a world for us to live in” (231). In addition, in Neo-
Victorian literature, engaging with the historical roots of the present occurs alongside the need 
to “resurrect and confront the past” (Kohlke and Gutleben, 2012:115), a shared characteristic 
of the three primary texts under study. Dana Shiller’s seminal paper, “The Redemptive Past in 
the Neo-Victorian Novel” (1997) identifies the Neo-Victorian novel “as at once characteristic 
of postmodernism and imbued with a historicity reminiscent of the nineteenth-century novel” 
(1997:538). Shiller maintains that “neo-Victorian novels are acutely aware of both history and 
fiction as human constructs and use this awareness to rethink the forms and contents of the 
past” (540). Such a re-examination of the past allows the Neo-Victorian “an essentially 
revisionist impulse to reconstruct the past” while also managing to “preserve and celebrate the 
Victorian” (541). This reappearance of the Victorian in contemporary fiction “haunts” 
contemporary narratives; the inclusion of Victorian tropes, which “conjure the Victorian”, 
establishes a “reflective stance between our own period and that of the nineteenth century” 
(Rosario and Pulham, 2009:26). Indeed, the Victorian past resurfaces in contemporary (Neo-
Victorian) fiction. Relatedly, and emphasising the significance of similarly resurfacing Gothic 
imagery, the “figure of the Victorian ghost, or the sense of the ghostliness of the Victorian past, 
has increasingly come to the fore” (24) in contemporary fiction, establishing a significant Neo-
Gothic presence requiring attention. This “haunting presence of the Victorian period” (24) is 
therefore significant for my argument regarding the resurfacing of Gothic symbols in 
contemporary British fiction: haunting figures from the past (both spectres and Gothic literary 
conventions) pervade each of the narratives, which simultaneously address and redress past 
issues regarding social, political, familial, and geographical displacement – from a 
contemporary perspective. Such hauntings emphasise the merging of timeframes and create 
liminality in the novels as characters are caught between the past and the present, resulting in 
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the need to resolve the tension between these timeframes. The novels therefore arguably 
emphasise an engagement with the past as a liminal passage out of the trauma of history into a 
new state of being.  
 
The Woman in Black revisits the traditional haunted house/ghost story while incorporating 
contemporary variation by problematising conventional gender roles. This subversion of the 
traditional Gothic formulation brings into question conventional gender binaries in society 
while foregrounding a modern representation of male and female gender roles in relation to the 
victim/villain dichotomy. Also concerned with gender, yet not as subversively, A Jealous Ghost 
relies on the Gothic trope, and stereotype, of madness as a feminine trait through its portrayal 
of the female villain and intertextuality with Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw. Wilson’s 
female protagonist is portrayed as the undeniably mad villain whose representation, unlike 
Henry James’s, is unambiguous. A Jealous Ghost therefore addresses the links between female 
madness and criminality directly, leaving little room for ambiguity. As I will argue, perhaps 
contentiously, Wilson’s rather limited representation of gender proves problematic because he 
oversimplifies, rather than accounts for, the complexities of female madness. Firstly, the novel 
oversimplifies the role of women in fiction. Secondly, such oversimplification of female 
madness serves as a regressive move into past patriarchal narratives, rather than providing a 
nuanced and contemporary understanding of gender roles in fiction. While authors like Wilson 
work within the framework of the Gothic and thus necessarily and self-consciously replicate a 
number of Gothic stereotypes and conventions, this replication means that Neo-Victorian 
fiction does not always adequately address and redress the past, which continues to haunt it in 
its own perpetuation of ongoing stereotypes. The final text under study, Slade House, portrays 
two villainous characters whose consumption of victims’ souls suggests their vampiric 
qualities and represents Mitchell’s critique of contemporary consumption and materialism in 
society while intertextually foregrounding his earlier novels, Cloud Atlas (2006) and The 
Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (2010).  
 
Significantly, Neo-Victorian novels “imitate prevalent genres of the nineteenth century, […] 
thus creating a hybridity of genres” (Kirchknopf, 2008:54), a hybridity very similar to 
liminality itself. Intertextuality, as I have noted of the texts under study, is therefore important 
to the genre: The Woman in Black, for example, as its title suggests, writes back to Wilkie 
Collins’s The Woman in White (1859) (just as A Jealous Ghost writes back to The Turn of the 
Screw). Such rewriting of texts and genres contributes to the Neo-Victorian’s self-awareness 
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about the revisited past: “[t]he plots of these rewrites either take place in the nineteenth century 
or span both the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries” (Kirchknopf, 2008:54). This self-
awareness is relevant because it demonstrates the text’s recognition of the pre-existence of 
another, preceding work with which it deliberately engages. Intertextuality between The 
Woman in Black and The Woman in White extends beyond their titles: Wilkie Collins’s The 
Woman in White is conveyed through a string of witness statements from various characters, a 
narrative strategy designed to uncover a devious scheme by a pair of “aristocratic monsters” 
(Luckhurst, 2014) to trick innocent women, after their deaths, out of their fortunes through 
marriage. In The Woman in White, the “solitary woman, dressed from head to foot in white 
garments”, who Walter Hartright gives directions to, is Anne Catherick, whose “story is only 
unravelled in the margins of the central narrative” (2014). In terms of plot, the connection 
between The Woman in White and The Woman in Black is this storytelling from the margins, 
from a liminal position: In the same way that Catherick’s narrative unfolds only as a shadow 
to the main narrative, so the woman in black, Jennet Humfrye (in Hill’s novel), experiences 
her own tale of marginality and woe from the side-line, a story that the reader gradually infers 
as the narrator becomes increasingly, yet always only partially, aware of it.  
 
The Neo-Victorian “(re)interprets, (re)discovers, and (re)vises” (Heilmann and Llewellyn, 
2010:4, original emphasis) the nineteenth century. It reconsiders not only the past but also the 
textual consideration of that past. Rewriting past eras therefore necessarily suggests an 
intertextuality of sorts. As I have observed, deliberate allusion occurs in A Jealous Ghost’s 
reflection on The Turn of the Screw as well as in The Woman in Black’s reference to Wilkie 
Collins’s The Woman in White. While Slade House is not traditionally Neo-Victorian in the 
same straightforward manner as the other texts under study and does not prevailingly reference 
the Victorian era, it does incorporate the reinterpretation, rediscovery, and revision inherent in 
the Neo-Victorian because it cites David Mitchell’s earlier novels The Thousand Autumns of 
Jacob de Zoet (2000), Cloud Atlas (2006), and The Bone Clocks (2015). Although these are 
twentieth- and twenty-first century works, such allusions necessarily invite the reconsideration 
of past representations, even if these are not specifically Victorian. It should be noted, however, 
that Slade House references the Victorian period directly on a number of significant occasions, 
thereby incorporating fragmentary elements of the Neo-Victorian. These references include 
Nathan’s description of the girl in the portrait who is “wearing a pinafore thing from Victorian 
times” (Mitchell, 2015:26), while Fern notes how “in racy Victorian novels, [one should] 
beware of young widows” (91), thus indicating Norah Grayer’s Victorian roots. The 
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description of the Victorian portrait, for example, suggests that Slade House, the setting of the 
novel, like contemporary Britain itself, is rooted in its own Victorian history, even if the text 
does not focus intensely upon it. 
 
I now turn my attention to Victor Turner’s theory of liminality in an effort to examine spectres, 
madness, and vampires as examples of Gothic liminality occurring in each of the texts under 
study.   
 
1.3.3.  Victor Turner’s Theory of Liminality  
 
This dissertation is concerned with the liminality associated with Gothic elements evident in 
three contemporary British novels. It examines in particular the liminality of three specific 
Gothic features: spectres, madness, and vampires. Although the term “liminality” originated 
with the French folklorist Arnold Van Gennep (2013), the anthropologist Victor Turner 
reformulated this theory as a framework to evaluate the practices of rites of passage carried out 
by tribes in Central Africa (1992:48). As Turner points out, Van Gennep’s theory outlined three 
stages in this transition: “separation; margin (or limen); and reaggregation” (48). While the 
first and last stages are easily understood as the separation of initiates from society and later 
their reintegration into the social group during the process of transition, Turner argues that the 
“more interesting problem is provided by the middle (marginal) or liminal phase” (49). 
Turner’s special interest is in the limen as a “threshold”, or space of “midtransition”, a 
condition of being “be-twixt and between established states” (49). Those who find themselves 
in this in-between space are known as liminaries who “evade ordinary cognitive classification 
[…] for they are not this or that, here or there, one thing or the other” (49). Turner observes the 
“invisibility” characteristic of liminality, arguing that it is a paradoxical condition: “being both 
this and that” (49).  
 
 As I argue in this dissertation, Turner’s theory of liminality informs the three Gothic features 
under study: spectres, states of madness, and vampires. Each of these Gothic elements is 
associated with the “margin” (48) because all three are “be-twixt and between established 
states” (49): spectres are caught between the living and the dead; a state of madness often 
occupies the limen between sanity and insanity by shifting between these two states; and 
vampires are both human and monster. In The Spectralities Reader: Ghosts and Haunting in 
Contemporary Cultural Theory (2013), Maria del Pilar Blanco and Esther Peeren argue that 
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Turner’s theory of liminality, despite its original anthropological focus, is strongly relevant in 
its application to literature. Blanco and Peeren (2013:1), in their study of the Gothic, also argue 
that ghosts and hauntings occupy a “liminal position between visibility and invisibility, life and 
death, materiality and immateriality, and their association with powerful affects like fear and 
obsession”. As I argue in this dissertation, moreover, Neo-Victorian fiction may itself be 
considered liminal as it occupies the border between the present and the past by connecting the 
Victorian era to contemporary society through its narratives. Intertextuality bridges the gap 
between different texts while simultaneously allowing each to exist as standalone works that 
are independent of one another. Gothic fiction, moreover, might be considered the reader’s 
encounter with the liminal, providing a rite of passage of sorts in the experience of reading, 
and thus an associated potential psychological turmoil for characters and reader alike.  
 
In Margins and thresholds: An inquiry into the concept of liminality in text studies (2000), 
Manuel Aguirre, Roberta Quance, and Philip Sutton identify this potential for change, 
expansion, entrance or awareness inherent in states of liminality. They maintain that “a limen 
is a threshold between two spaces. If a border is viewed as the line, imaginary or real, which 
separates these two spaces, then the threshold is the opening which permits passages from one 
space to the other (6, original emphasis).” Liminal states are thus associated with “an open and 
plural system, an active dynamism and mediation, a place of transition and transformation” 
(Salvador, 2001:108).  
 
This dissertation examines examples of liminality in each text respectively: spectres in The 
Woman in Black, madness in A Jealous Ghost, and vampires in Slade House. Characters who 
occupy liminal states are marginal or marginalised, relegated to the outskirts of society, 
although remaining problematically part of it, because they embody a condition that Turner 
describes as “being both this and that” (1992:49). Arthur Kipps and Jennet Humfrye in The 
Woman in Black, Sallie Declan in A Jealous Ghost, and the Grayer twins in Slade House are 
clearly established as pushed to the outskirts of society, and thus as liminal figures who occupy 
the margins. Sallie is othered because she is considered a servant at Bly; she is a woman, and 
perhaps more importantly, a criminal in the legal sense, which further establishes her as an 
outsider who is vilified. Arthur Kipps’s otherness is evident in his exclusion from the 
community of Crythin Gifford during his stay at Eel Marsh House. Finally, the Grayer twins 
may be considered liminal figures as, in their vampiric nature, they straddle the border between 
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“human” and “monster”, a borderline, liminal condition in which they are caught between two 
states of existence. 
 
1.4. Liminal elements of the Gothic  
1.4.1. Spectres and hauntings: when the familiar becomes uncanny   
   
David Punter observes in A New Companion to the Gothic (2012) that “the Gothic speaks of 
phantoms […] indeed, we might say it attempts to invoke – spectres […]. Gothic has to do with 
the uncanny: the uncanny has now come to form one of the major sites on which 
reinvestigations of the mind […] can take place” (3). Such “reinvestigations of the mind” (3) 
relate to the psychological dynamics within the text and are associated with the ways in which 
it produces a sense of the uncanny within the reader. In addition to being familiar, these 
“homely” spaces are rendered frightening within the plots of Gothic fiction while the reader’s 
sense of comfort and notions of familiarity are also disrupted by suggestions of the uncanny, 
itself a form of liminality: the borderline of the haunted home is poised between familiarity, 
comfort, and horror. Such “unhomely” places suggest Sigmund Freud’s theory of the uncanny 
or “unheimlich” (1919:2), the literal translation of which is “unhomely”, which refers to “that 
which is familiar to us in spite of the dread that it evokes” (Chaplin, 2011:21). Freud described 
the uncanny in a description strongly suggestive of the Gothic, arguing that it “arouses dread 
and creeping horror … that class of the terrifying which leads us back to something long known 
to us, once very familiar” (1997:195).3 An example of the uncanny in Gothic fiction, which is 
observed in The Woman in Black, is of course the haunted setting of Eel Marsh House. The 
uncanny occurs when the familiar becomes frightening (Freud, 1920:1), when the home 
becomes unhomely, a dynamic particularly strongly evoked when the literal home, or house, 
is haunted, which is of course the case with regard to Eel Marsh House. The uncanny is closely 
related to liminality: both explore permeable thresholds between apparently opposite states, a 
                                                 
3 In response to Freud’s uncanny, Jacques Derrida construed a postmodern uncanny, which “lurks behind the 
unstable links between signifier and signified, the author and the text” (1981:9). The postmodern uncanny is “a 
product of the rereading of Freud by Lacan and Derrida” alongside “the application of critical theory to the 
analysis of popular culture” (Vidler, 1992:9). In Derrida’s Spectres of Marx (1993), moreover, he expands on the 
idea of the crypt found in the work of psychoanalytical theorists Nicholas Abram and Maria Torok. It is this idea 
of the psychoanalytical uncanny for which Derrida coined the word “hauntology” to discuss the ghost and the 
return of the past. Derrida’s hauntology replaces “the priority of being and presence with the figure of the ghost 
as that which is neither present nor absent, neither dead nor alive” (Davis, 2005:373).  
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quality I have identified in spectres, madness and vampires. The uncanny hovers on the 
threshold between the familiar and the terrifying. Interestingly, Freud (1919:1) characterises 
the uncanny as the “peculiar quality” characterising “certain things within the boundaries of 
what is ‘fearful’”. Such fear in relation to boundaries and margins is evident in the liminal 
“transitional space” (Turner, 1919:11) and the terror arising from the Gothic, both of which 
may also be considered uncanny.   
 
Tamara Wagner argues in her essay, “Gothic and the Victorian Home” (2014), that “Victorian 
ideologies of domesticity establish the home as ‘the shelter […] from all injury, […] terror, 
doubt, and division’” (cited in Byron and Townshend, 2014:110). The Gothic genre, however, 
disrupts these associations of safety. Wagner argues accordingly that spectral hauntings occur 
in the home when the “anxieties of the outer life penetrate into it, and the inconsistently-
minded, unknown, unloved, or hostile society of outer world is allowed […] to cross the 
threshold” (110). It is at this point that the location “ceases to be home” (110). Wagner’s 
argument refers to the psychological turmoil associated with anxieties relating to safety and 
threat within the home. Her argument points to the psychologically fascinating nature of the 
Gothic, evident in each of my selected texts. In The Woman in Black, political and societal 
pressure is exerted on Humfrye when she is forced to give her son up for adoption against her 
will. The trauma of this experience leads to Humfrye’s violent acts as she attempts to avenge 
the loss of her son, thus arguably situating the reason for the novel’s haunting within a 
malevolent society rather than simply within a malevolent and otherwise marginal supernatural 
entity. In A Jealous Ghost, Sallie’s anxieties about her violent past creep through the cracks of 
her already fragmented psyche, undeniably contributing to her losing her grip on reality. Her 
dissociation, in turn, creates instability in her “home” at Staverton, disrupting her mental (and 
Frances Masters’ physical) safety. In Slade House, numerous examples of anxieties penetrating 
from the outer world are evident: from the narration of Nathan Bishop, the pre-adolescent misfit 
and Dungeons and Dragons enthusiast who struggles to “Blend In” (Mitchell, 2015:5) and takes 
Valium to seem more “normal” (6) in Chapter One, to Dr Iris Marinus-Fenby in Chapter Five 
who, while considered a capable psychiatrist and Horologist, remains anxious and on edge 
throughout her narrative. Not only are houses haunted in each of the texts under study, but the 
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protagonists are haunted too, and the uncanny nature of space is mirrored in the uncanny4 sense 
of dissociation and anxiety created within each novel. 
 
Nonetheless, while a disorientating sense of anxiety characterises each novel, setting is of vast 
importance, contributing to the Gothic elements of the texts. Wagner’s “Gothic and the 
Victorian Home” is thus significant to my study as her discussion illustrates features of the 
Gothic relevant to the hauntings and haunted houses in each selected text. In contemporary 
fiction and film, the uncanny relates closely to the “frequently narrated […] invasion of a 
normative space” whereby “monstrous ‘others’ that emanate from beyond the boundaries of 
this safe place” (Wood and Jancovich cited in Chaplin, 2011:25) intrude. The uncanny is 
present in each of the primary texts under study through the tropes of the haunted house and 
doubling, and in recurring motifs such as mirrors and portraits (discussed in some detail in this 
dissertation), all contributing to an uneasy construction of liminality in the texts. The haunted 
house is spatially liminal because it operates as a gateway between two worlds: the living and 
the dead. Such locations also serve as the stage where ghosts, vampires, and other ghouls of 
the Gothic lay claim to their victims, once lured. In this way, the haunted house, which in earlier 
Gothic examples was more likely to be the dilapidated castle, acts as the liminal setting that 
“situates heroines and readers at the limits of normal worlds” (Botting, 2015:13). It is in these 
locations that frightening events are capable of “delineat[ing] the boundaries of the normalised 
present” (13). Other important Gothic motifs include portraits, which are often presented as 
uncanny inanimate objects nonetheless capable of “assuming life” (7), and mirrors, which are 
liminal because of their role in creating an aperture between the world of reality and the world 
of reflection. Both motifs serve to “increasingly destabilise the boundaries between psyche and 
reality, opening up an indeterminate zone” (8) between worlds.5  
 
The uncanny is relevant to my study for a number of reasons. First, it relates to the supernatural 
– spectres, for example – as an instance of the liminal in Gothic fiction. The supernatural, like 
the uncanny, makes the familiar unfamiliar. Moreover, there are parallels between a haunting 
past or history and literary ghosts because, while Gothic fiction deals with the literal spectres 
                                                 
4 The concept of the uncanny is explored on page 22, under the heading 1.4.1. Spectres and hauntings: when the 
familiar becomes uncanny.   
5 The liminality of mirrors and portraits is examined in more detail in the following parts of the dissertation: 
Chapter One: “Arthur Kipps: Gothic storyteller, hero, and victim”; Chapter Two: “Identifying intertextuality 
through Gothic symbols”; Chapter Three: “The role of vampires in Gothic fiction and Norah Grayer as the 
vampiric monstrous-feminine” and “Gothic features in Slade House: mirrors, portraits, and hauntings”. 
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of the past, it also considers the fact that the ghost in the novel is a trope for the way in which 
the past haunts the present.  
 
1.4.2. Madness as a liminal experience       
  
While a central motif in many novels from various genres, madness is frequently a theme in 
Gothic literature, most obviously because it incites the reader’s fear and uncertainty. Helen 
Small, however, examining the Gothic’s fascination with mental illness, notes that it 
problematically maintains the “old association between insanity and villainy” (cited in Mulvey-
Roberts, 2009:199); madness, moreover, is often troublingly portrayed as a feature of 
womanhood. In this dissertation, I explore how madness is liminal: unreason masquerades as 
reason, and the person who suffers it exists in this state of ambiguous liminality. As Shoshana 
Felman argues, “blindness is the distinctive characteristic of madness: To deviate from reason 
knowingly, in the drop of a violent passion, is to be weak; but to deviate from it confidently 
and with the firm conviction that one is following it, is to be what we call mad” (Felman, 
2007:51). In A Jealous Ghost, it indeed becomes evident that the protagonist is blind to her 
own madness.  
 
In A Jealous Ghost, as I will argue, the issue of the representation of madness is the 
fundamental point of concern: Sallie, the protagonist, is presented as a villainous madwoman 
who is finally condemned to imprisonment in a psychiatric facility after murdering one of the 
children in her charge. Sallie’s mental instability echoes the same theme in Henry James’s The 
Turn of the Screw. Her madness emphasises her liminality as she oscillates increasingly 
between delusion and lucidity. Small maintains that the presence of “evil intent and perverse 
desire” in Gothic literature provides a route to insanity and that “madness [is therefore] a fitting 
punishment for the guilty” within what she terms the “Gothic moral universe” (cited in Mulvey-
Roberts, 2009:199). This form of punishment, however, especially when it does not trouble the 
stereotype of female madness, may be considered problematic in the contemporary Neo-
Victorian novel (and thus in Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost), which, for the most part, does not 
complicate such uncritical associations. 
 
That madness is a female stereotype is evident in Elaine Showalter’s The Female Malady 
(1987), in which she argues that, in nineteenth-century Britain, madness was constructed as a 
female condition. She maintains that a strong link between madness and gender can be 
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ascertained by studying the way in which ‘lunatics’, who were frequently female, were 
confined in asylums during the nineteenth-century due to the predominant cultural 
representations of ‘female insanity’. Botting (2007:170), describing Gothic literature, 
maintains that “Gothic modernity turns on the question of femininity”, including the question 
of female madness, by frequently depicting women as “objects of pursuit, imprisonment, 
violation”. Despite the bleak representation of women within Gothic fiction, Botting goes on 
to argue that it is largely a feminised genre, allowing a greater space for female authorship and 
for some degree of female agency and adventurousness, which I relate in later stages of this 
dissertation to Barbara Creed’s concept of the monstrous-feminine. Creed’s (2005:16) 
monstrous‐feminine responds to patriarchal attempts to represent women as “abject” and 
“monstrous” by celebrating “woman’s potential to disrupt the patriarchal symbolic order”.  
This approach allows feminine narratives to write against the grain by opening a “place” for 
women thereby elevating them from passive “others” into roles of “active, terrifying fury, a 
powerfully abject figure, and a castrating monster” (16).   
 
In Gothic Literature: Texts, Contexts, and Connections (2011), Sue Chaplin examines “theories 
of madness”, which she maintains “had a deeply gendered dimension with women considered, 
by virtue of their biology, to be far more susceptible than men to mental illness” (118). Chaplin 
evaluates Gothic fiction “from the nineteenth century onwards, [during which time] madness 
becomes an explicit theme in Gothic fiction and frequently its treatment is highly gendered” 
(212). She addresses “the notion that hysterical women were somehow ‘possessed’ [and] 
became a common feature of certain gothic narratives in this period” (118). Two examples of 
this gendered madness include Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847) and Charlotte Perkins 
Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1935): “these two texts demonstrate the way the themes of 
the supernatural and madness have become a staple in Gothic fiction” (Craig, 2015:iv) while 
allowing the reader access to “being in a state of mind perilously close to madness” (Small 
cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:200). Because “madness [was] seen as a state of degradation 
and bestiality” (Beveridge, 1988:411), evident in the descriptions provided of mad characters, 
writers such as Brontë and Gilman focus on the “supernatural in order to portray the horror of 
madness” (Craig, 2015:60). Nonetheless, as I have suggested above, the easy association of 
femininity and madness deserves attention in each instance of its Gothic presentation. 
 
Amanda Craig (2015:iv) extends her discussion of the supernatural in Gothic fiction by 
observing that the “Victorians attempted to understand madness by manifesting it in the 
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supernatural—and attempted to understand the supernatural as a psychological phenomenon”. 
In this way, the “supernatural and madness are interchangeable, meaning that uncanny, 
supernatural phenomena and mental processes can be seen as directly related” (59). Notably, 
“the relationship between madness and the supernatural was one of the main factors that led to 
the creation of Gothic works, which often combined the supernatural with madness or 
presented them in extremely close proximity” (59). My argument will show how madness 
oscillates between lucid moments of sanity and insanity, thereby placing the victim in a liminal 
position. Chapter Two, in particular, addresses the ways in which A Jealous Ghost represents 
gendered madness in contemporary fiction while intertextually engaging with James’s The 
Turn of the Screw.  
 
1.4.3. Vampires: caught between “human” and “monster” 
 
Punter (1998:799-880) observes that in Gothic fiction and elsewhere, the supernatural is “a 
very comprehensive term which may be applied to any sort of story which in some way makes 
use of ghosts, ghouls, spectres, apparitions, poltergeists, good and evil spirits, […] the eerie 
atmosphere and the presence of the uncanny; anything supranormal, and beyond sensory 
perception”. Fred Botting (2005:144) argues that vampires, one example of the supranormal, 
represent “the play between mythological and modern significance, between mystical and 
scientific visions of horror and unity, sexuality and sacred violence)”. He states, moreover, 
that, “as a haunting figure from past narratives of legend and folklore, and as an irruption of 
unavowable energies from the primitive past of human sexuality, the vampire remains 
disturbingly ambivalent” (145). In his article, “Vampires in Literature” (2011), Magndís Huld 
Sigmarsdóttir maintains that the “image of the literary vampire has changed with time and in 
the latter part of the 20
th 
century it has lost most of its monstrosity and religious connotations”. 
 
Kris Hirschmann (2011:6) argues that the “scare factor” of vampire accounts for contemporary 
society’s preoccupation with them: “they stalk, feed, and kill without mercy, using their 
otherworldly powers to subdue and seduce their human prey”. The vampire is a liminal, Gothic 
figure straddling the constructed border between the “human” and “monster” and thus troubling 
this dichotomy. Yet the vampire’s popular image is now more that of a “misunderstood 
troubled soul” (Sigmarsdóttir, 2011:3). In Gothic, David Punter and Glynnis Byron provide the 
following evaluation of the vampire’s changing role in Gothic fiction: 
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In nineteenth-century vampire fiction, the representation of the vampire as 
monstrous, evil and other serves to guarantee the existence of good, 
reinforcing the formally dichotomized structures of belief. Vampire fiction of 
the latter twentieth century becomes increasingly sceptical about such 
categories [and] the oppositions between good and evil are increasingly 
problematized. (2004:248)  
 
This kind of contemporary representation of the vampire is evident in Slade House: Norah 
Grayer as a representation of the monstrous-feminine is neither quite villain nor victim. 
Nonetheless, the opposition between good and evil has pervaded Gothic fiction since its 
inception and remains one of the overarching characteristics of the genre. In fact, this 
dichotomy serves as one of the formulaic features of Gothic fiction and is evident in numerous 
Gothic works. However, straightforward battles between good and evil have been 
problematised in more recent years as literature and philosophy have come to question dualities 
and the border between good and evil has consequently blurred. Notably, previously 
uncomplicatedly villainous vampires have become more complex in their characterisation and 
have frequently transformed to embody the roles of both villain and victim. Norah Grayer is 
exemplary because even though she is clearly established as a villain in Slade House, we 
observe a rare complexity in her character. Her multifaceted nature is strongly evident in the 
last chapter of Slade House, which she narrates herself, thereby allowing the reader insight into 
her experiences from her own perspective. Norah’s embodiment of “human”, observed in her 
form and desperate attempts at self-preservation, and her role as “monster”, evident in her 
ability to cheat death, reinforces her liminality. This complexity emphasises the human side of 
Norah Grayer, which is relevant to my argument that vampires are liminal figures caught 
between, and thus dismantling, the apparent oppositions of “human” and “monster”.  
 
1.5.  The structure of the study 
 
This study will present a reading of each novel that focuses on the Gothic elements (spectres, 
madness, and vampires) identified above. In addition, each chapter will discuss the theme of 
liminality, establishing the significance of its representation in contemporary British fiction 
that incorporates the Gothic. The order of my textual analysis is as follows:  
 
Chapter One will consider the ways in which Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black presents 
liminality through the spectre that haunts Eel Marsh House, encountered by the male 
protagonist, Arthur Kipps. I will argue that The Woman in Black depicts a fairly conventional 
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representation of the Gothic, particularly in its focus on a ghost and haunted house, as well as 
in its treatment of the liminal. The Woman in Black’s departure from the conventions of the 
Victorian Gothic, however, can be seen in the way the text critiques the norms of femininity 
and motherhood while presenting Arthur Kipps as the male victim of the female spectre’s 
malevolence. The Woman in Black features a number of Gothic themes, plot elements, and 
narrative devices: foreshadowing; temporal distortion; the Gothic setting; spectres; mystery 
through secrecy; the characterisation of the protagonist as a storyteller, hero, and victim; the 
supernatural; and liminality. 
 
Chapter Two will focus on madness as liminal; in particular, I will examine how this Gothic 
theme is treated in the context of the intertextual relationship between A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous 
Ghost and Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw. The chapter will clarify the ways in which 
liminality characterises both madness and the condition of being haunted – the distinction 
between the two is often ambiguously represented. However, the way in which both texts treat 
liminality differs significantly. A Jealous Ghost is an intertext of The Turn of the Screw but the 
protagonist, Sallie Declan (who may be compared to the governess in James’s novella), is 
found to be definitively mad. The Turn of the Screw is a more complex text as, with 
characteristic modernist ambiguity, it presents a complex psychological situation in which it is 
unclear whether the house in Bly is haunted or the governess, who suspects that it is, is in fact 
mad. While A Jealous Ghost clearly depicts the protagonist, Sallie Declan, as mad, and is 
therefore not ambiguous in this respect, the novel nonetheless emphasises the ambiguous theme 
and condition of liminality. My discussion in this chapter will concentrate on madness as it 
relates to the following: the characterisation of the female protagonist as storyteller, victim and 
villain; and the way in which liminality is presented in the text. 
 
Chapter Three will discuss the ways in which Slade House presents the Gothic figure of the 
vampire. In addition, and relatedly, I will evaluate the ways in which Slade House criticises the 
contemporary consumption and materialism that continues to pervade society by representing 
consumerism through the trope of the vampire. The Grayer twins, Norah and Jonah, are not 
vampiric in the traditional sense (they do not suck blood); however, they may be described as 
vampires because they live off other humans’ souls and “imbibe” them in a manner that invokes 
vampiric associations. The chapter will consider vampires as liminal figures: the twins occupy 
a state of liminality between the “human” and the “monstrous”. Moreover, the house itself, a 
significant setting sharing its name with that of the novel, represents liminality because of its 
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instability and location between two worlds: the living and the dead. Slade House is arguably 
the most complex of the three primary texts under study, incorporating the Gothic, fantasy and 
postmodernism, and is thus the final novel on which the dissertation will focus.  
 
The Conclusion of the dissertation will assess the contribution of each text’s Gothic elements 
while focussing on a discussion of the Neo-Gothic. It will evaluate the overall effect of the 
representation of liminality in the novels under study, dramatised in particular in the novels’ 
respective focuses on spectres, madness, and vampires. It will, moreover, discuss some possible 
reasons for the contemporary preoccupation with the Gothic and related elements in 
contemporary British fiction. In their novels, Susan Hill, A.N. Wilson, and David Mitchell 
address and redress the Gothic in a number of interesting ways that will be explored in the 
pages to follow. I now turn to the selected texts with a particular focus on their unique inclusion 
























SUSAN HILL’S THE WOMAN IN BLACK 
 
 “The business was beginning to sound like something from a Victorian novel”  
(Hill, 1998:30). 
 
Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black (1983) has been praised as a novel demonstrating a “gradual 
development of exquisite suspense” and distinguishing, in its subtlety, “‘the true ghost story’ 
from its ‘gross and overblown … bastard brother’, the horror story’” (Bann cited in Scullion, 
2003:296). Because the novel sets out to capture the nuances of the Gothic literary genre, this 
chapter investigates how it adheres to conventions associated with the Gothic. While Susan 
Hill rejects the notion of The Woman in Black as being a Gothic novel, many critics have indeed 
suggested that The Woman in Black is “conventional in its use of Gothic tropes” (Bann and 
Wisker cited in Scullion, 2003:296), a description that will serve as a point of departure for this 
discussion. However, while largely conforming to Gothic conventions, The Woman in Black 
also critiques traditional gender roles within the genre. This critique is evident in the 
characterisation of the protagonist and antagonist respectively: the novel inverts the traditional 
gendered Gothic roles of victim and villain so that the once naïvely represented “damsel-in-
distress”, usually held prisoner by a male villain, now becomes a male solicitor whose 
supernatural, spectral antagonist (contrary to gendered tradition) is female. While similar 
exceptions exist in works including Mary Elizabeth Bradley’s Lady Audley’s Secret (1862) and 
Marjorie Bowen’s The Crime of Laura Sarelle (1940), the convention in Gothic fiction attaches 
the role of villain to men, while the victim is often represented by women.  
 
While the main focus of this chapter is on delineating the Gothic features of The Woman in 
Black I will also address how Hill’s emphasis on subverted gender roles disrupts gender 
assumptions otherwise evident in Gothic fiction. My discussion will show how The Woman in 
Black represents women’s perceived inferiority in Victorian society and, through the female 
spectre, even beyond this era. Such marginalisation informs the association of women with 
what Barbara Creed (1986:67) has termed the “monstrous-feminine”, which refers to a 
“shocking, terrifying, horrific, abject” portrayal of women. Nonetheless, as this chapter will 
argue, a certain degree of female agency is evident in the trope of the monstrous-feminine, 
thereby undermining the conventional association of femininity with victimhood. Liminality 
also plays a role in women’s representation in fiction because women in literature are often 
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situated at the borderlines of power. Conventionally Gothic novels emphasise the woman’s role 
as being subordinate; however, my argument will explore the departure from this gender-
biased, one-sided narrative to focus on more autonomous female characters – women traversing 
the border between power and powerlessness and thus exemplifying liminal identities.  
 
I will illustrate the ways in which the novel may be characterised as typically Gothic by 
concentrating on the following narrative features that might be regarded as common to the 
genre: foreshadowing; the Gothic setting; the focus on the supernatural; the themes of mystery 
and secrecy; the characterisation of the protagonist as a storyteller, hero, and victim; and the 
theme of liminality. At the end of this discussion, I will consider the ways in which the 
treatment of the main protagonist’s gender might be seen as departing from Gothic stereotypes 
and how the novel subverts traditional Gothic gender roles by addressing the role of the young 
unwed mother in Victorian society. Two examples of conventional Gothic novels that portray 
the gendered pattern of male villains and female victims include Horace Walpole’s The Castle 
of Otranto (1764) and Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794). In The Castle of 
Otranto, the innocent Isabelle tries to flee the diabolical Manfred. Likewise, in Ann Radcliffe’s 
The Mysteries of Udolpho, the female protagonist, Emily, struggles to escape from the control 
of the evil Count Morano. In both instances, women are portrayed as victims juxtaposed against 
villainous male antagonists. These Gothic novels show that not only are women “trapped by 
the social institutions that shape their lives […] they are trapped by the mere fact of being 
women” (Heiland, 2008:91).6 
 
In The Woman in Black, which is emphatically and self-consciously concerned with the way in 
which women are “trapped by […] social institutions”, these traditional Gothic gender roles 
are, however, inverted. Here, the protagonist is the innocent male figure and eventually Neo-
Gothic victim, Arthur Kipps. Kipps, a junior solicitor tasked with representing Alice Drablow’s 
law firm at her funeral at Eel Marsh in Crythin Gifford, finalising her will, and thereafter 
ordering her innumerable personal papers, describes the complexity of his brief, while 
metafictionally establishing the narrative as Neo-Victorian with Gothic elements: “[t]he 
business was beginning to sound like something from a Victorian novel, with a reclusive old 
                                                 
6 In recent years, critics such as Diane Long Hoeveler indicate that women may manipulate circumstances to their 
advantage through passive aggression. While Hoeveler’s (2010:4) reading of female entrapment in the Gothic 
novel as exemplifying the “hyperbolic staging of female suffering and victimization” must be acknowledged as a 
possibility, the extent of Victorian patriarchy arguably makes hyperbole necessary. 
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woman having hidden a lot of ancient documents somewhere in the depths of her cluttered 
house” (Hill, 1998:30, emphasis added). 
 
Yet The Woman in Black has been described as a “time-honoured generic” (Mullan, 2016) 
Gothic narrative. As Scullion (2013:298) argues, its “conventionality lies in Hill’s skilful and 
elegant pastiche of the ghost story, [alongside] its focus on the male protagonist”. Pastiche 
refers to “work that imitates the style of previous work” (Merriam-Webster Dictionary, 2016). 
The Woman in Black is a pastiche as it emulates the conventional Gothic novel through the 
incorporation of elements frequently found in the genre: “spectres, […] the eerie atmosphere 
and the presence of the uncanny; anything supranormal, and beyond sensory perception” 
(Cuddon, 1998:799). In addition, the novel’s structure imitates that of many traditional Gothic 
texts: Chapter One of the novel comprises a narrative frame, setting up the remainder of the 
novel as a ghost story told from the perspective of the narrative present that the frame 
establishes. Indeed, the story told in The Woman in Black begins at the end, after the events of 
the novel have taken place; it subsequently presents the narrative chronologically by providing 
a retrospective view of the protagonist’s experiences. Kipps thus looks back on the events that 
have led him to the situation in which he finds himself in the narrative present of Chapter One. 
Nonetheless, Kipps is a mystified and haunted male character: he is the novel’s naïve and 
innocent figure, arguably feminised within a Neo-Gothic narrative that, by contrast, associates 
the most important female character, “the woman in black”, with the monstrous-feminine, a 
trope emphasising the “monstrous, Gothicised feminine form” (Kreuiter, 2015:65); in this case, 
a terrifying spectral female figure intent on avenging the death of the child who was taken from 
her. 
 
2.1. Summary of The Woman in Black  
 
The Woman in Black is the first-person account of Arthur Kipps, who works as a junior solicitor 
in London, and the novel therefore focuses on his experiences and his reactions to the 
supernatural events he experiences. The novel begins on Christmas Eve in Arthur Kipps’s 
home in Monk’s Piece where he narrates the events of the novel many years later, spurred on 
to this narration by his stepchildren telling fireside ghost stories. At this stage in the novel, the 
narrative present, Kipps’s family consists of his second wife, Esmé Ainley, and her grown 
children: Oliver, Will, and Isobel. Kipps’s account details his past experiences at Eel Marsh 
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House when he was married to his first wife, Stella, whose death, alongside that of their infant 
son, forms the culmination and conclusion of his tale.  
 
Kipps, a narrator of his retrospective narrative whose reliability does not seem to be questioned 
by the novel’s structure or narrative dynamics, tells his story of his arrival at Eel Marsh House, 
the deceased Mrs Drablow’s estate; here, he is established as the conventional naïve outsider 
of Gothic literature who soon finds out that things are not as they seem and that supposed 
normality is tipping into the realm of the supernatural. After Mrs Drablow’s funeral, Kipps 
must finalise her legal affairs before returning home to his young wife, Stella. While mired in 
Mrs Drablow’s many documents, Kipps uncovers the dark secrets of the house and family. 
Early in the novel, foreshadowing his growing knowledge of this traumatic past, he sees a 
mourner at the old woman’s funeral: a young woman dressed in black. He realises as the novel 
unfolds, however, that this wasted young woman is in fact the spectre that haunts the property, 
who will continue to haunt him, both as the tormenting motivation to tell his story and as the 
ghost that appears to him, during his time at Eel Marsh House and beyond. Kipps decides to 
uncover the mystery and tragic past of this wayward spirit. While working on Mrs Drablow’s 
papers in the eerie house, he discovers that the spectre is the ghost of a young woman named 
Jennet Eliza Humfrye, Mrs Drablow’s deceased sister. Many years prior, after falling pregnant 
out of wedlock, she was forced by her family to give her young son up for adoption to the 
legitimately married Drablows (her sister and brother in-law). A few years later, however, her 
son dies in a pony trap accident, inciting Humfrye’s further pain, trauma, and rage. Since her 
own death, unsettling and largely unexplained occurrences have taken place, stories of which 
have terrified the inhabitants of Crythin Gifford. As he himself becomes ensnared in the 
haunting of Eel Marsh House, Kipps, despite his confusion, remains determined to uncover the 
truth of what has happened in this fog-wreathed setting, and the story of the spectre that appears 
to have been so tied to it in life many years ago. After spending time in the deserted house, 
Kipps discovers that Humfrye’s spectre haunts the grounds and anyone who visits the estate. 
Moreover, part of her haunting of Eel Marsh House relates to the fact that she was coerced to 
give up her child to her sister, who ultimately could not protect him from harm, despite what 
was perceived by society as the ‘safety’ of the Drablows’ marriage. As the novel progresses, 
we discover that part of Humfrye’s revenge is against society’s opinions of and rules regarding 
legitimacy and the importance of marriage – rigid moral and social Victorian notions that 
utterly marginalised unwed mothers.  
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2.2. Gothic plot devices in The Woman in Black 
 
Typical Gothic plot points include elements such as “psychological and physical terror; 
mystery and the supernatural; madness, doubling, and heredity curses” (Barrett, 2015). Several 
of these elements are evident in The Woman in Black, contributing to the protagonist’s sense 
of impending doom, which is developed through the mystery the narrative sets up.  
 
Early in the novel, in one of many examples, the Gothic device of narrative mystery and secrecy 
is evident when Kipps meets Samuel Daily, a wealthy landowner who befriends him on the 
train en-route to Crythin Gifford, at which point Mr Daily notices a brown envelope in Kipps’s 
possession “containing the Drablow papers” (Hill, 1998:37). Daily takes an interest in the 
papers as well as in why such documents would be in this unknown gentleman’s possession. 
“‘Ah! Bound for the funeral?’” Daily enquires, and quickly adds that “‘[y]ou’ll [Arthur Kipps] 
be the only one that is’” (37). Kipps reacts to this strange exchange: “[f]or some reason then, I 
shuddered, all the more because of the openness of his gaze and the directness of his manner” 
(38). Here is the first of the many “half-hints” (64) Kipps experiences as the novel unfolds, 
hints that leave the reader as much in the dark as the protagonist experiencing the unfolding 
events. After many such interactions in Crythin Gifford, Kipps grows “rather impatient of the 
half-hints and dark mutterings made by grown men at the mention of Mrs Drablow and her 
property” (64). However, it is this impatience, shared by the reader, that creates narrative 
tension and inspires a mirroring desire in the reader to uncover the secret at the heart of the 
tale; a kind of “doubling” thus occurs in the novel between the uneasy Kipps and the equally 
unsettled reader. Throughout the narrative, moreover, these proleptic moments of unease 
foreground “terror” and “mystery” and hint at the “madness” and “curse” of the narrative to 
follow, all elements of the Gothic. 
 
2.2.1. London as a Gothic setting 
 
The setting of a text encourages the reader to make certain (and very specific) inferences about 
other elements of the text pertaining to the plot and characters. One of the major features of 
the Gothic is, of course, its setting (Abrams, 2005:117), which is often an “antiquated space” 
where “hauntings […] of a supernatural nature” (Yotov, 2013:8) occur. There are three 
significant locations to note in The Woman in Black that are characterised as Gothic: London, 
Crythin Gifford, and Eel Marsh House.  
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London is a popular setting for Gothic fiction and is frequently represented in the Victorian 
Gothic novel (Barrett, 2015). Authors such as Robert Louis Stevenson and Mary Shelley have 
chosen the city as the ideal setting for their macabre tales. Charles Dickens’s descriptions of 
London, too, are famously eerie and frequently Gothic. London is a fitting setting for Gothic 
fiction for many reasons, including its architecture and heritage: “London is a city embedded 
in Gothic discourses, saturated with them to the point where geography collapses into history 
collapses into fiction” (Phillips and Witchard, 2010). Buzwell (2014) suggests that “London 
itself has a dual nature, with its respectable streets existing side-by-side with areas notorious 
for their squalor and violence”, thereby making it an appropriate, and often uncanny, setting 
for Gothic narratives. Such borderlines between the genteel and the dilapidated, the 
contemporary and the historical, reinforce London’s liminality and suggest it as a space of 
“haunted modernity” (Luckhurst 2002:527). London, moreover, exemplifies “the urban 
Gothic’s liminal nature” by allowing “instability to reign” (McCrystal, 2018:311). It is one of 
many urban “liminal spaces that cannot truly be known” (311), an uncanny space characterised 
by the blurring of binaries and the disruptions and mysteries associated with this. 
 
Following the trend of many other Gothic texts, London is one of the dominant locations in 
The Woman in Black. Kipps describes London as a place where “the fog scarcely allowed any 
daylight to penetrate the foul gloom of the atmosphere” (Hill, 1998:22). Fog in the novel is 
“menacing and sinister, disguising the familiar world and confusing the people in it” (23), 
thereby reinforcing a sombre ambience. In a similar way, imagery in the novel creates an 
atmosphere of gloom and foreboding where human figures in the fog look “like ghost figures”, 
“red-eyed and demonic” (25). Such imagery contributes to the reader’s foreboding and hints at 
the kind of story to follow. 
 
2.2.2. Crythin Gifford as a Gothic setting  
 
Crythin Gifford is the second location in The Woman in Black shrouded in mystery. In this 
hamlet, Kipps attempts to uncover the mystery of Eel Marsh House and the village provides a 
social context for the otherwise intensely personal story that unfolds. Crythin Gifford harbours 
secrets. This secrecy is evident when Kipps’s encounters with the townspeople suggest their 
fear, furtiveness, and seeming knowledge of a mystery of which Kipps is initially ignorant. 
Kipps muses on the nature of the townspeople: “this was just the sort of place where 
superstition and tittle-tattle were rife” (Hill, 1998:64). Kipps initially does not believe the 
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glimmerings of a story associated with Eel Marsh House, hinted to him by the locals. He is 
frustrated that their fabrications “hold sway over commonsense” (64) particularly because his 
own profession associates him with order and rationality. While the hospitable lodging offered 
at Gifford Arms in the town’s centre serves as a place of rest and solitude for Kipps, it is also 
a place of mystery. Each interaction that takes place between Kipps and the townspeople 
appears guarded, even absurd in some instances, as those who reside in the town avoid all 
mention of Eel Marsh House and the case of Mrs Drablow. This constant avoidance creates a 
sense of unease, leading the reader to sense that something is awry. Kipps notes that an element 
of mystery and concealment is evident in the town’s positioning and location: 
 
Crythin Gifford was utterly flat but, coming suddenly to the end of one of the 
narrow streets, I found myself at once in open country, and saw field after field 
stretching away into the pale horizon. I saw then what Mr Daily had meant about 
the town tucking itself in with its back to the wind, for, indeed, all that could be 
seen of it from here were the backs of houses. (Hill, 1998:48) 
 
 
The town is remote and tucked away, and the fact that it is inaccessible suggests important 
themes often found in Gothic novels, such as secrecy and mystery. Kipps’s view only of “the 
backs of the houses” (48) associates their position with impenetrability and mystery. In The 
Encyclopaedia of Gothic Literature, William Hughes, David Punter, and Andrew Smith 
(2013:602) explain that “secret societies are a common motif in Gothic fiction”. Hidden 
communities preserve “lost information from the past” (602). Crythin Gifford’s concealed 
information is Humfrye’s tragic history regarding the loss of her son and her consequent 
haunting of the area. The townspeople desperately try to bury this gloomy past along with the 
hauntings and spectral appearances, which preceded the death of a child in the community. 
Humfrye’s ghost appears to the townspeople to be “mad with grief and mad with anger” (Hill, 
1998:185), and “Crythin Gifford has lived with that for fifty years. It’s changed people. They 
don’t speak of it” (183). Seclusion protects this secret. In The Woman in Black, Arthur Kipps, 
appearing as a solicitor from the big and equally Gothic setting of London, breaks this seclusion 
and secrecy when he appears in the village to sort through Mrs Drablow’s papers. He therefore 
allows Humfrye’s story to break its confines and thus to be felt more resonantly within society, 
and moreover, by the readership of the novel in the present moment, signalling the importance 
of her story to society as a whole. In this way, the novel represents Humfrye’s oppression as a 
woman in Victorian society. Arguably, Arthur Kipps’s appearance in the story indicates the 
potential for change. 
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In addition to helping the townspeople withhold their secrets, the town’s seclusion underscores 
the protagonist’s initial sense of displacement and uncertainty. The uninviting atmosphere of 
Crythin Gifford is reminiscent of Washington Irving’s well-known short story, “The Legend of 
Sleepy Hollow” (1820). Irving’s short story describes supernatural occurrences that take place 
in a secluded town, much like Crythin Gifford, named Sleepy Hollow. The story follows 
Ichabod Crane as he sets out to uncover the mystery surrounding the closely guarded secrets of 
the inhabitants of Sleepy Hollow, secrets relating to a fearsome headless horseman. Scholars 
consider this short story Gothic for many reasons, but most specifically it is comparable to The 
Woman in Black as it creates an atmosphere of ominous foreboding through describing the 
secretive temperaments of the townspeople. Crythin Gifford, similarly, provides a number of 
instances of foreshadowing while reinforcing the sense of unease that is characteristic of the 
Gothic narrative. Foreshadowed events are emphasised by the secrecy of the people in the town, 
which, in turn, causes Kipps anxiety as he seeks to uncover the mystery of Eel Marsh House.  
 
2.2.3. Eel Marsh House as a Gothic setting 
 
Eel Marsh House may be considered the most significant setting as it is here that the majority 
of the novel’s supernatural events take place. This central location has many Gothic 
characteristics relating to the spectre that haunts it. Kipps describes Eel Marsh House as a “tall, 
gaunt” structure that “stood like some lighthouse […] facing the whole, wide expanse of marsh 
and estuary” (Hill, 1998:68). Eel Marsh House’s comparison to a lighthouse suggests isolation 
and desolation: Kipps describes it as “the most astonishingly situated house I had ever seen or 
could ever conceivably have imagined, isolated, uncompromising” (68). Inside the confines of 
Eel Marsh House, Kipps is forced to explore the depths of the human condition, while his 
physical and psychological well-being are under severe threat. Lighthouses may symbolise 
clarity as they provide illumination in the darkness for travellers. Conversely, they are warning 
signs of danger, even impending doom. While Eel Marsh House isolates Kipps, it eventually 
provides clarity regarding Humfrye’s spectre that haunts it. However, the building’s 
comparison to a lighthouse may also allude to Kipps’s inevitable psychological destruction.  
 
Eel Marsh House typifies the kind of setting that lulls the protagonist of many Gothic novels 
into a false sense of security before it unleashes evil, in the form of spectral haunting, on those 
who have entered. The house’s deceptive and sinister first impression is evident in Kipps’s 
initial response to the estate:  
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I wanted to drink in all the silence and the mysterious, shimmering beauty, to smell 
the strange, salt smell that was borne faintly on the wind, to listen for the slightest 
murmur. I was aware of a heightening of every one of my senses, and conscious 
that this extraordinary place was imprinting itself on my mind and deep in my 
imagination, too. (Hill, 1998:71) 
 
In Kipps’s description, the landscape surrounding Eel Marsh House is liminal. This portrayal 
of the site elicits an uncanny sense of the sublime through Kipps’s depiction of the “silence”, 
which he perceives as being “mysterious” in its “shimmering beauty” (71). Moreover, Kipps’s 
heightening senses while visually taking in Eel Marsh House’s surrounds indicates an increased 
sensitivity to this “extraordinary place” (71), a description that foreshadows the events that will 
occur here. Interestingly, Kipps’s sense that of the significance of the location, imprinted here 
on his mind and imagination, suggests haunting itself. Kipps does not yet realise it at the 
moment; however, the landscape he finds so breath-taking will endure in his memory for 
reasons beyond its beauty.  
 
While Kipps at first possesses a sense of wonder regarding Eel Marsh House, this illusion 
quickly dissipates when he makes his way through the house for the first time only to discover 
that, rather than being enchanting, Eel Marsh House is, in fact, “a dull, rather gloomy and rather 
unwelcoming home” (Hill, 1998:82). The “curiously impersonal” (81) house strikes Kipps 
upon closer inspection as an isolated place accompanied only by “the moaning wind and the 
melancholy calls of the birds” (82). The bleak atmosphere evoked by the “moaning wind” 
suggests a sense of pain and mourning (82). These conditions serve as an example of pathetic 
fallacy with Humfrye’s own grief regarding her deceased son mirroring the weather. Her 
initially impotent mourning haunts the novel and its characters, eventually transforming into 
her rage and desire for revenge, which she acts upon. While Kipps begins his stay at the marsh-
engulfed house with interest and wonder, he quickly finds that he has had “enough of 
monotonous greyness, enough of this gloomy old house” (Hill, 1998:83). The mournful 
atmosphere of the setting becomes synonymous with Humfrye’s melancholia and thus her rage, 







2.3. Gothic children  
 
An important and frequent supernatural feature of the Gothic, to be discussed here in relation 
to The Woman in Black, is the motif of children who act as an omen of foreboding. The uncanny 
presence of children in Gothic fiction often emphasises the genre’s effects of gloom, terror, 
and fear. Margarita Georgieva suggests in The Gothic Child (2013:2) that the presence of 
children allows the narrator to “take into account that person’s [the narrator’s] innocence or 
lack of knowledge, their potential for development or their intellectual pliability”. Moreover, 
the appearance of children as a symbol to reinforce the presence of malevolence and uneasiness 
is evident in numerous Gothic or Neo-Gothic works, or works of horror, albeit through different 
treatments, such as in John Wyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos (1957), Stephen King’s The 
Shining (1977), and, in more recent years, Sarah Waters’s The Little Stranger (2009).  
 
Gothic children relate to the theme of the “transformations of the body” (Chaplin, 2011:22) 
prevalent in Gothic fiction; for example, in the classic examples of Bram Stoker’s Dracula 
(1897) and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus (1818). Physical change 
is evident in children’s maturation toward adulthood and thus childhood itself may be 
considered a liminal passage. Freud’s concept of the uncanny may also be applied to the Gothic 
child, who symbolises a physical, transformative process involving the “Oedipal drives that the 
child must repress in order to become a functioning adult” (cited in Chaplin, 2011:22). The 
‘possessed’ child is frequently a motif in Gothic fiction, his or her presence complicating the 
parent-child relationship, and turning it uncanny, through the exploration and unexpected 
insertion of associations of “alienation and violence” (143).  
 
These associations are evident in The Woman in Black, when Kipps hears at the graveyard “the 
sound of children’s voices” coming from within the walls of the school yard (Hill, 1998:52). 
While seemingly innocent, the presence of children is evidently far more sinister than may at 
first be apparent. Indeed, because children represent innocence and purity in many contexts, 
their inclusion in the Gothic as a malicious force is an approach often adopted by authors of 
the genre to subvert the idea of innocence and to add to the uncanny dimensions of the text. 
The uncanny children in James’s The Turn of the Screw, for example, undermine the normative 
association of children with innocence, a feature, too, of The Woman in Black. 
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In addition to creating an atmosphere of foreboding in The Woman in Black, the presence of 
children serves a further purpose, integral to the plot. As the novel progresses, we learn about 
the events surrounding the adoption and consequent death of a young child on the Eel Marsh 
House estate years ago. Kipps finds evidence of the “infant son of Humfrye [who] was become 
by adoption the child of Morgan Thomas Drablow of Eel Marsh House, Crythin Gifford, and 
his wife Alice” (Hill, 1998:139). He discovers that the adoption of Humfrye’s son, Nathaniel, 
takes place under duress, as he finds letters in which the mother refuses to give up her child, 
stating that “they would never be parted” (139). Thereafter, Kipps uncovers “three death 
certificates”, indicating the severity of events that took place in Mrs Drablow’s house (176). 
Kipps examines these documents and finds that “[t]he first was of the boy, Nathaniel Drablow, 
at the age of six years. The cause of death was given as drowning” (176). After much 
investigation, he discovers the gloomy nature of “that row of small, solemn faces, with hands 
all gripping the railings, that surrounded the school yard, on the day of Mrs Drablow’s funeral” 
(186). These are the ghosts of children who have died after Humfrye’s spectral appearances.7 
Moreover, the “very heart of the haunting” (170) inside Eel Marsh House is discovered by the 
protagonist as being in “a child’s nursery” (147). 
 
2.4. Arthur Kipps’s experience of haunting   
 
The uneasy presence of the children in the novel acts as a precursor to Kipps’ own worst 
nightmare that occurs later on as he uncovers the frightening link that exists between the 
children in Crythin Gifford and the woman in black: 
 
[…] whenever she has been seen […] in the graveyard, on the marsh, in the streets 
of the town, however briefly, and whoever by, there has been one sure and certain 
result. […] In some violent or dreadful circumstance, a child has died. (Hill, 
1998:186) 
 
Humfrye’s appearance at bleak locations such as “the graveyard” and “on the marsh” reinforce 
the narrative’s sense of dread regarding her true intentions. It is evident to Kipps that the 
spectre’s presence gives rise to further trauma in the lives of those who encounter it as “[i]n 
spectral form, she repeatedly inflicts suffering on families by causing the death of their 
children” (Scullion, 2003:292).  It is this particular suffering of children in the novel that is 
                                                 
7 Humfrye’s thieving of the children’s souls arguably situates her as strangely vampiric, much like the vampires 
in Slade House (to be explored in Chapter Three). 
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considered to be “distinctively nightmarish” (306). Yet Kipps is able to understand and even 
sympathise with the vengeful acts of the ghost of Humfrye as he deliberates upon the events 
that have taken place:  
 
[s]he had been a poor, crazed, troubled woman, dead of grief and distress, filled 
with hatred and desire for revenge. Her bitterness was understandable, the 
wickedness that led her to take away other women’s children because she had lost 
her own, understandable too but not forgivable. (Hill, 1998:194) 
 
Kipps thus comes to comprehend the far deeper reasons for Humfrye’s haunting of both Eel 
Marsh House and, less frequently, Crythin Gifford. While he appears to possess a newly 
discovered sense of enlightenment, insight, and arguably even closure regarding his 
interactions with the woman in black, he does not realise that the previous deaths of the children 
in Crythin Gifford extend far beyond the boundaries of this small village. In other words, 
Humfrye’s haunting will reach further than Kipps anticipates, ultimately causing him great 
devastation. As the quotation above confirms, Humfrye’s actions, which are “filled with 
hatred” are far more menacing than Kipps initially predicts as she becomes “crazed” by her 
“grief and distress” (194), ultimately leading her to lash out at vulnerable innocents around her.  
 
Once Kipps is aware of the haunting and secrets of Eel Marsh House he returns to London and 
his first wife, Stella, with the misguided belief “that the chain is broken – that her [Humfrye’s] 
power is at an end – that she has gone – and I was the last to ever see her” (Hill, 1998:194). 
However, Kipps prematurely and erroneously believes that traumatic events have ended when 
their resolution is yet to occur. Cathy Caruth (1995:153) argues in her book entitled Trauma: 
Explorations of Memory that “trauma thus seems to evoke the difficult truth of history that is 
constituted by the very incomprehensibility of its occurrence”. The association between trauma 
and history may be likened to spectral hauntings disrupting the present with incomprehensible 
horror. Moreover, unresolved trauma has an impact on how “memories are stored in the mind 
and continue to affect day-to-day perceptions and interpretations of reality” (Van der Kolk and 
Van der Hart cited in Caruth, 1995:158). The repetition of traumatic memories may impact on 
perceptual reality by manifesting in distorted experiences that throw a sense of reality into 
doubt. The recurrence of trauma is evident in Kipps’s experience throughout the novel as he 
struggles to differentiate between fact and fiction. Moreover, it is Kipps’s memory that haunts 
him, forcing him to relive the traumatic experiences of Eel Marsh House and thus condemning 
him to a liminal state between the past and the present. Upon his return to London, Kipps recalls 
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his short-lived return to normalcy with his young bride:  
 
I was so filled with joy and contentment in my life, that I never so much as thought 
of those things, and the nightmares quite ceased to trouble me. I was in a particularly 
peaceful, happy frame of mind […] following our son’s birth. I could not have been 
less prepared for what was to come. (Hill, 1998:197) 
 
This state of well-being is short-lived as, once again, the Gothic novel lulls both protagonist 
and reader into a false sense of security that all is well. Kipps’s sense “joy and contentment” 
(197) mistakenly leads him to believe that the worst of his horrifying ordeal is behind him. 
However, the true horror is yet to unfold, which emphasises the novel’s use of foreshadowing 
to engage the reader through continued angst. Furthermore, Kipps’s observation that he was 
unprepared “for what was to come” (197) establishes a sense of menacing foreboding thereby 
foreshadowing sinister events to follow. It is on a particularly pleasant “Sunday afternoon in 
the summer” that the unthinkable happens when Kipps and his young family visit a park and 
Stella and their young son take a ride on “a pony and trap” (Hill, 1998:197):  
 
[a]nd then, quite suddenly, I saw her. She was standing away from any of the people, 
close up to the trunk of one of the trees. I looked directly at her and she at me. There 
was no mistake. My eyes were not deceiving me. It was she, the woman in black with 
the wasted face. (Hill, 1998:198) 
 
During this encounter Kipps’s greatest fears are realised. This encounter foreshadows the 
frightening events that follow, which Kipps realises when he recalls: “my eyes were not 
deceiving me” (198). The glance between the pair clearly connotes a shared familiarity of fear 
and fright experienced during their time at Eel Marsh House. It is as if an understanding passes 
between them of incidents past but not forgotten. Kipps watches helplessly as the woman in 
black “moved quickly, her skirts rustling as if to step into the pony’s path” before hearing “the 
sickening crack and thud as the pony and its cart collided with one of the huge tree trunks” (Hill, 
1998:199). This scene illustrates how the spectral haunting follows Kipps even after he has left 
Eel Marsh House. In addition, this extract emphasises the Gothic by using the supernatural to 
create tragedy and further trauma in the life of the protagonist and other characters in the novel. 
Kipps recalls with a heavy heart how “[o]ur baby son had been thrown clear, clear against 
another tree. He lay crumpled on the grass below it, dead” (200). This trauma demonstrates how 
the ghost story unfolds. In other words, the woman in black is compelled by the losses 
experienced during her own mortality to bring anguish into the lives of those who cross her path 
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by causing the deaths of their own children. This conclusion to the story and to Kipps’s much 
anticipated personal history, first alluded to in the opening pages of the novel, is harrowing. 
 
Kipps concludes his story with this realisation: “I had seen the ghost of Jennet Humfrye and she 
had had her revenge. They asked for my story. I have told it. Enough” (Hill, 1998:200). This 
particular ending to the novel is characteristic of the nineteenth-century Gothic because the 
genre often prevents closure for the reader by presenting “an open-ended text” (Scullion, 
2003:294). It is evident how the spectre of the woman in black and the narrative of the novel 
mirror one another: “[h]er ghost is never laid to rest. Neither is order restored by the closing 
pages” (292). Furthermore, the ways in which the novel clearly intersects with the Gothic 
become apparent based on its conclusion:  
 
The particular horror of The Woman in Black is that the ghost is not laid to rest. In 
the last pages she is still at large, having ranged freely across two centuries, unbound 
by geographical constraints and driven to bring misery to families again and again. 
(Scullion, 2003:302) 
 
Scullion thus describes the effectiveness of the novel’s abrupt ending, showing one of the many 
ways in which The Woman in Black captures the Gothic: through lack of closure. Gothic 
narratives invoke the lack of closure associated with trauma. Psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud 
(1920:6) characterised psychical trauma as “the affect of fright” brought on by “any experience 
which calls up distressing affects – such as those of fright, anxiety, shame or physical pain”. 
Kipps’s nervous complaints are evident in how he describes being “prone to occasional nervous 
illnesses and conditions” (Hill, 1998:4). These nervous complaints clearly demonstrate the 
lasting psychological effects of the traumatic experiences Kipps undergoes at Eel Marsh House, 
which he carries with him throughout his life. Historically, such nervous illnesses were 
associated with women (Craig, 2015) and, for this reason, Kipps’s own suffering serves as an 
interesting reversal of gender roles. Notably, events that occur in the novel lead to Kipps 
experiencing the very same trauma that Humfrye herself has experienced, which has gone 
unnoticed during her lifetime due to the social conditions that once required her to give up her 
child before his death. Kipps, as a male solicitor, and one who is engaged to be married at the 
time, is an effective victim for Humfrye whose rage targets not Kipps himself but rather what 
he represents: patriarchal society and its adherence to only legitimising married women as 
mothers. The open-ended nature of the story and its lack of closure suggests that not only Kipps 
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will be haunted, but the reader too, thus demanding that social attention be directed towards 
Humfrye’s plight and to such social inequity in general.  
 
2.5. Disrupted narratives and temporal chronology 
 
Disruptions of the chronological progression of time are present in The Woman in Black, and 
are also evident in Gothic texts: Allen Grove (1997), for example, argues that “[Gothic] writers 
intertwine[…] multiple narratives and construct[…] dizzyingly complex genealogies”. 
Furthermore, Grove explains that these complex eighteenth- and nineteenth-century narratives 
“allowed the novelist to create suspense through the artful interruption of, and digression from, 
the main story lines” (1997). The intention of deploying such fragmentation is to stir the 
reader’s sense of uncertainty, precariousness and anxiety and, by extension, relay the 
protagonist’s feelings. Some examples of nineteenth-century Gothic narratives with similar 
forms to The Woman in Black include Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein; or, The Modern 
Prometheus (1818), Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886), 
and Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw (1993[1898]). In Frankenstein; or, The Modern 
Prometheus, for example, Victor Frankenstein’s experience of bringing his creation to life is 
narrated in the first instance in Robert Walton’s letters to his sister. Strange Case of Dr Jekyll 
and Mr Hyde depicts Dr Henry Jekyll’s experiences through various accounts by Mr Utterson 
who gains access to various written forms of Jekyll’s story; letters, for example. Because 
Douglas reads the manuscript supposedly written by the unnamed governess, The Turn of the 
Screw also uses written accounts to convey the chilling ghost story, thus establishing temporal 
fragmentation. While promoting a sense of unease, this narrative technique also reinforces 
Gothic and liminal ambiguity in each story as each becomes concerned with the 
epistemological difficulties of representing or engaging with the past from the perspective of 
the present.  
 
In The Woman in Black Kipps tells the story of Eel Marsh House’s haunting, which relates to 
the storytelling approach present in those works described above. The Woman in Black opens 
on Christmas Eve in Monk’s Piece at the quiet and (seemingly) ordinary residence of Kipps 
and his young family. But Kipps looks back to the past from this narrative present, many years 
after the events he describes have occurred.  
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Kipps recollects the past while locating himself in the narrative present in the opening pages 
of the novel, during which the fireside tales are told. His thoughts about the trauma he 
experiences therefore occur before the events are narrated. Kipps thus reflects on the events at 
Eel Marsh House without yet narrating these events. This foreshadows the trauma of the 
forthcoming retrospective narrative.  
 
On that day, I truly believed that I had at last come out from under the long shadow 
cast by the events of the past […] He [Mr Bentley] had always blamed himself, at 
least in part, for what happened to me – it had, after all, been he who sent me on 
that first journey up to Crythin Gifford, and Eel Marsh House, and to the funeral 
of Mrs Drablow. (Hill, 1998:8) 
 
Kipps’s memory conjures a sense of foreboding while foreshadowing events of which the 
reader has yet to learn; this demonstrates how disruptions of chronological order are used to 
hint at events not yet narrated but which have already occurred. Indeed, “analepsis” and 
“prolepsis” are essential to the novel’s narrative construction (Currie, 2006:29). Prolepsis refers 
to “a moment in a narrative in which the chronological order of story events is disturbed and 
the narrator narrates future events out of turn” (29), while analepsis refers to a flashback. 
Prolepsis is evident in the quotation above as the narrative will later fill in the details of what 
is hinted at here, of which the reader is not yet fully aware. Achronological narration is 
significant in the Gothic ghost story: Kipps’s narration, for example, emphasises the fact that 
the events that once took place at Eel Marsh House haunt him to the present day, the past 
becoming an indelible part of the present. His time-jumbled narrative, indicating also that the 
recollection of the past is tainted by events that will occur after what is recollected, reveals, in 
addition, the extent to which this traumatic haunting has changed the way in which he views 
the past. 
 
Kipps’s memories are thus extremely significant within the novel. Memory as a vehicle for 
storytelling, particularly in the recollection of the grotesque and horrifying, is characteristically 
Gothic. Memory’s very unreliability makes it liminal and fluid in its reconstruction of the past. 
Memories are neither here nor there; past nor present. Thomson Douglass argues that “the 
Gothic explores the secret pieces of the characters’ past; usually their darkest deeds, which 
inevitably haunt them at every opportunity, and twist their present fates” (2013); it is their 
memory that draws their past and present together, reliably or not. While Kipps is not overtly 
haunted by his own behaviour, he is tormented by the past deeds of others. Having once 
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considered himself a “rational, sensible” young man who “did not believe in ghosts” (Hill, 
1998:78), Humfrye’s haunting will plague him well into his later years. Incidentally, Kipps’s 
association with rationality in his youth is important in the novel: his status as a lawyer, a 
profession linked to irrefutable reason, is significant. Associated with the Law, Kipps is 
symbolically aligned with the patriarchal rules of society. Law, as the novel presents it, is 
indeed patriarchal: Humfrye has been marginalised and delegitimised as an unwed mother, the 
root of the trauma she later attempts to avenge. If Kipps is aligned with rationality and the 
(symbolic) Law, then not only does Humfrye haunt him individually, she also haunts the 
society he represents, disrupting its rules and practices. 
 
For Kipps, and thus for the novel itself (and perhaps even for British society, as my argument 
above suggests), the relationship between memory and the lasting effects of trauma is 
extremely significant:  
 
Indeed, even now in later life, though I have been as happy and at peace in my 
home at Monk’s Piece, and with my dear wife Esmé, as any man may hope to be, 
and even though I thank God every night that it is all over, all long past and will 
not, cannot come again, yet I do not believe I have ever again slept so well as I did 
that night in the inn at Crythin Gifford. (Hill, 1998:46) 
 
This observation – Kipps’s troubled admission that sleep has eluded him since the events of 
Eel Marsh House – occurs early in the novel, before Kipps narrates his past experience after 
arriving at Eel Marsh House as a younger man. In the quotation, Kipps refers to the night before 
attending Mrs Drablow’s funeral, during which time he recalls that he “was still all in a state 
of innocence, but that innocence, once lost, is lost forever” (Hill, 1998:46). This is the last night 
that Kipps is able to sleep soundly before the hauntings begin. In this way, the chronology of 
events is disrupted because the older Kipps recollects these disturbances experienced by his 
younger self. This disrupted chronology creates a sense of foreboding due to its reference to 
what we assume is the protagonist’s past trauma. Kipps contemplates the pain his memories 
bring him as he asks “[c]ould I not be free of it at least for that blessed time, was there no way 






2.6. Foreshadowing as a form of prolepsis  
 
Strongly contributing to this narrative tension is the novel’s use of foreshadowing, another term 
for prolepsis; this is a narrative technique hinting at events to follow or at plot details on which 
the text will later elaborate, without revealing too much information to the reader early on 
(Abrams and Harpham, 2015:140). Foreshadowing is another literary device characteristic to 
the Gothic, and a narrative convention to which The Woman in Black therefore adheres. 
William Hughes, David Punter, and Andrew Smith (2013) maintain in The Encyclopedia of the 
Gothic that foreshadowing exists as a “common authorial device” that reinforces “characters’ 
uncertain positions and lack of true knowledge.” It is a common feature in Gothic fiction 
because it builds suspense and mystery, as the aforementioned example from The Woman in 
Black suggests. Furthermore, the foreshadowing of events that are yet to take place elicits 
readerly anxiety, allowing the reader to experience the protagonist’s sense of escalating unease. 
As Helen Small observes, “Gothic literature plays on its readers’ anxieties, dramatising their 
most intimate fears without fully articulating what it is doing; and in producing the symptoms 
of anxiety […] it prevents the reader [from] interpreting […] those fears” (cited in Mulvey-
Roberts, 2009:203). Anxiety associated with the supernatural is linked in The Woman in Black 
to anxiety regarding the illegitimacy of young unwed mothers during the Victorian era, women 
oppressed and marginalised by patriarchal Victorian norms.  
 
Gothic texts tend to include foreshadowing for specific purposes. For example, a pivotal plot 
point of Jane Eyre (1847) is subtly foreshadowed in Jane’s first meeting with Edward 
Rochester, when the governess meets her new master for the first time, quite by chance, in a 
gloomy forest near Thornfield Hall. While Rochester quickly realises Jane’s status as his newly 
appointed governess, Jane only becomes conscious of his identity later on. Jane Eyre makes 
use of foreshadowing in more obvious ways too – for example, in the narration of Jane’s 
nightmares. An example of this is when Jane dreams of Thornfield’s destruction, which soon 
becomes a reality when she returns to the “dreary ruin” after Bertha Mason sets fire to the 
house (Brontë, 2017[1847]:428). Upon her return, Jane recalls how the ruins mirror Thornfield 
as she has “once seen it in a dream” (281). The effect of this foreshadowing in Gothic fiction 
“heighten[s] the reader’s sense of dread” (Hughes, Punter, and Smith, 2013) without revealing 
too much detail about the frightening events that will occur. Such foreshadowing provides 
insight into the narrative in a way that alerts the reader to something menacing to follow. While 
‘dread’ ostensibly indicates a negative emotion, it is important to remember that, within the 
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safe yet haunting confines of Gothic literature, the reader’s experience of dread is partly 
thrilling and pleasurable, working alongside the narrative technique of foreshadowing to 
encourage the desire for more information, the desire to turn the page.  
 
Foreshadowing, as suggested above, is also frequently evident in The Woman in Black and is 
observed in the townspeople’s secrecy, the presence of Gothic children, and in the haunted 
house. The effect of such foreshadowing in the novel emphasises the malevolence of Eel Marsh 
House as Kipps is constantly warned of eerie occurrences taking place on the property. Despite 
these threats to his life, Kipps pushes on in desperation to solve the mysteries of Mrs Drablow’s 
estate. Such perseverance on his part reinforces the reader’s own sense of trepidation as we 
recognise the menacing nature of the spectre and the risk under which Kipps places himself. 
For example, at the beginning of the novel, Kipps recalls how he came to live in Monk’s Piece 
while out on a ride with his employer, Mr Bentley. He considers how, even then, he believed 
that his current home was tied to him in some way and that he was destined to live in the house 
he now shares with his family. Kipps contemplates his younger self before his experiences at 
Eel Marsh House:  
 
The feeling of conviction I have described was still upon me, and I remember 
that I was alarmed by it, for I had never been an imaginative or fanciful man 
and certainly not one given to visions of the future. Indeed, since those earlier 
experiences I had deliberately avoided all contemplation of any remotely 
nonmaterial matters, and clung to the prosaic, the visible and tangible. (Hill, 
1998:6-7) 
 
Kipps’s description, which provides little detail other than his uncharacteristic sense of “alarm” 
and his initial sense of something supernatural afoot, is an instance of foreshadowing, pointing 
the reader to information we may expect only later on in the narrative. Here Kipps, without 
having yet provided any detail of the unsettling nature of the supernatural events at Eel Marsh 
House, nonetheless alludes to these events. More information will of course follow as his 
narration unfolds. The effect of this foreshadowing suggests a temporal distortion important to 
the Gothic narrative – future events disrupt the chronology of the narration, while, inversely 
and concomitantly, the past disrupts the narrative chronology too, albeit through the literal 
haunting of the present moment by spectres from the past.  
 
Hughes, Punter, and Smith (2013) point to a significant narrative purpose of foreshadowing, 
relating frequently to the epistemological dilemmas Gothic literature often poses, when they 
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suggest that it is “concerned with characters’ uncertain positions and lack of true knowledge; 
characters often have little information about the world […] they must navigate”. This 
emphasis on epistemological uncertainty increases the foreboding atmosphere of such 
narratives. A similar sense of uncertainty is transferred to the reader: foreshadowing 
contributes towards “heighten[ing] the reader’s sense of dread without the necessity of 
providing the characters with a clue” as to what will occur (Hughes, Punter, and Smith, 2013). 
One example of foreshadowing in the novel that emphasises the protagonist’s uncertainty is 
evident when Kipps recalls standing outside the nursery in Eel Marsh House belonging to Mrs 
Drablow’s child (although he is yet to discover the contents of the room): “[w]ithin, I could 
hear both the noise – louder now because the door was open – and the sound of the dog, 
pattering anxiously about and sniffing and snuffling as she went” (Hill, 1998:145). The dog is 
Kipps’s companion and the severe anxiety she exhibits in her behaviour in relation to the 
sounds of Eel Marsh House promotes the magnified “sense of dread and foreboding” that 
Kipps himself experiences (99). Kipps’s sense of dread is further evoked by the sound of the 
rocking chair emanating from the nursery. Although the sound recalls a sense of comfort for 
him, related to a maternal warmth and security he remembers from childhood, here this 
comfort is radically and uncannily transformed into something dreadful. Indeed, as The 
Woman in Black repeatedly reveals, “atmosphere and mood […] convey a sense of 
foreboding” (Hughes, Punter, and Smith, 2013).  
 
The apprehension evoked in the Gothic protagonist and reader alike evokes a sense of 
inevitable threat. Kipps’s experience is characterised by constant feelings of anxiety and 
impending doom. After taking up residence in Eel Marsh House after Mrs Drablow’s death, 
Kipps experiences the supernatural on a number of occasions. For example, Kipps’s reflection 
on what lies beyond the locked door of the nursery strongly reveals, despite his willingness to 
spring to action, his sense of foreboding: 
 
Spider was at the door, growling the same, low growl of the previous night. I 
looked round at her and saw that her hackles were up. For a moment I sat, too 
terrified to move. Then I recalled my decision to seek out the ghosts of Eel 
Marsh House and confront them […] [a]nd so, I laid down the papers, got to 
my feet and went quietly to open the door of the small parlour. (Hill, 1998:140)  
 
Kipps’s description illustrates one way in which foreshadowing creates a sense of unease and 
ominous foreboding of events to follow. By this time, we are cognisant of the fact that Eel 
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Marsh House is haunted. However, the precise details of the haunting remain a mystery. The 
reader is also aware of a trauma of sorts that happened many years ago in this abandoned house, 
but the nature of this trauma and the reason for the spectre’s manifestation is yet to be revealed. 
This realisation relates to a feature of the Gothic, which, as Good explains, is typically 
concerned with “feelings of mourning and loss” (2012:22). Indeed, sorrowful lamentation is 
expressed as the text progresses, and as we discover the trauma experienced by Kipps as well 
as by the spectre haunting Eel Marsh House, Jennet Humfrye. Here, Kipps’s narration of events 
indicates another use of foreshadowing to reinforce the threatening presence in Eel Marsh 
House:  
 
And, all the time, the door stood wide open and the rocking continued. 
Rocking. Yes. I came to, because I had realized at last what the noise within 
the room was – or, at least, what it reminded me of closely. It was the sound 
of the wooden runners of my nurse’s rocking chair, when she had sat beside 
me every night while I went to sleep, as a small child, rocking, rocking. (Hill, 
1998:145)  
 
Kipps’s insights into the haunting of Eel Marsh House slowly become realised as he stands 
outside the nursery door listening to the uninterrupted rocking that he cannot quite place. The 
alliteration of the “r” and repetition of “rocking, rocking” (145) establishes the eeriness of the 
sound, the movement, and its haunting, disquieting effect. Again, the vulnerability implied by 
the use of the phrase “small child” (145) reinforces Kipps’s own fears about the haunting in 
Eel Marsh House while establishing his own helplessness. This extract differs from those 
previously discussed as it provides the reader (and protagonist) with further insight into the 
source of the haunting. In short, Kipps uncovers the “very heart of the haunting” in Eel Marsh 
House at this stage in the novel (Hill, 1998:170). Yet while more detail is now apparent to the 
protagonist, and Kipps uncovers the “particular loci” of the haunting as the child’s nursery 
(Good, 2012:22), the finer details of the presence in Eel Marsh House as well as how it 
manifests itself still remain unknown. In addition, this particular extract reinforces the Gothic 
undertones of the novel, as it “produces a calculated effect in readers by simultaneously 
inspiring astonishment and horror” (22). This account is nightmarishly Gothic owing to the 
sinister suggestion that past trauma is linked to a child (or children). This incongruity exists in 
the innocence associated with children and the horror associated with haunting, which 
establishes ambiguity in The Woman in Black.  
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Like Kipps himself, his family in Monk’s Piece draws attention to the atmospheric features of 
the Gothic as they sit, at the beginning of the novel, “telling ghost stories [while] huddled 
around the fireside in a darkened room, the wind howling at the casement” (Hill, 1998:14). 
Such storytelling itself foreshadows the eerie events that Kipps will recount throughout the 
novel. Kipps listens anxiously to what are, however, make-believe narratives, which are 
proclaimed by his stepchildren to be “‘[j]ust the thing for Christmas Eve […] an ancient 
tradition!’” (14). Kipps’s apprehension regarding these “horridest, most spine-chilling tale[s]” 
(14) is evident, his agitation nonetheless partly related to the hyperbole of the ghost stories his 
stepchildren tell. Gothic stereotypes are invoked by the children while Kipps suggests that his 
account, of real events, would be a subtler tale of “haunting and evil, fear and confusion, horror 
and tragedy” (18). This point suggests that the Gothic narrative has evolved to include a subtler 
narrative developed to evoke fear and that its evolution is evident in The Woman in Black, even 
if certain characteristics of the typical Gothic narrative are still present. 
 
Storytelling around a fireplace (specifically of ghost stories) functions as a foreshadowing of 
events to come as the reader can only deduce that events similar to those told in these stories 
will manifest more tangibly later on in the novel. Direct mention of the ghost story is often 
used in Gothic fiction; for example, in the prelude of Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw. 
James’s novella begins with an unnamed narrator who also describes a gathering of people 
sharing ghost stories one evening round a fire. One of the guests, Douglas, prepares to share an 
eerie tale of two children who are afflicted by ghosts. This prelude is further complicated by 
the written manuscripts forming the majority of the narrative to follow, supposedly written by 
Douglas’s sister’s governess, who like the narrator is unnamed and whose experiences at the 
country house at Bly constitute the novella for the most part. In The Woman in Black, while 
Kipps’s stepchildren’s depictions of the Gothic appear to categorise the genre at the opening 
of the novel – they speak of “dripping stone walls in uninhabited castles and of ivy-clad 
monastery ruins by moonlight, of locked inner rooms and secret dungeons” (Hill, 1998:14) – 
Kipps’s reaction suggests that his own tale to follow is far less florid and proffers a more 
coherent understanding of the features of the Gothic and their potential subtlety. Kipps’s 
proceeding narration of his traumatic ordeal at Eel Marsh House, although far less sensational 
than the tales of his stepchildren, is in fact fundamentally Gothic, even in its very presentation. 
It is worth noting that the Gothic texts from the nineteenth-century often feature a first-person 
narrator (who is also the protagonist). The Gothic narrator is characterised by “self-awareness 
in the present [through] reworking the past” (Yotov, 2013:11), a narrative strategy that clearly 
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emphasises the personal, often traumatic, experiences of the protagonist in the novel. However, 
while many of the novel’s features closely imitate those of the traditional Gothic novel, this 
discussion shows that the novel is neo-Gothic, particularly in the manner in which it 
occasionally abandons the conventional, gravitating instead towards a more contemporary 
critique of gender roles. In doing so, it represents feminine grief through the metaphor of 
haunting, the helplessness of the unwed mother in Victorian society, and the subversion of 
patriarchal norms and silencing of women via the form of the enraged spectral woman returning 
to wreak havoc (thus presenting a version of the monstrous-feminine). Such havoc represents 
the monstrous-feminine through the presence of women’s “terrifying and abject powers” 
(Creed, 2005:19).  
 
In The Woman in Black, Kipps’s stepchildren plead with him to join in on the storytelling, 
arguing “‘[y]ou must know at least one ghost story, stepfather, everyone knows one…’” (Hill, 
1998:16). Kipps, however, feels “set apart from them all, an outsider to their circle 
[experiencing] mounting unease” (15). In the following observation, he evaluates and dismisses 
the children’s versions of ghost stories before proffering his own approach to such tales: 
 
All the time I had been listening to their ghoulish, lurid interventions, and their 
howling and groans, the one thought that had been in my mind, and the only 
thing I could have said was, ‘No, no, you have none of you any idea. This is 
all nonsense, fantasy, it is not like this. Nothing so blood-curdling and 
becreepered and crude – not so … so laughable. The truth is quite other, and 
altogether more terrible’. (Hill, 1998:16-17) 
 
Kipps’s thoughts here relate to the subtlety of his own storytelling, a narration which in fact 
emphasises his conventional characterisation as a narrator of Gothic fiction, despite the 
recognisable yet exaggerated Gothic tropes employed by his stepchildren. In addition, this 
foreshadowing provides insight into what is to follow in the novel. Kipps recalls: “[y]es, I had 
a story, a true story, a story of haunting and evil, fear and confusion, horror and tragedy” (Hill, 








2.7. Arthur Kipps: Gothic storyteller, hero, and victim 
 
In The Woman in Black, Kipps functions as the Gothic storyteller, hero, and victim. His 
characterisation, quite obviously, is thus of vast importance in the novel. Kipps’s role as 
narrator allows insight into his innermost thoughts and feelings regarding Eel Marsh House, 
Mrs Drablow, and Humfrye who haunts the grounds, thereby providing the reader with direct 
insight into his thoughts and responses.  
 
At this point, several aspects of characterisation typical to the Gothic should be considered. 
Firstly, characters in the Gothic novel, throughout the Romantic and Victorian eras, often suffer 
from an illness of sorts, brought on by the events of the novel. For example, Edgar Allan Poe’s 
The Fall of the House of Usher (1839) narrates the tale of the sickly twins, Roderick and 
Madeline Usher. Roderick writes to a friend, who is also the unnamed narrator of the novel, to 
stay with them in their family mansion. Not long after his friend’s arrival, Madeline dies and 
is buried in the family tomb inside the house. After her burial, Roderick and his friend become 
increasingly agitated and the House of Usher becomes the setting of a number of eerie events. 
A mirroring of symptoms is evident between the house and its occupants, both of which display 
signs of destruction and disorder. More recently Sarah Waters’s contemporary neo-Gothic 
novel, The Little Stranger (2009), set in a decaying mansion in Warwickshire, England, centres 
on the protagonist, Roderick Ayres, who falls ill and descends into a madness correlating with 
his belief that the house is haunted. An example of illness manifesting in a similar manner in 
The Woman in Black is evident in the novel’s opening pages when Kipps, recalling his 
experience at Eel Marsh House, considers how: 
 
[m]y spirits have for many years now been excessively affected by the ways of the 
weather, and I confess that, had it not been for the air of cheerfulness and bustle 
that prevailed in the rest of the house [Kipps’ family home], I should have been 
quite cast down in gloom and lethargy. (Hill, 1998:2) 
 
Kipps’s recollection of events shows he is significantly changed after his experiences at Eel 
Marsh House. Secondly, the quotation alludes to the weather’s reflection of character mood. 
The weather and illness are linked: just as Kipps’s moods are influenced by the weather, so the 
weather in the novel often mirrors the protagonist’s frame of mind, becoming an objective 
correlative of his psychological and emotional state. In this way, Kipps’s suggestibility and 
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sensitivity towards the weather serves to emphasise his feminisation, so that his illness can be 
seen as a comparable male form of ‘hysteria’, thereby establishing him as a hybrid.  
 
Kipps experiences insomnia as one of the physical and psychological ailments brought on by 
the haunting of Eel Marsh House. He recalls: 
 
Indeed, now later in life, though I have been as happy and at peace in my home at 
Monk’s Piece, and with my dear wife Esmé […] I thank God every night that it is 
all over, all long past and will not come, cannot come again, yet I do not believe I 
have ever again slept so well as I did that night in Crythin Gifford. For I see that 
then I was still all in a state of innocence, but that innocence, once lost, is lost 
forever. (Hill, 1998:46, original emphasis)  
 
Kipps’s insomnia indicates the adverse effects of his time spent at Eel Marsh House. While he 
believes that the horrors of the past “will not” and “cannot” (46) return, he fails to fully realise 
the lasting impact of these traumatic events. Such hopeful thinking lulls Kipps and the reader 
into a false sense of security as neither anticipate the aftermath of what will follow. Kipps’s 
certainty that the horror is over emphasises the tendency of the Gothic to create dread and 
suspense while shocking the reader unexpectedly later on. Moreover, the realisation that 
Kipps’s innocence is “lost forever” also suggests the lasting effects of his contact with Jennet 
Humfrye’s spectre as he will never truly be free from her grasp. In other words, even though 
Humfrye is out of sight, she is certainly never far from Kipps’s thoughts and continues to haunt 
his waking nightmares.  
 
Furthermore, Kipps’s insomnia points towards the second key detail to be discussed here – that 
characters in Gothic novels often find themselves experiencing severe isolation manifesting in 
psychosomatic responses. A number of reasons for this isolation may be considered. For 
instance, it may be habitual to the character in question, or it may be that a need for isolation 
arises from the traumatic events experienced in the novel. In his article “Gothic motifs”, John 
Bowen (2014) considers the “extreme threat and isolation [that are] either physical or 
psychological” in Gothic novels of the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In the Gothic 
novel, the character purposefully seeks isolation in order to dissociate from the experienced 
trauma. In the case of The Woman in Black, Kipps’s character development is linked to the 
trauma he undergoes while isolated in Eel Marsh House. Moreover, the changes in Kipps’s 
character may be attributed to the horrors he has experienced there, and his eventual narration 
may be interpreted as the result of his psychological isolation within the traumatic details of 
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the past. This impact on Kipps establishes his status as a liminal character in that he constantly 
finds himself existing on the borderlines of existence. Some examples include being an outsider 
to the community at Crythin Gifford, existing on the threshold between reality and the 
supernatural in Eel Marsh House, and occupying the limen between sanity and madness based 
on his trauma. Kipps has the following to say of his past physical and mental instability, after 
the events at Eel Marsh House:  
 
I was then thirty-five and I had been a widower for the past twelve years. I had no 
taste at all for social life and, although in good general health, was prone to 
occasional nervous illnesses and conditions, as a result of the experiences I will 
come to relate. Truth to tell, I was growing old well before my time, a sombre, 
pale-complexioned man with a strained expression – a dull dog. (Hill, 1998:4-5) 
 
The significant impact on Kipps of Eel Marsh House and its occupant (the woman in black) is 
underscored. The protagonist’s premature ageing clearly demonstrates the extent of his trauma. 
In addition, Kipps finds himself prone to “nervous illnesses and conditions” (4) as a direct result 
of his experiences at Eel Marsh House. Such presentation of unease in response to the hauntings 
clearly indicates the impact of his experience on his present-day demeanour and mental health. 
Arguably, these frightening occurrences continue to ‘haunt’ Kipps by manifesting themselves 
psychologically well after he has left the house. The effect of the alliteration in “dull dog” (5) 
brings the reader’s attention to the description while creating a heavy, plodding effect that 
further suggests the extent of Kipps’s suffering as a result of his encounters at Eel Marsh House.  
 
Indeed, characters in the Gothic novel are often placed under duress due to extreme 
circumstances. Their distress is most often related to circumstances that are considered to be 
otherworldly and difficult to comprehend (Frank, 1987:165). In The Woman in Black, Kipps 
clearly understands this first confrontation with an abnormal situation to be a real occurrence, 
which allows the reader to empathise with his mental decline – a decline based on horrifying 
experiences which the novel does not cast into doubt (unlike Henry James’s The Turn of the 
Screw or A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost, for example, to be discussed in the following chapter). 
The first of many supernatural occurrences Kipps experiences during his stay at Eel Marsh 
House, his vision of a pony trap containing a young child being dragged into the marsh that 
foreshadows events to follow in Kipps’s own life, haunts him throughout the novel. In addition 
to causing him significant psychological distress, it makes him question his own sense of reality, 
although the narrative does not work to undermine the truth of this encounter: 
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The noise of the pony trap grew fainter and then stopped abruptly and away on the 
marsh was a curious draining, sucking, churning sound, which went on, together 
with the shrill neighing and whinnying of a horse in panic, and then I heard another 
cry, a shout, a terrified sobbing – it was hard to decipher – but with horror I realized 
it came from a child, a young child. (Hill, 1998:87-88) 
 
As the horror of this moment suggests, not only is Kipps’s trauma significant, but the trauma 
experienced by other characters leads to the haunting of Eel Marsh House, thus in fact resulting 
in Kipps’s trauma. The difficulty in identifying the origins of the noise heightens the sense of 
anxiety in the reader while reinforcing Kipps’ disorientation by the stop-start sounds that he 
cannot quite place: “the noise […] grew fainter and then stopped abruptly” (87). Kipps’s 
confusion about the sound’s source is emphasised by the panicked “cry” and “terrified sobbing” 
(87) he hears, which unsettle the reader further. To Kipps’s utter despair, he realises that the 
source of the commotion, while “hard to decipher” (87) emanated from a child stuck inside the 
pony trap. The impact of such tragedy befalling “a child, a young child” (88) heightens Kipps’s 
sense of dread while eliciting fear in the reader.  
 
For example, after viewing the pony and trap sinking into the marshes, a source of severe past 
trauma for Humfrye whose son was dragged down into the swamp, Kipps appears to experience 
her trauma as his own: 
 
When I got inside the house again, I managed to reach a chair in that dark hall and, 
sitting on it just as my legs buckled beneath me, I put my head down into my hands 
and gave way to an outburst of helpless sobbing as the full realization of what had 
just happened overcame me. (Hill, 1998:89) 
 
This extract, in addition to suggesting the link between past and present, spectre and 
protagonist, illustrates the severe anxiety and trauma Kipps experiences at Eel Marsh House. 
Kipps’s sense of helplessness is demonstrated as he falls to the floor, his legs buckling beneath 
him, emphasising his lack of control as he begins to sob. His despair is evident as he puts his 
“head down into [his] hands” (89) while the memory of the horror he has experienced in Eel 
Marsh House begins to flood back to him. In this way, Humfrye’s trauma is transferred to him 
through the literal, Gothic haunting portrayed in the narrative, just as it is further translated to 
the reader through their engagement with the text. As the narrative progresses, Humfrye’s 
spectre continues to consume Kipps’s thoughts, thereby placing him under mounting physical 
and psychological pressure, and indicating the inescapable burden on the present of wrongs 
committed in the past.  
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2.8. Jennet Humfrye: spectre, villain, and monstrous-feminine 
 
In fiction, female characters are too frequently assigned the role of “alien outsider”, thus 
supporting gender stereotypes through being “passive, acquiescent, timid, emotional, and 
conventional” (Abrams and Harpham, 2015:125). However, The Woman in Black’s subversion 
of gender roles seeks to reposition this predictable stature of women in fiction, and in Gothic 
fiction in particular, through the villainess, Humfrye, who is pitiable because of the tragic 
heartbreak she has experienced upon losing her young son, but also feared due to her 
consequent attempts to take revenge.8 While she is largely presented in the novel as a 
malevolent spectre, Humfrye gains readers’ sympathy when we learn of the tragic death of her 
son and how her sister, Alice Drablow, kept him from her even before his death. Humfrye’s 
hauntings of Eel Marsh House are predominantly fuelled by a need to express her long 
suppressed feelings of rage towards her sister and society as a whole for her marginalisation as 
a young unwed mother. Women living during the Victorian era, specifically unwed mothers, 
went unrepresented by the law. Thus, Humfrye’s unwed status places her in a doubly 
disenfranchised position. Her frustrations with a patriarchal system, which denies her 
autonomy as a woman to make decisions for the wellbeing of her own child, emphasise the 
novel’s concern with historical gender inequality and how this continues to haunt its characters 
and readers, and, by extension, the contemporary moment.  
 
As a young, unwed mother during the Victorian era Humfrye lacks autonomy over what 
happens to her or her child after he is born. In this way, The Woman in Black presents a strong 
social critique, one which surpasses individual characters who have mistreated each other to 
point to gender inequality during this period. Even though Humfrye brings further fear to the 
townspeople of Crythin Gifford by taking the lives of some of the villagers’ children, she has 
a motive for her vengeance. Humfrye’s spectre thus embodies the novel’s critical comment on 
women’s perceived inferiority, evident in Victorian society, and (as the Neo-Victorian novel 
suggests, with its interests in both the past and the contemporary) beyond. During her lifetime 
and after her death, Humfrye is in a liminal state, initially as an unwed woman without a 
legitimate place in patriarchal Victorian society, and later as a spectre doomed to haunt Eel 
                                                 
8 Other complex female villains in Victorian and twentieth-century fiction include Isabella Thorpe in Jane 
Austen’s Northanger Abbey (1817), Carmilla in Joseph Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla (1872), and The White 
Witch in C.S. Lewis’s The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (1994).  
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Marsh House and Crythin Gifford as a reminder, perhaps, of the ongoing suppression of 
women.  
 
In an article analysing Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Greg 
Buzwell (2013) examines the frequent duality of characters associated with the Gothic. He 
argues for the complexity of the Gothic character, who may behave in a multitude of ways that 
is oftentimes situationally dependent. While my discussion is not focused on the characters of 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, as Buzwell’s is, his observation that “man [sic] is not truly one, but 
truly two” (2013) is relevant to my argument that Kipps enacts the multiple roles of storyteller, 
hero, and victim, while Humfrye embodies the vengeful maternal figure, the monstrous-
feminine, the villain and victim simultaneously. Interestingly, Kipps and Humfrye’s roles 
represent the fluidity of identity in their roles as villain and victim, respectively. Humfrye 
displays a moral duality evident in the way in which she represents women marginalised as 
unwed mothers during the Victorian era and yet is a figure of vengeance and terror. Because 
her son was born out of wedlock, a taboo at the time (Sheetz-Nguyen, 2012:40), Humfrye is 
viewed by society as less capable than a married woman of caring for her own infant. She is 
thus forced to give her son up for adoption to her sister, Mrs Alice Drablow, who is married 
and therefore, in the view of society, better suited for childcare. While the spectral Humfrye is 
malevolent, causing pain to others, her unwavering mourning for her son, and her double loss 
of him (through adoption and death), is undeniable. It is this grief that spurs her ghost to take 
the lives of the children of Crythin Gifford. Humfrye is therefore both victim and villain in The 
Woman in Black, becoming the embodiment of complex questions of individual and social 
morality. While her actions are horrifying, her motives for her actions are clear given the way 
in which she has been treated. Furthermore, her attempts to seek revenge on the society that 
has marginalised her, and that has been indirectly responsible for the death of her son, are 
justifiable. Humfrye faces the impossible choice of remaining silent, as many unwed Victorian 
mothers were forced to do, or avenging the unfair stereotypes of Victorian society (the novel, 
in its Gothic focus on the spectral, suggests that the latter was not even possible during her 
lifetime, thus emphasising the intractability of patriarchal society). Part of Humfrye’s revenge, 
in death, is against her society’s notions of legitimacy and the ‘sanctity’ of marriage – above 





2.9. The impact of gender roles in The Woman in Black  
 
The Woman in Black to some extent subverts the gender roles usually present in the Gothic 
novel, which in some instances, keep women largely trapped in positions of silence, acceptance 
and victimhood. While her victimhood is strongly evident in the novel, her haunting allows her 
to break beyond it. Despite this departure from convention, however, Hill’s representation of 
Humfrye as the monstrous-feminine is not unique in Gothic fiction. Humfrye’s ability to move 
beyond the confines of Eel Marsh House shows her agency. Such autonomy is unusual for both 
ghosts and women in fiction as both are conventionally set within certain constraints to which 
they must adhere. In other words, ghosts are generally not able to exact revenge in the manner 
in which Humfrye does. Moreover, women in nineteenth-century fiction frequently find 
themselves constrained by societal limitations based on gender. By allowing Humfrye, as a 
female spectre, autonomy to venture beyond her confines, Hill alters the standard Victorian 
ghost story. The figure emerges, for example, in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), with 
Bertha Rochester as a monstrosity in possession of a “discoloured […] savage face” and “black 
eyebrows widely raised over the bloodshot eyes” (2017[1847]:73). Charles Dickens’s Gothic 
Miss Havisham in Great Expectations (1861) also provides an example of a frightening female 
figure, a “waxwork and skeleton [with] sunken eyes […] that has shrunk to skin and bone” 
(2012[1861]:50). While Humfrye is not particularly unique or distinct from other monstrous 
female figures in Gothic fiction, nor necessarily as well developed as Brontë and Dickens’s 
characters,9 The Woman in Black departs from Gothic convention in its presentation of the 
binary of victim (Kipps) versus villain (Humfrye). Humfrye herself is further complicated by 
being presented as villain and victim, thus subverting the patriarchal stereotypes of women 
simply as traditional victims (Scullion, 2003:297), and further emphasising that Humfrye’s 
villainy is in fact an emphatic response to her victimisation by society. In addition, Humfrye’s 
representation of the monstrous-feminine is unique because she represents the ghostly woman’s 
role of the monstrous-feminine. Marie Mulvey-Roberts (2009:xxi) observes that the Gothic 
novel is traditionally associated with “an ivy-covered haunted ruin, a swooning heroine replete 
with sensibility, and a tyrannical villain, bequeathed with a lock, a key and a castle”. By 
contrast, the novel presents a male protagonist who soon falls victim to the female haunting of 
                                                 
9 Even though Humfrye may not be as compelling a character as Bertha Rochester or Miss Havisham, she differs 
from them in that she is granted agency in death, a supernatural agency not possible in life, and accessed by neither 
Bertha Rochester nor Miss Havisham, who are trapped in the gender inequalities of their society throughout their 
respective novels, never appearing as spectres able to transcend the limitations of life within the Victorian context. 
This is arguably the novel’s real innovation with respect to Humfrye’s characterisation. 
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Eel Marsh House. Thus it is no longer the ‘damsel’ who is in distress (so to speak) but rather a 
young English gentleman who finds himself at the mercy of a malevolent, female, avenging 
spectre. 
 
Humfrye, as stated above, is importantly both victim and villain in the novel, further 
complicating the villain/victim binary. As I have argued, she is both a malevolent spectre and 
a marginalised young, unwed mother in Victorian society. For this reason, we sympathise with 
her situation and are able to understand her spectral malevolence. Kipps describes his second 
encounter with the mysterious “woman in black with a wasted face” (Hill, 1998:119): 
 
I saw that her face did wear an expression. It was one of what I can only describe 
– and the words seem hopelessly inadequate to express what I saw – as a desperate, 
yearning malevolence; it was as though she were searching for something she 
wanted, needed – must have, more than life itself, and which had been taken from 
her. (Hill, 1998:75)  
 
In her “desperate, yearning malevolence” – an unusual and arguably paradoxical description 
that complicates the notion of ‘evil’ – Humfrye appears to Kipps as both vulnerable and evil, 
suggesting the complex duality of her character in The Woman in Black, a duality that 
nonetheless undermines itself, thereby problematising conventional Gothic representations of 
gender and morality. The novel’s inversion of woman as victim, by posing her as victim and 
villain, is evident. However, the inversion itself is limited by gender and genre convention, thus 
she remains a victim even whilst she is, to some extent, agentive. This paradox figures her 
liminal position in the novel, between life and death, monster and vulnerable human, agent and 
victim. 
 
2.10. Spectres and liminality in The Woman in Black  
 
This part of my discussion will focus on the theory of liminality in relation to the haunting 
depicted in The Woman in Black. It can be argued that spectres are caught in a “liminal stage”, 
which Victor Turner (1992:45) describes as one in which “initiates are removed and typically 
excluded from the rest of society – in effect they become invisible”. The borderline between 
the living and the dead, as represented in Gothic literature, is the liminal space of Gothic 
spectres: supernatural presences caught “be-twixt and between” (1992:45). Indeed, Blanco and 
Peeren (2013:1) describe ghosts and hauntings as occupying a “liminal position between 
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visibility and invisibility, life and death, materiality and immateriality, and their association 
with powerful affects like fear and obsession”. In the final chapter of The Woman in Black, 
Kipps describes his last impression of Humfrye as spectre: “[a]nd then, quite suddenly, I saw 
her. She was standing away from any of the people, close to the trunk of one of the trees” (Hill, 
1998:198). This encounter dramatises Humfrye’s liminal status, separate from the human 
world around her. While she invades the lives of the living, her “revenge permeat[ing] the air 
all around” (179), she is still detached from them and unable to be truly among them. This 
isolation mirrors her isolation during life, and her effective excommunication from society after 
her illegitimate pregnancy. In addition, Humfrye’s exclusion from society reinforces that her 
gender, and as a result her transgression of the laws of the patriarchy, place her in a liminal 
position that is furthered in her return as a vengeful, murderous spectre. 
 
In The Woman in Black, the liminality associated with ghostly apparitions is related to 
thresholds that need to be passed through by both the spectre (between the worlds of the living 
and the dead) and the protagonist (between the normalcy of his everyday life and the haunting 
in Eel Marsh House). We indeed observe in a number of instances in the novel Kipps’s 
hesitation to pass through the threshold to discover the haunting of Eel Marsh House. Kipps 
recalls how he asked himself “unanswerable questions about life and death and the borderlines 
between” (Hill, 1998:187). Ultimately, the Gothic “essence of this [ghostly] form is that the 
plot shall revolve around the doings of the returning dead and the interaction between them and 
those among the living who […] almost always disastrously encounter them” (Gilbert cited in 
Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:124). Kipps must thus, in what will prove to be a series of disastrous 
encounters, pass through the threshold between his present and Humfrye’s past, resulting in 
the traumatic intermingling of the two. The reader, too, it should not be forgotten, must engage 
with the difficult threshold between the contemporary moment of reading and the Victorian era 
that is conjured up within the pages of the novel, thus also becoming a liminal initiate who will 
emerge from the act of reading with greater insight into the Victorian past, its injustices, and 
their potential effect on the present. 
 
Kipps is a liminal character in his own right. When he sees the woman in black for the last time 
she is “standing away from any of the people” (Hill, 1998:198). Similarly, Kipps also 
undergoes a sense of separation from those around him as he recalls that he cannot help but 
“feel set apart from them all, an outsider to their circle” (15). While Kipps is certainly not a 
spectre trapped between life and death, his detachment from others, coupled with his resulting 
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isolation, places him in a liminal state of sorts. Kipps even goes so far as to liken himself to a 
ghost: “I felt like a spectre at some cheerful feast, and that our appearance among the men in 
workday or country clothes was that of a pair of gloomy ravens” (50). He is neither here, nor 
there, but perceives himself as an isolated individual far removed from those around him. This 
liminality is also psychological: he recounts, “I fought a bitter battle within myself” (15, 
emphasis added). This realisation indicates his inner turmoil while at Eel Marsh House. His 
description of himself as a spectre reinforces the idea that he has taken on Humfrye’s trauma, 
becoming like her in the process. Kipps’s description of himself as a spectre reinforces Gothic 
doubling, which serves as a form of liminality. Doubling may be considered liminal in that 
such a state denotes being part of two conditions “being both this and that” (Turner, 1992:49). 
 
Eel Marsh House is on the boundary of “Nine Lives Causeway” (Hill, 1998:30), which 
separates it from the “market town of Crythin Gifford” (27). Mr Bentley explains that “[y]ou 
can only cross the Causeway at low tide. That takes you onto Eel Marsh and the house” (Hill, 
1998:28). Kipps is required to literally cross the threshold (of the Causeway) to reach the house. 
The very setting of the house at this margin places Kipps in a liminal condition. This state is 
evident when Kipps is left alone at the estate, watching his fellow travellers return to the 
village: 
 
Minutes later, they were receding across the causeway, smaller and smaller figures 
in the immensity and wideness of marsh and sky, and I turned away and walked 
around to the front of Eel Marsh House, my left hand touching the shaft of the key 
that was in my pocket. (Hill, 1998:70-71) 
 
Kipps is on the threshold between the world he has left behind, turning towards the hauntings 
he will encounter in Eel Marsh House and, by implication, his utterly changed life. Descriptions 
of Kipps at the margin between two worlds, the living and the dead, are illustrated throughout 
the novel. For example, as he stands in Eel Marsh House on the threshold between the nursery 
(the world of the dead) and the rest of the house he has already occupied (the world of the 
living), the door to the nursery, previously locked, now mysteriously stands open before him, 
allowing him access to the nursery and its secrets:   
 
The door of the room from which the noise came, the door which had been 
securely locked, so that I had not been able to break it down, the door to which 
there could be no key – that door was now standing open. Wide open. (Hill, 
1998:144-145) 
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The doorway provides an effective image for the borderline position Kipps occupies in this 
instance between the living and the dead. It captures the liminal clearly because Kipps finds 
himself “be-twixt and between” (Turner, 1992:45), in the condition of “midtransition” between 
established states (49), and attempting throughout the novel to make sense of this.  
 
2.11. Creating trauma through haunting  
 
Haunting and trauma appear to be strongly related. Haunting suggests the repetition of 
traumatic moments, arguably suggesting the spectre’s compulsive psychological need to re-
experience them as they happened, something which might not have been altogether possible 
in the moment of their occurrence. As Cathy Caruth (1995:151) argues, “what is particularly 
striking in this singular experience [of trauma] is that its insistent reenactments of the past do 
not simply serve as testimony to an event, but may also, paradoxically enough, bear witness to 
a past that was never fully experienced as it occurred”. The death of Humfrye’s son, for 
example, is re-enacted during Kipps’s stay at Eel Marsh House through haunting when he 
realises that he “was hearing, beyond any doubt, appalling last noises of a pony and trap, 
carrying a child in it” (Hill, 1998:88). These traumatic memories “serve as record of the past” 
(Caruth, 1995:151) and allow Humfrye to re-experience her trauma but also to transfer it to a 
witness, Kipps, thereby possibly alleviating it – at the very least, communicating it – to some 
extent. In this way, Humfrye, and by extension Kipps, are haunted by the past and loss of her 
son, as even after her death she tries desperately to avenge him by exerting pain on others 
through the loss of their own children. Arguably, she experiences “possession by the past” 
(151) as a result of her subordinate role in society, and inflicts another kind of “possession by 
the past” on those who experience her spectral haunting too. Kipps thus also experiences this 
possession, suggesting that past injustice has a marked effect on future individuals and 
generations. In this way, past and present represent liminal states related to trauma and 
haunting. To some extent then, Humfrye’s status as spectre allows her the chance of vengeful 
liberation, which re-establishes her role as villain at the end of the novel when she takes her 
revenge on Kipps’s young wife, Stella (perhaps because she is a legitimate mother in society’s 
view, due to her marriage), whose “body was broken, her neck and legs fractured” while their 
“baby son had been thrown clear, clear against another tree. He lay crumpled on the grass below 
it, dead” (Hill, 1998:199-200). Thus Kipps experiences Humfrye’s trauma in multiple ways as 
his own, and this trauma is relayed, moreover, to the reader of this Gothic tale. 
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While Kipps’s characterisation does not foreground the villain/victim duality as Humfrye’s 
does, his multiple roles (victim, hero, and storyteller) do suggest a fluidity in identity. Despite 
the young Kipps being portrayed as a naïve victim at the beginning of The Woman in Black, 
his character develops throughout the novel, thus foregrounding his progression over time 
towards the older narrator he ultimately becomes, present also, of course, from the beginning 
of the novel. Kipps, as narrator, speculates on his younger self: “I see that then I was still all in 
a state of innocence” (Hill, 1998:46). However, by the end of his ordeal at Eel Marsh House, 
Kipps has developed as a character and gained insight into his experiences. His introspection 
as the narrator is evident as he comes to realise that “innocence, once lost, is lost forever” (46). 
This realisation illustrates how Kipps’s character cannot be considered as either naïve or 
insightful, but rather – in his narration of his former naivete from his experienced perspective 
in the narrative present – as both. This duality emphasises Buzwell’s suggestion that man, like 
Kipps over time, can be “truly two” (2013). In other words, Kipps is naïve and unaware of the 
evil in Eel Marsh House at the beginning of his narrative. However, as The Woman in Black 
progresses, and throughout the novel, in his recollection of events, Kipps becomes or reveals 
himself as a more experienced character whose innocence has been lost after the events on the 
Drablow estate. Kipps narrates his experiences at Eel Marsh House retrospectively and the 
novel begins with his recollection of “occasional nervous illnesses and conditions, as a result 
of [his] experiences” (Hill, 1998:4), thus indicating the tribulations he has experienced, but 
perhaps also the more sombre view of life he has attained in the process. 
 
2.12. Conclusion  
 
Although The Woman in Black departs from the genre in significant ways, on the whole it is 
faithful to many of the characteristics of Gothic fiction. These include: specificities of plot and 
setting; the characterisation of a naïve protagonist who is also the storyteller, hero, and victim; 
the supernatural evident in hauntings, spectres, Gothic children, and haunted houses; and the 
use of various literary techniques to create a sense of foreboding. However, the novel develops 
the genre, problematising gender roles by addressing the social inequalities experienced by 
women during the Victorian era, and beyond. The novel’s focus on gender is also evident in 
the way in which it inverts the Gothic formula of the fearful heroine tormented by a male 
villain: the masculine and rational lawyer, Kipps, is victimised by a female spectre (who is, 
admittedly and significantly, a victim in her own right).  
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Humfrye’s complexity is important to the text, challenging stereotypical, flat depictions of 
female characters in the Gothic novel. The tragic loss of her son, Nathaniel, and her subordinate 
position as an unmarried mother who is not permitted to care for him, foreground her 
oppression and marginalisation. Even when Humfrye tries to establish some form of connection 
to her child after his adoption, this too is denied: “Alice Drablow would not let her see the boy 
at all” (Hill, 1998:184). It is for this reason that Humfrye finds some form of freedom from her 
subordinate role as a woman trapped by the constraints of Victorian society. Tragically and 
disastrously, she finds this autonomy only after her death: only as a spectre can she attempt to 
find her voice, emphasise her role as Nathaniel’s mother, and wreak havoc on society. In her 
liminality and spectral vengeance, Humfrye exemplifies the monstrous-feminine. More than 
this, her characterisation emphasises “the importance of gender in the construction of her 
monstrosity” (Creed, 1993:3). Her very helplessness in life, contrasted against her supernatural 
fury in death, emphasises women’s subordinate position in Victorian society.  
 
In the same way that The Woman in Black inverts the Gothic formula of the fearful heroine 
tormented by a male villain, A Jealous Ghost introduces a female villain whose unambiguously 
represented madness characterises her as both victim and villain. With particular reference to 
the madness of the protagonist, Chapter Two will evaluate the ways in which A Jealous Ghost 
develops some of the Neo-Gothic elements evident in The Woman in Black while providing a 
















CHAPTER TWO  
A.N. WILSON’S A JEALOUS GHOST 
 
“The ad itself was a short story, a mystery sufficiently Jamesian. And she had, from the very 
beginning, the strange, not to say uncanny, sense that she was becoming the central figure in 
the story which she had been so obsessively contemplating all year”  
(Wilson, 2005:13). 
 
A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost (2005) has been described as “comic but also unsettling, [a 
novel featuring] madness depicted with the lightest of touches” (Massie cited in Wilson, 
2005:i). The novel dramatises some of the possibilities of the Neo-Gothic genre by presenting 
what appears to be a ghost story that knowingly deviates from the conventional Gothic. This 
discussion, through close reading, attention to intertextuality, and the discussion of Gothic 
literature in general, will investigate its representations. In addition to picking up on some of 
The Turn of the Screw’s devices and thus strongly incorporating the intertextuality so often a 
feature of Neo-Victorian and Neo-Gothic literature, A Jealous Ghost also entangles the Gothic 
theme of madness with gender, observed through the novel’s characterisation of its protagonist, 
Sallie Declan. Sallie’s embodiment of the “monstrous-feminine” (Creed, 1993:1) is evidenced 
in her role as villain in the novel. The novel’s depiction of the Gothic serves to build on the 
existing conventions of the genre while providing a unique commentary on madness. However, 
its approach appears ultimately to reinscribe the Gothic and, in particular, Victorian convention 
of associating madness with the feminine, a critique to which this chapter will return.  
 
Importantly, A Jealous Ghost incorporates many intertextual references to Henry James’s text 
in its plot, narrative, and the protagonist Sallie Declan’s many direct references to the novella. 
Indeed, it is the most obviously intertextual novel under study in this dissertation – Beryl 
Bainbridge (2005) describes it as a “convincing, compelling and icy reworking of Henry 
James’s The Turn of the Screw” – and the intertextuality between texts therefore serves as a 
point of departure for this chapter.10 Liminality in the novel, a focus of this dissertation, while 
evident in the interstitial space created between the two texts through intertextual reference, is 
also evident in the Gothic features of A Jealous Ghost, most importantly in its emphasis upon 
                                                 
10 A considerable body of critical material relating to The Turn of the Screw (1898) exists; my discussion therefore 
pertains only to how The Turn of the Screw is referenced in A Jealous Ghost.  
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madness, which allows the novel to build on the psychological and Gothic features of The Turn 
of the Screw. In addition, the depiction of the governess (or au pair in Sallie’s case) as 
marginalised in Victorian society is relevant to consider in both texts. Her submersion within 
the family places her in a liminal position, occupying an interstitial space. Such placement 
contextualises the governess as a threatening figure as a single woman, pseudo-mother, 
potential lover to the Master, and a replacement for the lady of the home. In this way, the 
governess’ role in the house places her in an interstitial, liminal space as she is considered part 
of the family while remaining separate from both the family and servants. To this end, her very 
function creates an inter-space. The central ambiguity of James’s novella stems from the 
question of whether the governess, who narrates a large proportion of the novel, is privy to 
seeing ghosts or is, in fact, simply insane. My discussion will therefore concentrate on the 
following thematic and narrative features of the novel, also observable in The Turn of the 
Screw: madness; the characterisation of the female protagonist as storyteller, the status of the 
central character as both victim and villain; and liminality. In addition, I will address other 
Gothic elements present in the text such as mirrors, the doppelgänger, and portraits. 
Importantly, A Jealous Ghost reinforces the Gothic by presenting Sallie as an unfamiliar, 
uncanny character to herself, thereby establishing her ‘doubleness’ in the novel. 
 
3.1. Summary of A Jealous Ghost  
 
In a third-person yet strongly focalised narration, A Jealous Ghost describes the experiences of 
Sallie Declan, an American postgraduate student reading for her Ph.D. in England, whose 
research interest is hyperreality in Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw.11 Jean Baudrillard’s 
(1976) theory of hyperreality is significant to Sallie’s thesis because it builds on the central 
premise that reality and simulations of human experience are blurred, thus emphasising the 
liminality central to Baudrillard’s hyperreality, and relevant to my focus on liminality and the 
Gothic. In his essay, The Hyper-realism of Simulation, Baudrillard (1988:143) argues that 
“hyper-reality is a result of systematic simulation, a process in which symbols are increasingly 
utilized to replace actual objects and experiences”. Sallie (the only character whose feelings 
and experiences the reader is privy to, despite the novel’s third-person and therefore seemingly 
omniscient narration) struggles to ascertain her reality because she misinterprets the meaning 
                                                 
11 Hyperreality is a theory established by Jean Baudrillard suggesting that human experience is merely a simulation 
of authentic reality (1976).  
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of events as she slips into delusion and obsession; she is soon unable to distinguish between 
reality and the fantasies that she herself constructs. Central to her slippage into madness is the 
fact that she confuses her own reality with the narrative events of The Turn of the Screw. From 
the beginning of the novel, Sallie’s experience appears to echo that of the governess in James’s 
novella. Needing a break from the demands of student life (like the governess, although many 
years later in the twenty-first century), she finds employment as a nanny to two young children, 
Frances and Michael, in a large country home called Staverton owned by the children’s father, 
Charles Masters. Sallie falls in love with her employer upon first meeting him and begins to 
delude herself that her love is reciprocated. As the novel progresses, so too do her delusions, 
with Sallie believing strongly that Masters will marry her when he returns from a long business 
trip in Hong Kong, his work trip being the reason why he has needed to hire an au pair to look 
after his children. At Staverton, Sallie uncovers what, at first glance, appears to be the 
mysterious backstory of the children’s mother, whom Sallie believes to be deceased. While 
caring for the children and taking up secret residence during the evenings in her absent 
employer’s bedroom, indeed in his bed, Sallie begins to “interfere […] with James’s narrative 
and screws it into terrifying reality” (Bainbridge, 2005) as she obsesses over Masters while 
confabulating a love affair between them. The lines between reality and fantasy blur utterly, 
thereby reinforcing the theme of liminality in the novel, as Sallie tries to uncover the ‘truth’ 
about Masters’s wife and what she believes is a world that mirrors the one created in The Turn 
of the Screw. Such confusion between fantasy and reality emerges in Sallie’s liminal mental 
landscape, a precarious view of reality suspended between two states. To some extent the novel 
does mirror James’s novella: as a review in the Daily Mail (2005) phrases it, A Jealous Ghost 
incorporates “key elements of The Turn of the Screw – kids, a housekeeper and ghosts – and 
employ[s] them in ways that are as gruesomely entertaining as they are intellectually 
fascinating”. However, Sallie is deluded in the way in which she believes that her life is 
mirroring The Turn of the Screw. It soon becomes apparent that there is something far more 
sinister at play in the novel than the jealous ghost of Masters’s wife. In fact, there is no ghost: 
Masters is jealously preventing his children from seeing his ex-wife, from whom he is divorced. 
This fact becomes clear as the novel progresses, during which time Sallie’s violent past – her 
attacks on a child in her care and on a fellow student – become evident. We thus discover that 
Sallie’s experiences on the estate are unambiguously psychological, not spectral, which leads 
to devastating consequences including the death of one of the children (Frances) under her care. 
The Turn of the Screw describes similar events, although the spectral element of James’s 
narrative remains ambiguously possible.  
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3.2. Summary of The Turn of the Screw 
 
Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw is considered both a classic “ghost story and a 
psychological tale” (Valverde, 2012:107). The novella begins with a group of men, including 
the anonymous narrator, telling ghost stories around a fire on Christmas Eve.12 It thus 
incorporates, at its beginning, a narrative frame in which an anonymous narrator listens to 
Douglas, a fellow house-guest, reading a manuscript penned by an unnamed governess that 
describes ghostly events.13 The manuscript, forming the majority of the novella, recounts the 
young governess’s experiences at an English country house, Bly. The governess is hired for 
the position by an employer who requires her to care for his orphaned niece and nephew, Flora 
and Miles. Her employer resides in London, however, and is entirely uninterested in the 
children’s rearing: he clearly instructs that she “should never trouble him – but never, never: 
neither appeal nor complain nor write about anything; only meet all questions herself, receive 
all moneys from his solicitor, take the whole thing over and let him alone” (James, 1993:8). 
Upon their first meeting, it is suggested that the governess becomes sexually attracted to her 
unnamed employer. These feelings, which she must repress, potentially lead her to project her 
sexual hysteria into fantasies of a supernatural nature. These circumstances are mirrored in A 
Jealous Ghost in that Sallie is hired as an au pair by her employer, Charles Masters, to care for 
his children, Frances and Michael. While her employer’s country home is in Staverton, his 
work frequently takes him abroad away from the children for extended periods of time.  
 
While charmed by her young charges, the governess in The Turn of the Screw becomes 
suspicious of occurrences in the house and in relation to the children. Before long she begins 
to perceive a man and a woman who are later identified as the children’s previous caretakers, 
Mr Peter Quint and Miss Jessel, who are deceased. These unexplained apparitions can only be 
understood by the governess as the spectres of the employees. She is further disconcerted by 
the suspicion that a sexual relationship has existed between Jessel and Quint. Her trepidation 
about the bond between these caretakers extends to a preoccupation with the influence they 
may have had over the children – a concern introduced to the governess by Mrs Grose’s 
                                                 
12 Similarly, The Woman in Black, the focus of the previous chapter, also begins with ghost stories being told at 
the fireside, which suggests a subtle intertextual link between The Woman in Black and The Turn of the Screw. 
 
13 Henry James creates narrative layering in his novella that establishes a distance between the reader, characters, 
author, and narrators. This distance is partially created through the use of unnamed narrators and characters whose 
anonymity contributes to narrative ambiguity and thus narrative liminality, and by extension distance. The framing 
narrative also emphasises the text’s ambiguity, which will be discussed later in this chapter.  
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description of Quint being “much too free” (James, 1993:29) with everyone, including Miles 
and Flora. This suggestion leads the governess to believe that the spectres of Jessel and Quint 
are seeking access to the children for their own sinister ends. She is then convinced that the 
children are somehow able to communicate with the spectres, which, in turn, causes her to 
question the safety of both herself and the children she so desperately tries to protect. 
 
One day, after a number of occasions in which the governess perceives the children possibly 
to be in league with Jessel and Quint, Flora leaves the country house undetected, causing the 
governess and Mrs Grose to go in search of her on the grounds. The governess becomes 
convinced that Flora has been speaking with Jessel’s spectre, which the child denies outright. 
Mrs Grose intervenes at this stage and Flora is taken away and sent to London as “Bly had 
ceased to agree with her” (James, 1993:86). The governess and Miles are left alone at Bly 
during which time the governess is convinced she perceives the ghost of Quint once more. 
During the final, dramatic scene in the novella, Miles falls and is caught by the governess, “it 
may be imagined with what a passion” (94). The governess realises that Miles is dead: “I began 
to feel what it truly was that I held. We were alone with the quiet day, and his little heart, 
dispossessed, had stopped” (94). The novella hints at the possibility that the governess has, in 
fact, murdered Miles, but never states this directly. Throughout her account, the governess 
remains determined to justify her belief that she has encountered spectres at Bly; however, 
James’s presentation of her narrative is deeply ambiguous and many readers consider her 
account highly unreliable. 
 
3.3. Brief summary of selected scholarly material on The Turn of the Screw  
 
Kalliopi Nikolopoulou, in her article “Autospectography: On Henry James’s The Turn of the 
Screw”, describes two schools of thought about the novella: the “apparitionists (those insisting 
on the reality of the ghosts) and the hallucinationists (those pathologising the governess — 
notably, Edmund Wilson)” (2004:2). Neither of these critical perspectives can, however, be 
definitively settled upon. The open-endedness of the ghost story clearly demonstrates what 
scholars have termed the “silence at the centre of […] The Turn of the Screw, which stubbornly 
refuses to be filled” (Seymour, 2000:ix). Peter G. Beidler usefully presents a summary of the 
different responses to the novella in his Case Studies in Contemporary Criticism: Henry 
James’s ‘The Turn of the Screw’ (2010). He identifies a selection of critics who regard the 
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governess as a reliable narrator conveying a reliable account of events, among them Tuveson 
and Banta: 
 
Ernest Tuveson sees the governess as a medium, a person who enables the spirits 
of the dead to manifest themselves. Martha Banta suggests that we not allow late 
twentieth-century disbelief in ghosts to influence our reading of a story written 
when there was a more widespread belief in them. (Beidler, 2010:192) 
 
However, many scholars maintain that the governess is an unreliable narrator. Henry A. Beers, 
an early critic of the novella, writes: “I have sometimes thought … that the woman who saw 
the phantoms was mad” (cited in Beidler, 2010:192). Beidler, moreover, describes the 
arguments of scholars like Thomas M. Cranfill and Robert L. Clark, Jr., who “show the 
governess growing more and more neurotic and dangerously insane as the story progresses” 
(193).  
 
In relation to this aspect of the novel, which emphasises neurosis and insanity, Edmund 
Wilson’s “The Ambiguity of Henry James” (1948), considered among the most influential 
literary criticisms of The Turn of the Screw (and described by Nikolopolou in the quotation 
above as exemplifying the ‘hallucinationist’ approach to the text), offers a systematic 
psychoanalytic reading of the novella while drawing on Freudian theory. He argues that “the 
governess who is made to tell the story is a neurotic case of sex repression, and that the ghosts 
are not real ghosts but hallucinations” (cited in Beidler, 1948:88). Wilson explains that “[t]he 
governess’s repression of her natural sexual drives […] forces her into a neurotic pattern of 
visions and interpretations that are revealed to us through the story she tells” (Beidler, 
2010:239).  
 
Human psychology indeed plays a significant role in each novel: it is undoubtedly suggested 
in The Turn of the Screw, if not ultimately finally established, that the governess represses her 
sexuality and sexual desires to the extent that they may emerge as hysterical symptoms. Despite 
her best efforts to bury them, her repressed feelings arguably manifest themselves in her vision 
of spectres at Bly. Potentially and paradoxically, the governess may alleviate her anxiety by 
imagining spectres, more palatable to her, perhaps, than her own sexuality. The fact that the 
novella suggests this projection points to the many restrictions women experienced in 
patriarchal Victorian society and emphasises the imbalance of power relations in gender, 
particularly in relation to the ownership of sexuality (Gilbert, 1998:355). Sallie, in A Jealous 
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Ghost, taking up this aspect of The Turn of the Screw, externalises what she considers utterly 
shameful sexual impulses by carrying out violent acts, for which she is later institutionalised.  
 
In her article entitled, “Femme fatale: A visual/textual reading of the figuration of Justine in 
Lawrence Durrell’s The Alexandria quartet” (2015), Allyson Kreuiter argues that, when 
considered alongside the femme fatale, the “monstrous-feminine Other” (63) embodies 
masculine fears in fiction. Sallie’s violence, so inextricably linked to her sexuality and desires, 
arguably dramatises A.N. Wilson’s “fear and anxiety of her sexual difference” (Kreuiter, 
2015:64), an anxiety characteristically observed in literature in the trope of the monstrous-
feminine, especially when it is wielded seemingly without the awareness that is evident, for 
example, in The Woman in Black. Sallie’s ‘monstrosity’ is far more emphatic than that of the 
governess because she suffers from an unambiguous, definite state of madness. Nonetheless, 
the contrasts and similarities outlined above draw the two protagonists together, suggesting 
that sexuality and the female expression of it remains a fraught issue in contemporary society. 
While neither the governess’s sexual feelings nor Sallie’s blatantly violent behaviour is 
considered acceptable by either society (Victorian or contemporary), it becomes apparent that 
restrictions on women prevail throughout the intervening years, thus resulting in the 
protagonists each suffering the return of their repressions, albeit in different ways.   
 
3.4. Identifying the Gothic in The Turn of the Screw 
 
A number of scholars have identified The Turn of the Screw as a Gothic narrative. Elizabeth 
Dill, for example, writes:  
 
Critics have made much of The Turn of the Screw’s gothic underpinnings. […]. 
The figure of the bat as an agent of night vision is an elegant metaphor for the 
epistemological crisis the governess experiences.14 The story is in a sense about 
epistemology, about what one sees—what one can see—in the dark, both literally 
and figuratively. This ability to navigate dark landscapes, both geographical and 
psychological, is a classic concern of gothic literature. (2011:64) 
 
Similarly, Diane Long (1998:355) positions The Turn of the Screw as a “classic gothic 
conundrum […] [whose] central puzzle has been to understand the psyche of the governess”. 
                                                 
14 Dill refers to the following quotation from The Turn of the Screw: “She had told me, bit by bit, under pressure, 
a great deal; but a small shifty spot on the wrong side of it all still sometimes brushed my brow like the wing of a 
bat” (James cited in Dill, 2011:59). 
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If this was the case, “James would then rank among the practitioners of the tropes familiar 
among his forerunners in the novel of sentiment and its stereotypes: ‘the perceiving female 
subject, the Gothic structures […,] the unexplained supernatural”’ (Milbank cited in Duperray, 
2011:147). Indeed, The Turn of the Screw relies on “a well-known formula – namely, the 
isolated heroine confronted by a secret from which she is excluded” (147). Examples of this 
Gothic blueprint include Ann Radcliffe’s The Mysteries of Udolpho (1794) and Charlotte 
Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847) in which the female protagonists find themselves isolated and 
denied access to the secrets of the houses they occupy. Moreover, the Gothic imagery (old 
country mansion in Bly, the isolated governess, Gothic children, the presence of spectres) in 
The Turn of the Screw is “rife with gothic significance, reveal[ing] yet another layer to the 
novel’s engagement with the genre” (Dill, 2011:64). The Turn of the Screw clearly contains “a 
classic concern of gothic literature” – it is “presented with a twist” (64). The ‘twist’ in The 
Turn of the Screw is, in the first instance, Miles’s death and the governess’s probable 
culpability; however, it also emerges in the radical ambiguity laid down as “a gauntlet to 
readers […] that immediately challenges their ability to read the text as he [James] has crafted 
it: ‘[as] an amusette to catch those not easily caught” (Hromulak, 2015:99-100).  
 
The setting of the novella is archetypically Gothic: the governess finds herself in a large country 
house, Bly, which is described by Mrs Grose as being “poisoned” (James, 1993:53) and by the 
governess as “a big, ugly, antique, but convenient house embodying a few features of a building 
still older, half replaced and half utilised” (12). This portrayal of Bly is a clear example of M.H. 
Abrams and Geoffrey Galt Harpham’s description of the Gothic locale: “often a gloomy castle 
furnished with dungeons, subterranean passages, and sliding panels” where “sensational and 
supernatural occurrences” take place (2015:152). The governess, who may be representative 
of the heroine or villain depending on the reader’s interpretation, wonders about the mysteries 
that might be contained within the house: “was there a ‘secret’ at Bly – a mystery of Udolpho 
or an insane, an unmentionable relative kept in unsuspected confinement?” (James, 1993:20). 
The presence of what the governess believes to be the spectres and the terror they elicit in her 
are familiar Gothic features. Indeed, the governess’s articulation of her terror when seeing Miss 
Jessel’s spectre reveals her to be well-versed in what a Gothic narrative requires:15  
                                                 
15 This point relates to Sallie in A Jealous Ghost being well-versed in the former narrative of The Turn of the 
Screw, which itself reveals the governess’s knowledge of Gothic tropes. A Jealous Ghost therefore further 
develops James’s point that narratives rely on former narratives to make their point and to evoke a sense of 
familiarity in the reader. Both The Turn of the Screw and A Jealous Ghost ultimately undermine this sense of 
familiarity, however.  
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Dishonoured and tragic, she was all before me; but even as I fixed and, for 
memory, secured it, the awful image passed away. Dark as midnight in her 
dark dress, her haggard beauty and her unutterable woe, she had looked at me 
long enough to appear to say that her right to sit at my table was as good as 
mine to sit at hers. While these instants lasted indeed I had the extraordinary 
chill of a feeling that it was I who was the intruder. It was as a wild protest 
against it that, actually addressing her – ‘You terrible, miserable woman!’ 
(James, 1993:63) 
 
While the governess understands the malevolent threat the apparition poses she also perceives 
that her own role may be viewed as overstepping the boundaries of her role at Bly, thereby 
placing her in harm’s way. Gloomy atmospheres are frequently associated with the Gothic 
genre. Such images are clearly represented in the “dark dress” that was “dark as midnight” (63) 
suggesting the presence of an evil force. Frightening emotional states accompanying the Gothic 
such as the “chill of a feeling” the governess experiences while observing this “intruder” (63) 
clearly establish a sense of unease and distress. In addition, the bleak atmosphere evoked by 
the “tragic” (James, 1993:63) spectral being in this passage suggests a trauma that has been 
experienced through shame of some sort. This shame may be related to the heinous acts for 
which Miss Jessel and Mr Quint are, in the governess’s opinion, responsible in their apparent 
attempts to lead the children astray.  
 
Gothic works including Robert Louis Stevenson’s Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde 
(1886) use images of degeneration in their settings and character descriptions. Such imagery is 
especially powerful when it contributes to the themes of “the human mind and body changing 
[...] and decaying” (Buzwell, 2013). Dr Henry Jekyll, for example, mutates into his alter ego, 
Mr Edward Hyde, after taking self-engineered powders for the purpose. His “handsome” 
physical appearance alters to represent one of “brutish, physical insensibility” (Stevenson, 
1993[1886]:14). The mood of the tale becomes sombre as Hyde wreaks havoc on those around 
him while Jekyll concludes that he should “bring the life of that unhappy Henry Jekyll to an 
end” (Stevenson, 1993[1886]:54) while providing Hyde with an enduring existence. The 
relevance of Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde to my discussion is located in Stevenson’s 
critique of human psychology and duality. In “Robert Louis Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde and 
the Double Brain” (2006:881), Anne Stiles suggests that “the case studies of dual and multiple 
personality […] bear the mark of Stevenson’s influence”. Dr Jekyll’s dissociative identity was 
based on the physiologist Franz Joseph Gall’s theory of the double brain (881), which posited 
that “each brain hemisphere might house a separate personality, indeed, a separate soul” (882). 
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Echoing Victorian concerns, Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde doubles “respectability 
[…] with degradation; abandon with restraint; honesty with duplicity” while critically 
commenting on Victorian London “with its respectable streets existing side-by-side with areas 
notorious for their squalor and violence” (Buzwell, 2013).  
 
Like Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, both The Turn of the Screw and A Jealous Ghost 
emphasise debates about “degeneration, consciousness […] and criminal psychology” 
(Buzwell, 2013) to represent challenges present in the Victorian and subsequent eras. In 
addition, both texts suggest that the supposed respectability of the governess (in The Turn of 
the Screw) and the au pair (in A Jealous Ghost) masks darker impulses that do not easily find 
an outlet in conservative society. A Jealous Ghost suggests that Sallie is terrified by her own 
sexuality, which may be a contributing factor to her pathology. Throughout the novel her 
appearance is described as being childlike: “Sallie’s hair, a mousey brown, was worn in a 
ponytail held by elastic bands” (Wilson, 2015:7), and she wears children’s clothing: “an off-
white fleece top emblazoned with a motif of teddy bears, who themselves wore red ribbons 
round their neck” (7). These elements of apparel appear unconscious attempts on Sallie’s part 
to remain childlike and thus to resist sexuality and womanhood. These attempts to remain 
childlike serve as an attempt to preserve her innocence, and in Sallie’s mind, her respectability. 
Such emphasis on this upright morality underscores the precarious status of the governess as 
perceived by society as an upstanding and innocent member of society.   
 
3.5. Intertextuality in A Jealous Ghost and The Turn of the Screw 
 
Julia Kristeva (1969:35) defines intertextuality as “a mosaic of quotations; any text is the 
absorption and transformation of another”. Kristeva argues that “any one literary text is in fact 
made up of other texts, by means of its open or covert citations and allusions” (35). She thus 
develops Mikhail Bakhtin’s (1934:674) description of intertextuality as “the quotation, in a 
text, of another text”. Similarly, Mieke Bal (2009:64) argues that “[l]iterature has (at least) a 
double meaning, or it is not literature”. She examines the doubleness and complexity that is 
evident when intertexts are established. The ‘doubleness’ that intertextuality brings to literature 
comprises two components: a primary and an embedded text (Bal, 2009:64); for example, the 
primary text of A Jealous Ghost incorporating the embedded text, The Turn of the Screw. Bal 
explains how the interaction between these two works creates meaning; more so for the primary 
text than for the embedded text (64). This meaning originates from the primary text’s 
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engagement with the embedded text. In other words, when the primary text indicates a 
relationship to the embedded text, meaning is derived while complexity is established. This 
intertextual relationship is evident in two ways: firstly, “[e]xplicit commentary on the 
embedded text which influences our reading of the text” is evident in the direct references made 
to the embedded text (68). For example, in A Jealous Ghost Sallie consciously leans on “literary 
explanations” to conceptualise her own experiences at Staverton, which according to her, is 
“not too like Bly” (Wilson, 2005:37;76). Some examples of such literary explanations include 
why Sallie takes an instant dislike to Gloria, who manages the Bly estate and looks after the 
children, as she suggests that “Gloria was so crudely unlike Mrs Grose, the housekeeper in The 
Turn of the Screw” (37). Notably, then, intertextuality is evident in the novel in the 
comparisons that Sallie draws between Staverton and Bly. Sallie even wonders whether “she 
(Sallie) had been led to Staverton precisely because her head was full of The Turn of the Screw” 
(139).  
 
Ann Heilmann (2010:111) notes the influence and intertextual presence of The Turn of the 
Screw in a number of novels – for example, Sarah Waters’s Affinity (1999), Alejandro Amen’s 
The Others (2001), and, in more recent years, A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost (2005) – although 
each novel approaches James’s text differently. However, “each text adds another ‘turn’ to 
James’s exploration of the imagination’s ability to shape reality” (111). This section of the 
chapter will examine A Jealous Ghost’s variation from the Gothic in relation to its 
intertextuality with The Turn of the Screw while paying close attention to Mieke Bal’s (2009) 
theory of intertextuality. Julia Kristeva and Roland Barthes’s insights into intertextuality will 
also contribute to the argument regarding the ways in which A Jealous Ghost generates 
complexity through its intertextuality with The Turn of the Screw. This intertextuality is 
frequently evident in the genre as a means of creating intricacy in one work by referring to 
another.16  
 
A Jealous Ghost may be classified as a “research novel” (Dinter, 2012:85), which recognises 
the influence of Victorian fiction on contemporary academic life (Gilmour, 2000:190). This 
focus is evident in Sallie’s research interests and the depiction of her “departure from university 
                                                 





rather than her life on campus” (85). Some examples of research novels include Kingsley 
Amis’s Lucky Jim (1954), John Williams’s Stoner (1965), and A.S. Byatt’s Possession (1990). 
A Jealous Ghost, however, establishes the Victorian as its “subject or focus” by building this 
era into “the structure of the novel” (Gilmour, 2000:190), particularly through its protagonist’s 
academic interest in James’s novella. Moreover, Sallie’s fixation on The Turn of the Screw in 
relation to her personal life and experiences clearly establishes A Jealous Ghost’s 
intertextuality with the novella.  
 
Intertextual references in A Jealous Ghost create both meaning and complexity. Additionally, 
it is evident that a “hierarchical relation [is present] between the two texts” (Bal, 2009:69), 
which indicates that one text is considered more significant than the other because it was 
written first, therefore providing a foundation. However, Roland Barthes’s (1971) 
poststructuralist approach examines the ways intertextuality is considered a dialectic reading 
of a text rather than being unidirectional. He argues that “the intertextuality in which any text 
is apprehended, since it is itself the intertext of another text, cannot be identified with some 
origin of the text: to seek out the ‘sources,’ the ‘influences’ of a work is to satisfy the myth of 
filiation; the quotations a text is made of are anonymous, irrecoverable, and yet already read” 
(238). Here, Barthes demonstrates that liminality is evident in intertextual play; intertextuality 
offers a productive interstitial space between texts. Barthes thus further defines the intertext as 
“the impossibility of living outside the infinite text” (36), thereby making “intertextuality the 
very condition of textuality” (Hutcheon, 1989:8). Admittedly, Barthes acknowledges that in 
relation to intertextuality, the writer who “can only imitate a gesture that is always anterior, is 
never original. His only power is to mix writings, to counter the ones with the others, in such 
a way as never to rest on any of them” (Barthes, 1977:146). This mimicking is of course evident 
in A Jealous Ghost through the multiple intertextual references to The Turn of the Screw. While 
intertextual “commentary may be disguised [as a subtle allusion] when the embedded text is 
only hinted at by implication” (Bal, 2009:68), A Jealous Ghost references The Turn of the 
Screw directly.  
 
An important intertextual episode occurs in A Jealous Ghost when Sallie believes that she has 
perceived a strange, spectre-like apparition in a moment that is reminiscent of events in The 
Turn of the Screw:  
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The door was open and, framed in its arch, there stood a red-haired woman. 
[…]. Her face was totally white. It had no colour in it at all. She was staring 
intently, but at the same time vacantly, in Sallie’s direction. Though Sallie 
tried to look back at her, their eyes never met. Sallie felt she was staring into 
nothingness. But there she was. (Wilson, 2005:101, original emphasis) 
 
While the spectre that Sallie supposedly perceives is not necessarily one that could be 
considered an outright Jamesian reference, it without doubt suggests the Gothic elements of 
the earlier text. Moreover, the woman’s red hair is shared by Peter Quint in The Turn of the 
Screw, and is thus an intertextual reference. The ambiguity and liminality of The Turn of the 
Screw is evident in this extract’s final sentence as it remains unclear whether Sallie is staring 
into the nothingness of herself, through mistaking her own mirror reflection for a spectre. 
 
A.N. Wilson is not only an author of fiction, but a prolific non-fiction writer, particularly of 
history and biography. One of his interests is the history and lives of the Victorians observed 
in works such as The Victorians (1970) and After the Victorians (2006). Fitting into this area 
of Wilson’s interest, A Jealous Ghost reflects on its Victorian past, evident in its obsession with 
The Turn of the Screw. Reference to the past and its hauntings is “perhaps the most recognisable 
feature of the Gothic” (Kohlke and Gutleben, 2012:115), and A Jealous Ghost is “‘haunted’ by 
the past” as characters in similar novels are “often haunted by Victorian ghosts” (115). In A 
Jealous Ghost, a contemporary variation of the Gothic is evident in episodes describing an 
apparently spectral presence of a “woman in black” (Wilson, 2005:101), who may or may not 
be real (later we learn that she is not a spectre, somewhat undermining the preceding ambiguity 
of these episodes). Arguably, the novel therefore self-consciously positions itself in relation to 
Hill’s earlier Neo-Gothic text and thus within the genre of contemporary Neo-Gothic and Neo-
Victorian writing. However, the uncertainty regarding the spectre’s authenticity is a departure 
from the conventional Gothic, as it is in James’s novella, because ghosts in the genre are often 
unmistakable. This ambiguity, present in both texts, adds uncertainty by “producing room for 
conflicting views” (Miles, 2002:98). Ambiguity and Gothic imagery work together to signal 
psychological discomfort in the protagonist while establishing a sense of unease within the 
reader too. In this way, both ambiguity and Gothic imagery, due to their ambivalence, 
foreground the texts’ liminality. Confronting Gothic characters, and by extension the reader, 
with such ambiguity also introduces “unresolvable moral and emotional ambiguity” (Kilgour, 
1993:9) to texts, thereby lending complexity to the genre. Such ambiguous works provide 
something of value to every reader; as Joseph Andriano (1993:10) asserts, “only a thoroughly 
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ambiguous work could provide such conflicting needs”. Moreover, regarding “the structural 
ambiguity of a text in terms of the protagonist’s (and the reader’s) hesitations between dream 
and reality; the reader is never sure, even at the end, how much of his adventure was dreamt 
and how much was ‘real’” (10). 
 
In another example of intertextuality between A Jealous Ghost and The Turn of the Screw, 
Sallie creates clear links between her experiences and the governess’s:  
 
Yet now, in a quite different way, she was inside Turn! In life, she had become 
the governess and Staverton did, really, bear some astonishing resemblances 
to Bly, the old house in James’s story. It is true that she had been hired, not by 
a remote guardian of the children but by their own father. And compared with 
the governess’s shadowy obsession with the man who hired her, Sallie’s 
relationship with Charles Masters was already well advanced. (Wilson, 
2005:55-56, original emphasis) 
 
The relevance of this passage is twofold. First, it tells us that Sallie draws explicit parallels 
between her own experiences and those of the governess in The Turn of the Screw: Sallie 
considers herself a Jamesian heroine and because of this she compares herself to the governess. 
She, however, seemingly rejects the governess’s “shadowy obsession” in favour of her 
“developed relationship” with Charles Masters. In this way, she is placing herself in a 
moralistically superior position. More than this, however, she believes herself to be the 
governess’s contemporary, albeit superior, embodiment. This belief further influences her 
dissociative blurring of reality, which in turn, exacerbates her madness. Thus, the downward 
cycle Sallie experiences is perpetuated. It might be argued, therefore, that Sallie is in fact 
haunted, but not by the “ghost” she assumes incorrectly is real when she encounters Masters’ 
ex-wife and (having seen her photograph in Masters’ bedroom and having assumed that the 
woman it depicts is dead) imagines that she has encountered a spectre. Instead, Sallie is haunted 
by the past in the form of James’s novella. This return of Masters’ ex-wife and past further 
establishes Sallie’s own intertextual connection with James’ writings, thereby placing her in a 
strange, liminal, intertextual position. 
 
Second, the extract above alludes to the subtle nuances of Sallie’s current situation as well as 
events in The Turn of the Screw. A Jealous Ghost clearly relies on the literary foundations 
established by The Turn of the Screw for its complexity. There are many narrative intricacies 
evident in The Turn of the Screw; however, the one that is most notable in this chapter (in 
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relation to madness) is the ambiguity of the text: we never really know whether the governess 
sees spectres or if she is mad. In A Jealous Ghost, however, we know quite early on that Sallie 
is mentally unstable, suggesting explicitly that her narrative cannot be trusted. Notably, 
however, Wilson’s seemingly simple novel is made more complex by its references to The 
Turn of the Screw. In addition, some complexity and ambiguity is created by the way in which 
Sallie’s sexuality is described, as discussed earlier in this section. We recognise that Sallie’s 
sense of truth is distorted as she believes that her relationship with Charles Masters is more 
developed than it really is. This misrepresentation of reality hints at Sallie’s unreliability as a 
narrator, another feature frequently evident in Gothic fiction, which will be discussed in more 
detail later in this chapter.  
 
3.6. Identifying intertextuality through Gothic symbols 
 
A Jealous Ghost includes symbols evident in other Gothic novels, which further establishes its 
adherence to Gothic conventions. One example is evident through the inclusion of mirrors as a 
motif to create a sense of mystery and illusory unease. While creeping through the house at 
night, Sallie is overcome with “horrified amazement” when she finds herself staring at “another 
woman” in Charles’s bedroom (Wilson, 2005:61). She realises, however, that what she 
perceives to be a malevolent presence causing her to “gulp, gasp at the sight” is just “[a] mirror. 
One of those long dressing mirrors on a swivel” (61). In this instance, the mirror emphasises 
the horror Gothic protagonists often appear to encounter as a reflection of themselves, here 
quite literally described, that reinforces the idea that horror and darkness are located within the 
individual and not within some haunted setting. Sallie sees herself and imagines initially that 
she sees a ghost because her need to see a ghost in fact emanates from her troubled self. 
Moreover, Sallie’s misinterpreted mirror image reinforces her own position as “a ghost 
haunting the rooms and corridors of her employer’s home” (McGowan, 2011:15-16) at 
Staverton.  
 
Another example of a Gothic text incorporating mirror episodes, like the one described above, 
is Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847). Jane Eyre’s use of mirrors emphasises the “ongoing 
battle with a mirror image who is both self and other” (Kahane, 1985:340-341). While 
exploring the grounds of Thornfield Hall Jane peers into a mirror only to see the visage of 
another woman, Bertha Rochester, dressed in a white veil, scowling back at her. Certainly, Jane 
perceives Bertha’s reflection; however, this encounter represents her (Bertha’s) haunting of 
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Thornfield Hall while establishing the concept of the doppelgänger discussed later in this 
chapter. Jane Eyre’s description of mirrors in other instances in the novel reinforces the Gothic 
by presenting Jane as an unfamiliar, arguably uncanny, character to herself, which is a 
condition that Sallie, too, experiences in A Jealous Ghost. During her stay at Thornfield Hall, 
Jane believes she has a certain amount of freedom, where she recalls that she has “lived in it a 
full and delightful life” (Brontë, 2017[1847]:251). However, Jane fails to realise at this stage 
in the novel that “a fearsome figure [Bertha Rochester] emerges from the obscure background 
and dominates” (Kahane, 1985:341) her life there.  
 
The intertextual allusion to mirrors in A Jealous Ghost functions similarly in that Sallie is 
overly confident about her position at Staverton. However, when she discovers the existence 
of Charles’s wife, Rosie, her confidence wavers with the realisation of a possible threat as 
“[h]er initial shock at being stared at by Charles Masters’s dead wife was overtaken by poignant 
sensations” (Wilson, 2005:63). She worries that she will be unable to “compete with her” and 
that she “would never be to Charles what this poised and damned-perfect English lady still was, 
and always will be” (63). Sallie even goes so far as to taunt Rosie’s photograph in an attempt 
to establish her claim over Staverton and its master: “I have one thing you don’t have, […] I 
am alive” (64).17  
 
The Gothic focus on portraits in A Jealous Ghost is also observed in other Gothic works; 
indeed, portraits (usually and historically considered oil paintings, although photography is 
incorporated into A Jealous Ghost) constitute another image frequently present in Gothic 
fiction.18 In addition to the photograph of Rosie, Sallie encounters other “portraits, many 
obscured by brown Victorian varnish, [that] peered from gold frames” (Wilson, 2005:45) while 
exploring Staverton. Portraits in Gothic fiction often establish a harrowing presence and are 
animated with supernatural powers (Elliot, 2012:3;5). Moreover, they may represent the 
“crossing of boundaries” (6) between different realms – the past and the present, the embodied 
and the spectral – thereby reinforcing the liminal. An obvious example of this representation 
                                                 
17 The notion of a dead wife haunting a female protagonist is also an important element of Daphne du Maurier’s 
Gothically inflected novel, Rebecca (1938). A Jealous Ghost refers to Rebecca when the novel begins through a 
reference to Max de Winter, the Rochester-like figure of the novel, and the young protagonist’s new husband: “It 
made you think Mr Rochester and Max de Winter” (Wilson, 2015:13).  
18 Historically, a portrait is considered to be a painting, such as in The Picture of Dorian Gray, where an image is 
reproduced by oil on canvas. However, portraits produced through photography are far less textured. Interestingly, 
photographs are associated with the spectral by Roland Barthes, but they are still not truly portraits, though they 
are the modern equivalent. 
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of liminality occurs in Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890), which follows the 
eponymous character’s experiences and describes how he is haunted by a portrait of himself. 
The portrait captures Dorian’s soul and, by extension, all of his transgressions. Most strikingly, 
it ages in place of Dorian, allowing him to continue a life of frivolity without any concern for 
his actions. His portrait is, however, a constant reminder of his soul’s decay (another Gothic 
feature addressed in this chapter) and thus it haunts him. Like Dorian, Sallie continually shirks 
taking responsibility for her actions. In addition, Rosie’s portrait, like Dorian’s, haunts Sallie 
in A Jealous Ghost. The photographic image, staring back at Sallie as she lies in her employer’s 
bed without his knowledge, serves as a constant, unconscious reminder to Sallie of her 
subordinate position at Staverton and reinforces the realisation that forceful action is required 
to allow her to renegotiate her role in the Masters household, a homophone for “master’s 
household” that indicates Sallie’s disempowerment both in terms of her gender and the loss of 
control implicit in her obsession with her employer. 
 
Shane McGowan (2011:34) argues that “the Gothic and the supernatural became a viable 
method […] to address controversial social issues”, thus emphasising the genre’s complex 
engagement with human psychology. Gothic fiction frequently emphasises the repression of 
unwanted thoughts, experiences, memories, and impulses – repressed elements of human 
experience that are often considered unacceptable within society, and therefore likely to be 
strongly related to “controversial social issues” (34). Sigmund Freud’s “topography of the 
mind” (Ryckman, 2008:36) presents the complexities of the unconscious mind and its 
repression of unwanted thoughts. Freud examines the unconscious, which “operates on the 
deepest level of personality” and contains “unconscious needs and conflicts” (36). These 
repressed elements are characterised by their “lack of integration into consciousness” (Caruth, 
1995:152), and yet they work themselves out in human experience in complex and perverse 
ways, beyond the reach of conscious assessment. The Gothic works to engage these repressed 
elements of human experience: it is a narrative genre in which mysteries, secrets, and 
malevolent supernatural forces are both concealed and revealed. It can therefore be likened to 
human psychology in the way that it functions, suggesting that the repressed comes back to 
haunt one. Moreover, both the psyche and the Gothic conceal yet are intrinsically related to the 
past: the human psyche represses or reconfigures trauma while the Gothic disguises yet engages 
with past tragedies through supernatural manifestations or spectral hauntings. As Cathy Caruth 
argues, trauma “involves intense personal suffering” and affects the “ways we represent and 
communicate historical experience” (1995:152). In relation to the spectral hauntings of the 
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Gothic, trauma may be considered a “possession by the past” (151) that continues to pervade 
the memories of the afflicted years after the event, suggesting that the supernatural in Gothic 
fiction functions to bring repressed aspects of human psychology into view.  
 
3.7. Intertextuality, naming, and the doppelgänger 
 
In addition to the features I have discussed so far in this chapter, intertextuality is also created 
between The Turn of the Screw and A Jealous Ghost by two similarities of plot: the introduction 
of a ‘double’ and the similar naming of characters in the latter text. Notably, the English 
translation for doppelgänger is the ‘double-goer’, which describes the duality of a character in 
fiction (Hughes, Punter, and Smith, 2013). Doppelgängers are evident in a number of literary 
works from various genres throughout the ages. Characters’ duality is a device adopted with 
enthusiasm by many Gothic writers to the extent that it has become a distinguishing feature of 
the genre (Hughes, Punter, and Smith, 2013). For example, in Wilkie Collins’s sensation novel 
The Woman in White (1860), Laura Fairlie’s identity is stolen by her double, Anne Catherick. 
This doubling of identities results in her incarceration in an asylum when her real upper-class 
identity is imitated by the antagonist. Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) also deploys the trope of 
the doppelgänger with the doubling of Dracula and Professor Abraham Van Helsing (Hughes, 
Punter, and Smith, 2013). Despite appearing as opposites of each other, both characters are 
versions of the foreign authoritative father-figure pursuing power and control. A Jealous Ghost 
also incorporates duality: Sallie clearly establishes herself as the doppelgänger of the unnamed 
governess in The Turn of the Screw. While the doppelgänger generally exists in the same work, 
such a character can also manifest across different texts, or as intertexts. The doppelgänger is 
characterised when “‘the subject,’ is presented with what appears to be an internal or external 
mirror-image come to life, [and] ‘identifies himself with someone else, so that he is in doubt 
as to which his self is, or substitutes the extraneous self for his own’” (Freud cited in McGowan, 
2011:16). An example of this doubling is evident in Jean Rhys’s Wide Sargasso Sea (1968), a 
novel addressing the themes of identity, madness, and feminism while providing readers with 
a counter-discourse to Charlotte Brontë’s Gothic Romance, Jane Eyre (1847). Wide Sargasso 
Sea uses the doppelgänger, Antoinette Cosway, to represent Jane Eyre’s madwoman in the 
attic figure, Bertha Rochester.19 Similarly, Sallie clearly considers herself the ‘double’ to the 
                                                 
19 The Madwoman in the Attic (1979) by Sandra Gilbert and Susanna Gubar examines representations of women 
from a feminist perspective in relation to madness, and the ‘angel’ and the ‘monster’ dichotomies in nineteenth-
century fiction. 
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governess in The Turn of the Screw, remarking: “It seems so funny, we made all those jokes 
before I came to England about me being like some Henry James heroine […] The one we 
didn’t dream of was me walking right into the middle of Turn!!” (Wilson, 2005:76). The 
doppelgänger accounts for a “duality of the self in which a shadow, or an alter-ego, manifests 
itself to the original subject, and the subject has a simultaneous consciousness of being both 
his present self and the external other” (Macías and Núñez, 2011:257). This duality is evident 
in Sallie as she begins to obscure the line between reality and fantasy by representing the 
doppelgänger through the blurring of locations – “Staverton’s not too like Bly, though I mix 
them up sometimes” (Wilson, 2005:76) – and the distortion of events – “the disconcerting thing 
about the woman in black was that she was familiar. Sallie knew her. This was Charles 
Masters’s dead wife” (101). Here, the doppelgänger effect is emphasised in two ways: the 
“woman in black” (101) reminds Sallie of Miss Jessel in The Turn of the Screw, which creates 
an intertextuality with James’s novella. In addition, the “woman in black” (101) recalls the 
figure Arthur Kipps sees in The Woman in Black, discussed in the previous chapter. Thus Sallie 
attempts, consciously or unconsciously, to recreate a world at Staverton that is considerably 
Jamesian while A Jealous Ghost incorporates other important intertextual links. Liminality is 
thus evident in the novel’s concern with intertextuality, which positions Sallie’s experiences 
alongside the governess’s and other Gothic characters, suggesting the ambiguous blurring that 
can occur between apparently discrete texts.  
 
Jean Rhys argues, with reference to Antoinette Cosway in Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), that 
“there is always the other side, always” (cited in Ambreen, 2015:493). Her novel provides a 
critical perspective on the character of Bertha Rochester in Jane Eyre, who is painfully 
marginalised, spending “her fictional existence hidden from view in the upper regions of 
Thornfield Hall and mak[ing] only occasional but gruesome appearances in the story” 
(Beveridge, 2017:411). Rochester’s attempt to conceal Bertha from society is because of her 
insanity and his subscription to the Victorian practice that “madness [be] banished from the 
drawing room” (Showalter, 1981). This concealment stems from the Victorians’ ignorance 
regarding, or aversion to, insanity.  
 
Wide Sargasso Sea is an example of a post-colonial novel concerned with identity, naming, 
intertextuality, and the Gothic. The protagonist, Antoinette, is concerned with the importance 
of naming and draws attention to its role in creating identity throughout the novel. She argues: 
“[n]ames matter, like when he wouldn’t call me Antoinette, and I saw Antoinette drifting out 
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of the window with her scents, her pretty clothes and her looking-glass” (Rhys, 1968:143). 
Indeed, naming in Gothic and Neo-Gothic fiction is important as it relates closely to identity, 
but more specifically, to female identity, while critically addressing contemporary issues such 
as the marginalisation of the mentally ill. One of the predominant concerns addressed in Wide 
Sargasso Sea is Rhys’s attempt to show the ‘other’ side, which is Bertha’s: the position of the 
marginalised, oppressed, Creole woman. Sallie finds herself in a similar frame of mind to 
Antoinette, although this does not appear to be a deliberate reference; when she thinks of the 
naming of her doctoral thesis, the children she cares for, and even the working title she 
‘cleverly’ adopts for The Turn of the Screw, she is concerned with the importance of naming 
and language: 
 
Helstone [her supervisor] had changed ‘commencement’ to ‘beginning’ and 
every time she had spoken of Turn, he had added the words ‘of the Screw’ in 
his neat pencilled hand. This in itself was a source of dismay to her, since he 
seemed not to realise that there was something very deliberate in her 
truncating, and hence renaming, the text. (Wilson, 2005:53-54, original 
emphasis) 
 
This exchange is relevant because it demonstrates Sallie’s own concern with naming, which 
arguably impacts on her later dissociation from her own identity while indicating the 
importance of her attempt at reframing The Turn of the Screw. Sallie’s manipulation of 
language, and by association naming, is quite deliberate as she explains that “[t]o name is to 
master” (Wilson, 2005:136). Notably, Sallie creates a link to this idea and Charles Masters’s 
name thereby establishing its symbolic significance in A Jealous Ghost.20 While A Jealous 
Ghost departs from convention in a number of ways, this naming reinforces the role of 
patriarchy evident even in contemporary society. It may be argued that Wilson critically 
comments on patriarchy while establishing Sallie’s forced subservience as a woman. This 
inferior position is evident in her role as a childminder in modern terms, which in the Victorian 
context would be represented by the position of governess. Moreover, Sallie’s awareness of 
gender imbalances is realised through her descriptions of sexual acts as being those which 
reinforce male dominance while emphasising female vulnerability. Notably, Sallie’s distinct 
aversion to sexual acts, which she cannot even bring herself to discuss as she describes such 
interactions as “filthy” (109) and “disgusting” (181) are indicative of power imbalances. An 
                                                 
20 Henry James’s literary nickname was “The Master”. In A Jealous Ghost, the name Masters also suggests 
Sallie’s employer’s power, given her subordinate role of nanny.  
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example of this is when Sallie first identifies her repugnance towards sexual intercourse as she 
recalls that “she had always feared she would lose her virginity by an act of rape. This was one 
of the reasons she found the idea of any activity in that area so disgusting” (144). Moreover, 
Sallie considers her denunciation of sexual acts as “God’s curse on the human race that they 
could only be born by this degrading and utterly revolting procedure” (149;150). She even goes 
so far as to suggest that “celibacy was the only path to wisdom” and for this reason, “she would 
have no hesitation in punishing the part of the body that meant her such evil” (149).  
 
In addition to her sexual concerns, Sallie also becomes preoccupied by the act of naming. Sallie 
is concerned with the importance of naming because she associates Staverton’s residents with 
Bly’s: Frances stands in for James’s Flora, Michael for Miles, Gloria is likened to Mrs Grose, 
and even Sallie herself adopts the role of the unnamed governess from The Turn of the Screw. 
One example of Sallie’s concern with naming is evident when she labels Rosie, Charles 
Masters’s wife, “the jealous ghost” (Wilson, 2005:136) of Staverton. This naming suggests that 
Masters’s wife is malevolent and possesses supernatural power, which places Sallie in a 
subordinate position. As a result, Sallie reminds herself that she must “learn to call her by her 
name” (136) because this will allow her to replace her perception of Rosie as “jealous ghost” 
(136) with a view of her as human and thus less threatening. While Sallie labels Rosie the 
“jealous ghost” (136) in the novel, it is Sallie who suffers from insurmountable jealousy, which 
finally leads her to try to kill Rosie in an attempt to overcome this emotion. Sallie’s jealousy 
relates to the novel’s title because the “ghost” Wilson creates is not supernatural, but rather, is 
evident as an externalised representation of Sallie’s worst inner qualities. An example of this 
is when Sallie thinks she sees a ghost: “to her horrified amazement, she found herself staring 
at another woman, who stood there and flashed an electric torch at her” (61). However, she 
then realises that she has seen the mirror reflection of herself. A similar experience is evident 
in The Woman in Black when Arthur Kipps refers to himself as feeling “like a spectre” (Hill, 
1998:50).  
 
Spectres in the texts under study are not only emanations of uncomfortable aspects of the self, 
but also the echoes of previous Gothic texts. Tilar J. Mazzeo (2007) argues that “Gothic 
intertextuality […] both subverts and perverts the meanings and intentions of the original text, 
in a bid to overturn, question and invert its significance”. Sallie’s description of her use of 
language in her thesis shows how naming is manipulated to create intertextuality, which also 
reinforces liminality. Furthermore, “[t]he multiplicity of jarring intertextual sources used in 
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Gothic texts also work to create deliberate dissonance and deep destabilization within its 
narratives” (Mazzeo, 2007). Both A Jealous Ghost and The Turn of the Screw explore the 
destabilisation of sanity through the protagonist’s apparent madness thereby reinforcing her 
liminal position. This destabilisation is also clearly reflected in each text’s narrative structure: 
The Turn of the Screw uses a framing narrative to create a distance between the reader and the 
governess, while Sallie’s narration in A Jealous Ghost is fragmented and temporally distorted 
with the intrusion of her memories and interjections, which further positions her as an 
unreliable narrator. In A Jealous Ghost Wilson also uses naming as a device to reinforce 
ambiguity, as James does in The Turn of the Screw, in which both the governess and her 
employer remain mystifyingly nameless. The lack of naming creates ambiguity in The Turn of 
the Screw, which in turn, intertextually introduces ambivalence into A Jealous Ghost. All of 
Wilson’s characters are named, but when Sallie confuses the names of the children, Frances 
and Michael, with James’s characters, Flora and Miles, she establishes a tantalising name-
connection with the earlier text. Sallie’s overlay of the children she is looking after with the 
names of the children from James’ novella clearly emphasises the intertextuality present 
between both works. The following exchange between Sallie and Charles Masters suggests 
how ambiguity and intertextuality is established through naming: 
 
‘It is the school holidays which pose the real … Miles is still away at …’  
‘Excuse me?’ 
‘Michael, that’s my son, is still away at his boarding school but he will be back 
…’ She could have sworn that he said his son was called Miles. 
‘Flora goes to school nearby, a day school, so part of your job would be to take 
and fetch. But her term ends soon and then you’d be her – well, her 
companion’ 
‘So Flora’s how old?’ 
‘Frances – my daughter is called Frances’. (Wilson, 2005:13-14, emphasis 
added) 
 
This is an example of how the children’s names from The Turn of the Screw infiltrate Sallie’s 
narration and, by extension, contribute to the unreliability of her account of events at Staverton. 
This disorganisation of Sallie’s thoughts continues throughout the novel, and she acknowledges 
the complexity of The Turn of the Screw: “[f]or so long, now, she had been rereading the text, 
teasing out its ambiguities, mastering the daunting extent of secondary literature, that part of 
her difficulty would consist in compressing what she had to say into comprehensible terms” 
(Wilson, 2005:67). In this observation, Sallie not only gives her evaluation of The Turn of the 
Screw, but also provides her own understanding of the complications present in the text: 
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Part of James’s cleverness is precisely in not saying what has corrupted the 
children, nor spelling out how this corruption manifests itself. It leaves the 
apparitions themselves, who are always silent, so much more terrifying. 
(Wilson, 2005:97) 
 
Consequently, the switching of the children’s names in A Jealous Ghost to the characters’ 
names in The Turn of the Screw reinforces Sally’s irrational view of reality, drawing attention 
to the themes of horror and madness. This chapter will return specifically to the latter theme.  
 
3.8. Characterisation of the protagonist as storyteller, victim and villain 
 
While Sallie is the protagonist and storyteller in A Jealous Ghost, her reliability as the narrator 
proves questionable because of her dissociation from reality. She clearly differentiates between 
the “levels of reality” that she experiences and explains that these “no longer mattered” 
(Wilson, 2005:155) during her stay in the psychiatric institution to which she is eventually 
admitted at the end of the novel. Sallie is admitted to the psychiatric institution and is held in 
custody after she murders Frances Masters. Sallie’s version of reality and sense of identity are 
placed in yet more doubt when she believes that “the psychiatrists and the lawyer and the police 
had made her utter sentences she no longer believed to be true” (166). Throughout the novel 
she is an increasingly unreliable narrator because of this seeming dissociation from the truth. 
Sallie’s perspective on the traumatic ordeal at Staverton can thus be considered fundamentally 
Gothic because of the disconcerting unease created by the way in which the narrative presents 
her account. Chapter One has examined how many texts incorporating the Gothic tend to focus 
on a first-person narrator (who is often also the protagonist). Notably, in A Jealous Ghost, it is 
evident that Sallie suffers a break from the real world as she is in “this hypertense state, this 
condition where reality was fading in and out of fantasy” (174-175) when she murders Frances 
(‘Flora’) while believing that she is striking the children’s mother, Rosie (185). This break 
from the real world is arguably evident in the third-person narration that is nonetheless strongly 
inflected with Sallie’s perspective. Sallie is an emphatically unreliable storyteller, distanced 
even by the mode of narration from what is clearly her own story and thoughts. In addition, the 
reason for her unreliability (madness) also plays a central role.  
 
Despite being an unreliable focalising consciousness, however, Sallie is also a self-aware 
storyteller who is conscious of the ‘story world’ in The Turn of the Screw. She is cognisant of 
her experiences and that she undergoes a psychological breakdown that has an impact on her 
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view of reality; as she reflects, “time stood still, and the borderlines between appearance and 
reality were really impossible to distinguish” (Wilson, 2005:165), a quote suggesting an 
indisputable liminality. She is also conscious of temporality, which she terms “Before and 
Afterwards” (158), and which she clearly distinguishes: “Before was before, when people 
spoke to Sallie in those normal sorts of ways. After – she was a handcuff case, a nut, someone 
trundled in the back of vans, attached to other human bodies” (158). However, because of the 
reader’s increasing awareness that she is insane, encouraged by the emphasis upon the blurred 
lines of her reality and her incarceration, Sallie’s perspective on and thus focalisation of events 
are put into question. The reader’s doubt is not created by the deployment of Jamesian 
ambiguity, however, but arises from the novel’s clear focus on Sallie’s mental instability and 
her evident breaks from reality. Based on my earlier discussion, it could of course be argued 
here that the governess in The Turn of the Screw, with whom Sallie feels a strong affinity, is 
herself mad. This interpretation of James’s novella creates further intertextuality, despite the 
fact that A Jealous Ghost is arguably a far less complex and nuanced text in the treatment of 
its protagonist’s behaviour. Indeed, A Jealous Ghost portrays a comparatively uncomplicated, 
because indisputable, account of madness. 
 
3.9. A Jealous Ghost’s victim and villain: Sallie Declan and the monstrous-feminine  
 
In her article entitled “The Governess as a Gothic Heroine in Henry James’ The Turn of the 
Screw” (2015), Andrea Gencheva draws “parallels between the actions and behavior of the 
young and impressionable governess and those of a heroine from the Gothic genre, taking into 
account the governess’ narrative style, her repressed self, the evil she faces and finally, the 
overall position of governesses in Victorian society” (2015:72). Sallie exhibits a number of 
these characteristics too. Sallie’s role may be compared to that of the Victorian governess 
because she, too, is characterised by “lack of experience, vulnerability, anxieties and fears” 
(73). While Sallie is responsible for Frances’s murder, which emphasises her representation 
and role in the novel as the monstrous-feminine and villain, she still likens herself to a 
“Jamesian heroine, an ‘innocent’ American” (Wilson, 2005:3). To promote herself in this 
manner she provides a number of rationalisations for her actions. In the following extract, Sallie 
not only evaluates the murder, but also recounts her personal feelings regarding her treatment 
after her institutionalisation, which she believes is unjust:  
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They said that [Masters] did not want to speak to her and that he was anyway 
too upset. Of course he was upset, he had lost a kid, that was bound to be 
upsetting. No one seemed to have appreciated the fact that she too was upset, 
deeply upset, and hurt and still hurting inside, to believe that Charles would 
think her capable of murdering one of his beloved children. That was just so 
very hurtful. (Wilson, 2005:156)  
 
Sallie’s sense of martyrdom provides insight into how she views herself as the victim. She 
goes on to liken herself to “[t]hat Victorian painting – The Scapegoat!” (Wilson, 2005:172), 
another reference to the Gothic motif of portraiture and painting, referring here to William 
Holman Hunt’s painting portraying a scapegoat, a term taken from the Book of Leviticus that 
refers to a person who takes on the sins of others (Landow, 1987). In modern times, however, 
the understanding of the word has shifted to depict psychological scapegoating whereby blame 
is placed on a third party in order to shift fault from oneself (OED, 2018). Sallie notes that, 
before being committed “[i]t was a pity, such a pity that she had not taken more time in her 
first months in the City to see the galleries. Now there would be no chance to see paintings, 
sculptures, concerts” (Wilson, 2005:172). Despite these restrictions being a result of her own 
actions, Sallie maintains that this outcome has befallen her “through someone else’s malice” 
(172). Her thoughts clearly indicate her ability to shift blame while feeling self-pity, rather 
than remorse, for circumstances arising from her own behaviour. Conventionally, the Gothic 
novel introduces the heroine who is established as an innocent bystander to events. Yet A 
Jealous Ghost departs from convention by suggesting that Sallie is the novel’s malevolent 
force, an embodiment of the monstrous-feminine.  
 
Sallie’s agency in the novel and her clear involvement in the story’s events align closely with 
Diane Long Hoeveler’s work on the female character in the Gothic. Hoeveler argues that 
instead of being passive victims, women in the Gothic may possess autonomy observed in 
their “passive-aggressive dance of rebellion and compliance” (2010:4), a dance that 
nonetheless manipulates and therefore to some extent undermines patriarchal structures. In 
Sallie’s case, her move from seemingly innocent heroine to violent aggressor establishes a 
different form of agency in her exploits as the vindictive monstrous-feminine. Sallie is unique 
because, despite being the villain, she considers herself the victim. In this way, she adopts 
heroine-like behaviour in her belief that she is victimised, causing her to behave passive-
aggressively to manipulate events.  
 
Despite the grotesquerie of her behaviour, Sallie rationalises her conduct throughout the novel:  
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You are not a murderer if you kill someone by mistake – when you had in fact 
been trying to kill another person altogether – when you had been trying to 
kill someone who thoroughly deserved to die. The aeroplanes who dropped 
bombs on Berlin, trying to kill Adolf Hitler, are not usually classified as 
murderers because they happened to kill innocent bystanders, some of them 
no doubt kids. (Wilson, 2005:169, original emphasis) 
 
Sallie’s account illustrates one of the ways she in fact emphasises her role as villain through 
her own character and actions. In the extract above, she provides what she believes is sound 
reasoning for the murder because she maintains that she was attempting to kill Rosie, rather 
than Frances. She provides this justification: “[Rosie] had utterly degraded herself and made 
herself into filth and scum”; she was “heavily into drugs” and had been “filling the minds of 
innocent children with thoughts that would poison them for the rest of their lives” (Wilson, 
2005:163;183). The extracts presented show Sallie’s status not as the innocent heroine 
traditionally found in Gothic fiction, but rather, as a villain who views herself as a victim. A 
Jealous Ghost aspires to represent a complex psychology, aided by the way in which 
intertextuality and the Gothic are incorporated into the novel. Sallie differs significantly from 
The Turn of the Screw’s governess in that she does not try to murder Rosie for the children’s 
protection. Rather, her motives conflict with the governess’s as she acts out of pure jealousy. 
 
3.10. Madness in Gothic fiction 
 
One of the core features of the Gothic, in addition to the supernatural, is its representation of 
madness. Referring to the importance of madness in the genre, Small explains that the “fear of 
insanity is a fundamental source of terror in Gothic literature” as well as being a feature of 
Gothic writings since the eighteenth century (cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:199). Madness, 
as my discussion has shown thus far, is a central theme of both The Turn of the Screw and A 
Jealous Ghost. Indeed, A Jealous Ghost addresses some “recognizable references to the Gothic 
canon, with a particular emphasis on (late) nineteenth-century texts dealing with pathology” 
(Germanà, 2013:115). Madness is a fundamentally Gothic theme that is certainly not unique to 
the genre and is evident throughout literature. Some notable examples of Gothic fiction 
focussing on madness include Charles Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), Edgar Allan 
Poe’s The Tell-Tale Heart (1843), Arthur Machen’s The Great God Pan (1894), and Gerald du 
Maurier’s Trilby (1894). These texts emphasise the theme of madness, understood by scholars 
as the “fundamental source of terror in Gothic literature”, while using the fear associated with 
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literary madness as “a powerful shock tactic: a literary equivalent to that favourite pastime of 
the leisured classes in London, a visit to Bedlam” (Small cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:199).  
 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s The Yellow Wallpaper (1892), for example, “demonstrate[s] the 
way the themes of the supernatural and madness have become a staple in Gothic fiction” (Craig, 
2015:iv). The Yellow Wallpaper traces a young woman’s descent into madness after the birth 
of her child. Her husband, a physician, takes her to an old mansion during the summer for her 
to recuperate. During their stay, while she is confined to her bedroom, she keeps a journal of 
her experiences in the isolated “haunted house” (Gilman, 1892:4). As time passes she becomes 
consumed by the colour of the wallpaper, which she describes as “repellent, almost revolting; 
a shouldering unclean yellow” (5), and begins to perceive women slinking behind the 
wallpaper. Before long, she believes that she is one of these women and muses at how she “can 
creep smoothly on the floor” while her “shoulder just fits in that long smooch around the wall, 
so I cannot lose my way” (17). Undoubtedly, Gilman’s short story conveys attitudes towards 
women’s physical and psychological health during the nineteenth century. In addition, The 
Yellow Wallpaper is a clear instance of fiction incorporating Gothic elements that depicts “the 
ways in which Victorians attempted to understand madness by manifesting it in the 
supernatural—and attempted to understand the supernatural as a psychological phenomenon” 
(Craig, 2012:iv). Further to the scapegoat imagery provided earlier in my discussion relative to 
A Jealous Ghost the supernatural also represents a kind of scapegoat in Gothic fiction used to 
project difficult issues such as madness. Such projection of mental illness is revealed as a 
dissociative attempt to externalise mental illness and exculpate society by finding seeming 
external causes for it; for example, the supernatural. This kind of inability to confront madness 
directly seemed a feature of the Victorian era when madness was considered a frightening and 
malevolent state; society rejected difficult aspects of human psychology and that which could 
not be repressed was considered to be private, personal, and horrifying. The supernatural and 
madness are frequently linked in Gothic fiction, and McGowan (2011:34) argues that attention 
to “Gothic tropes and supernatural events thus made it possible for authors like Henry James 
to explore the frightening possibilities” of madness as represented through the supernatural.  
In A Jealous Ghost “the Gothic speaks, incessantly, of bodily harm and wound: the wound 
signifies trauma” (Punter, 2012:3). Indeed, violence and madness are linked in A Jealous Ghost 
as they are elsewhere in Gothic fiction. Sallie “descends into psychotic breakdown and murder” 
(Heilmann, 2010:111-112) thereby causing physical and psychological harm to those around 
her. Although she claims she had “shown [only] a little behavioural disturbance” (Wilson, 
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2005:109) prior to her arrival at Staverton, the extent of this disturbance becomes clear as the 
novel progresses: she has attacked a classmate, Kimberley Markevich, by striking her with an 
iron; she has slammed little Jakie Kenners’s head against the faucet in the bath while 
babysitting; she gave a “pummelling” (109) to Hugh, the New Zealand metallurgist; and she 
finally brings down a hammer on the sleeping head of Frances Masters (Wilson, 2005). These 
events serve as grotesque and Gothic examples of physical harm resulting from psychological 
disturbance. Furthermore, Sallie’s violent acts reinforce her embodiment of the monstrous-
feminine, which in turn, establishes her liminal position. The novel, like other fiction 
incorporating Gothic elements, presents an enclosed, yet metaphorical space where “the human 
heart and brain are presented as kinds of prisons” (Spooner cited in Kohlke and Gutleben, 
2012:116). Characters who occupy these confines, usually women, are tormented by 
hallucinations, delusions, and ultimately breaks from reality while being imprisoned 
psychologically and, in some instances, physically. A Jealous Ghost adopts this treatment of 
gendered madness: Sallie’s confinement is more apparent in the boundaries of her 
psychological condition than in the representation of her physical constraints. In this way, A 
Jealous Ghost reinscribes stereotypes associating women with hysteria and madness, and thus, 
I would argue, does not break free of the Victorian era in the same way as more revolutionary 
Neo-Victorian texts.  
 
3.11. Madness in A Jealous Ghost  
 
As Beveridge and Renvoize note, “madness is seen to partake of the supernatural; the 
diabolical; the mystic” (2017:411). In this way, typical Gothic plots involve elements such as 
“psychological and physical terror; mystery and the supernatural; madness” (Barrett, 2015, 
emphasis added). These features of A Jealous Ghost are emphasised as Sallie’s self-destructive 
downfall is foregrounded. Madness and the supernatural frequently inform each other. 
Moreover, madness in A Jealous Ghost is concerned with the “old association between insanity 
and villainy” (Small cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:199), both of which are evident in Sallie’s 
characterisation. For Sallie, “Turn was true because it was psychologically true and you could 
read it as a compelling and psychologically terrifying story even if you took the view that 
ghosts are not real. For these ghosts in some sense were real, all too real” (Wilson, 2005:138). 
Sallie thus realises the interpretive nature of perspective while remaining entirely unaware of 
her own susceptibility to suggestion; indeed, she becomes caught up in her own fantasy. She 
is, as one reviewer puts it, “so manipulated by words, so deluded by her own emotional 
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fantasies that she interferes with James’s original narrative and screws it into terrifying reality” 
(Observer, 2005). In contrast to the ambiguity of The Turn of the Screw, however, A Jealous 
Ghost provides an account of madness. From the beginning of the novel the reader is provided 
with indications of Sallie’s madness. As I have argued in Chapter One, Gothic texts typically 
make use of foreshadowing to create a sense of impending threat. A Jealous Ghost is no 
exception. Sallie’s description of Staverton foreshadows her diagnosis of insanity, suggesting 
early on that madness is one of the novel’s major concerns:  
 
At first glance, it did not appear as a house, still less a home. The large red 
building climbing to Dutch gables above a second storey was more her idea of 
an institution, a sanatorium or a school, than a domestic residence. (Wilson, 
2005:42-43, emphasis added) 
 
Sallie’s comparison of the country house in Staverton to an asylum alludes to the “aberrant 
psychological states” (Abrams and Harpham, 2015:152) often present in Gothic fiction while 
suggesting that there is something sinister about the house. The Gothic is preoccupied with 
locations such as asylums which manifest the “nightmarish terrors that lie beneath the orderly 
surface of the civilized mind” (152). Historically, the Victorians demonstrated ambivalent 
opinions on madness and established “purpose-built asylums throughout the country” 
(Beveridge and Renvoize, 2017:411) to house the mentally ill. In Gothic fiction, the “realm of 
the irrational” (Abrams and Harpham, 2015:152) is often housed within the setting of the 
asylum. For example, H. P. Lovecraft’s The Thing on the Doorstep (1933) follows the narrator 
Daniel Upton’s descent into madness after he arrives at Arkham Asylum and murders one of 
its residents. Arguably, Lovecraft’s asylum, with its “huddled, sagging gambrel roofs and 
crumbling Georgian balustrades” (1933), has provided the blueprint for asylums in Gothic 
novels to follow. The asylums, where Sallie has been admitted to receive “psychiatric help” 
(Wilson, 2005:133) and “course[s] of therapy” (108) to treat “the old symptoms” (152) that 
plagued her, are significant settings in A Jealous Ghost. Sallie is detained at the Bethany Clinic 
after attacking Kimberley Markevich (178). Later, she is admitted to an unnamed institution 
after murdering Frances, where she is confined to a room that is “white as terror” for what 






3.12. Gendered madness and liminality in A Jealous Ghost 
 
During the eighteenth century, and subsequently, “the realm of madness was a locus of 
intensity in terms of the perception of women” and, consequently, was considered a “gendered 
affliction” (Ingram and Faubert, 2005:136) frequently focused on women. Gendered madness 
is evident when establishing “women as the typical sufferers from debility of nerves” (Small 
cited in Ingram and Faubert, 2005:1). Some examples of novels across various literary genres 
exploring madness, of men and women, of author and characters, include Virginia Woolf’s 
Mrs Dalloway (1925), Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar (1963), and Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace 
(1996). While literary fiction dealing with female madness is not uniquely Gothic, writers of 
the Gothic genre tend to address gendered madness in their fiction as a means of creating 
ambiguity and uncertainty; perhaps because a character’s potential insanity is often linked to a 
novel’s epistemological concerns.  
 
Helen Small, referring to early Gothic fiction, maintains that “the forms of insanity are usually 
clearly gendered” (cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:200). The Gothic, moreover, as Wright 
(cited in Smith and Wallace, 2004:4) observes, correlates with “issues of female insanity, desire 
and loss”. Andrew Scull (1987:14) argues, however, that “it was only after the middle of the 
19th century, when the madhouses of the Gothic novelists had supposedly been transformed 
into the domestic retreats favoured by the Victorian lunacy reformers, that women began 
gradually to outnumber men among those legally designated as mad”. During the Victorian 
period, a sexist association between women and madness was greatly established, which could 
arguably account for the frequent presentation of gendered madness in the Neo-Gothic genre. 
The association between gender and madness in fiction incorporating Gothic elements is 
evident, in three examples of many: Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), Sarah Waters’s 
Fingersmith (2002), and Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847). The first two novels 
critique the treatment of women during the Victorian period, and each also provides critical 
commentary pertaining to society’s perceptions of madness as a uniquely female condition, 
while addressing misogyny in Victorian society. 
 
Female madness in Gothic literature is often contextualised within the haunted “antiquated 
space” (Yotov, 2013:8), “amid crumbling ruins” (Baldick, 2009:1), in the “isolated, ruined, 
[and] windswept” (Pritchard, 1991:432) places so prevalently described within the genre. 
Women are frequently characterised as mirroring the Gothic surroundings they occupy: 
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crumbling, isolated, and ruined, particularly in relation to their sanity. These characters are 
often described as experiencing severe psychological trauma which also mirrors the 
deteriorating spaces forgotten by an outside world. Gothic literature therefore reflects on 
female isolation and the relegation of women to liminal spaces, thus providing insight into the 
dismissive association of women with madness. These characters, entrapped in insanity, are 
incapable of development. Bertha Rochester in Jane Eyre, for example, has “long dishevelled 
hair, […] swelled black face, [and] exaggerated stature” likened by Rochester to the “results of 
nightmare” (Brontë, 2017[1847]:81). The unsympathetic portrayal establishes her as a 
malevolent force threatening to destroy the happiness of the protagonists, while potentially 
revealing “Victorian attitudes to mental illness as fear and revulsion” (Beveridge and Renvoize, 
2017:413). Her madness reveals, in the novel, “a state of degradation and bestiality” (412). 
 
In Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights (1847), when Catherine Earnshaw descends into 
madness, she is described as someone who “alternatively raves and remains in a half-dream, 
knowing those about her, but having her mind filled, with all sorts of strange ideas and 
illusions” (Brontë, 1995[1847]:76). Catherine’s madness, mirrored by the eerie isolation of the 
Yorkshire moors, is unsettling to both Nellie Dean and Heathcliff but is perceived as being 
“unearthly” as she “appeared always to gaze beyond, and far beyond – you would have said 
out of this world” (76). Indeed, Catherine’s madness is attributed to supernatural forces outside 
her control. This interpretation of Wuthering Heights reinforces Victorian attitudes to madness 
in which “disparate elements unite in this intricate pattern of a mind of turmoil” (Beveridge 
and Renvoize, 2017:412). Like Wuthering Heights, A Jealous Ghost assigns madness to its 
female protagonist. In this way, both novels emphasise conventional attitudes to madness by 
considering this state a solely feminine, abject and liminal plight.  
 
Sarah Waters’s The Little Stranger (2009), by contrast, takes a contemporary, Neo-Gothic 
approach to gendered madness. The Little Stranger is a ghost story set in the 1940s in 
Warwickshire, England. The novel depicts “the disquieting events that lead to the decline of 
British aristocracy, symbolized by the crumbling decay of Hundreds Hall” (Germanà, 
2013:114). In The Little Stranger, Roderick Ayres is the male heir to Hundreds Hall who 
experiences physical and psychological post-war trauma, which is treated by the novel’s 
narrator, Doctor Faraday. As time passes Roderick becomes moody and starts drinking heavily; 
soon he believes that an apparition has appeared to him in his bedroom, which, in turn, causes 
the further decay of the already crumbling mansion. These hallucinations mark the beginning 
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stages of Roderick’s psychological decline. In this contemporary and inverted example of 
gendered madness, The Little Stranger destabilises “class and gender norms, which Hundreds 
and its female owners attempt to resist” (114). While madness is often considered a female 
plight and stigma in Gothic literature, The Little Stranger thus subverts this “pervasive 
engagement with the theme of madness” (116) by shifting it towards masculinity. The novel is 
therefore distinct from many others of its genre because it departs from the traditionally held 
perspective of madness as an experience that is expressly feminine. Instead, it presents the 
“notion of decaying masculinity” (116), thus portraying a contemporary response to 
conventionally feminised madness by undermining stereotypes better relegated to the past. 
While Sarah Waters’s novel departs from convention, however, A Jealous Ghost adheres to 
tradition by assigning madness to its female protagonist, thereby reinforcing the long-held 
notion of madness as a female concern in which “women have unquestionably made a 
disproportionate contribution” (Gilbert cited in Mulvey-Roberts, 2009:125). In this way, A 
Jealous Ghost does not adopt a particularly novel or forward-thinking approach to its 
presentation of the Gothic convention of madness. 
 
This convention of madness is maintained, as Stephanie F. Craig observes:  
 
When reading and reviewing Gothic texts, the prevalence of ghosts, 
mysterious apparitions, and unexplainable sounds and events is apparent. Just 
as frequent, however, is the theme of insanity—of hallucinations, anxiety, and 
complete mental breakdown—particularly in Gothic texts’ weakest female 
characters. (2012:1, emphasis added) 
 
Arguably developing this point, McGowan (2011:58) argues that Gothic literature from the 
nineteenth century onwards incorporates the “commonplace Victorian association between 
governesses and madness”, thereby reasserting the correlation between women and mental 
illness in fiction. Indeed, Edmund Wilson observes “‘the peculiar psychology of governesses’ 
[…] who have terrorized their employers’ households by behaving as poltergeists, ‘opening 
doors or smashing mirrors’” (cited in McGowan, 2011:58). Such characteristics reinforce the 
commonplace malevolence and instability of female characters in such fiction, thus polarising 
how gender is perceived. McGowan also notes the “stereotype of the mad governess”, arguing 
that this “gendering of madness clearly established governesses and other types of genteel 
working women as inherently prone to madness or hysteria” (62).  
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In her liminal role, Sallie reinvents The Turn of the Screw’s narrative while misrepresenting 
her own experiences. She questions perception by explaining that “[t]here’s no such thing as a 
concrete reality, with us going around like so many recording machines or cameras taking 
impressions of it. We make reality” (Wilson, 2005:171). Sallie’s reasoning accounts, albeit 
seemingly unwittingly, for her fallible perception: “[f]or her, reality had been, ever since she 
came to Bly, that Rosie was dead” (171). Sallie’s perception indeed is inaccurate from her 
arrival at Staverton. Her perception, however, informs her worldview, which, as a result, is 
distorted. Sallie has insight gleaned from her literary studies, when she recalls descriptions of 
supernatural occurrences in Gothic literature, which she is, however, unable to apply to her 
own life: “[i]n those early novels of the uncanny, there always turned out to be ‘rational’ 
explanations for the ghost” (119). In many Neo-Gothic novels the “mysterious disappearances, 
and other sensational and supernatural occurrences” often turn out “to have natural 
explanations” (Abrams and Harpham, 2015:152). For example, in Jane Eyre, Jane believes that 
Thornfield Hall is haunted because of the frightening laughter that she describes as 
“preternatural and mirthless” (Brontë, 2017[1847] 126) that echoes through the house at night. 
This seemingly supernatural sound, however, in fact emanates from Bertha Rochester who is 
locked up in the attic. Interestingly, Thornfield Hall’s attic becomes Bertha’s asylum where 
she remains imprisoned, much like the white room in which Sallie is confined. Fittingly, then, 
in A Jealous Ghost, the rational explanation for the spectre at Staverton is psychological.  
 
One example of Sallie’s distortion of reality and fantasy occurs when she misinterprets 
Charles’s directive that she “leave Staverton in the morning” (Wilson, 2005:180) after he 
discovers the truth “about the accident in the bath with Jakie and the Kimberley thing” (180). 
She believes, instead, that “[h]e had been bewitched” (180). In this manner, Sallie perpetually 
externalises any negative experiences and ascribes these to forces outside of her control; she 
blames those around her for unpleasant experiences, even in those cases where she is directly 
responsible for what occurs. Interestingly, McGowan (2011:90) observes that in Victorian 
Gothic fiction, “the governess-narrator never acknowledges the slightest hint of personal 
incredulity”; Sallie too is reluctant to admit her culpability in the events at Staverton. While 
she realises the magnitude of her actions when she reflects on these – “I’ve killed a kid. I am 
not indicted for killing a fly. I killed a kid” (Wilson, 2005:168, original emphasis) – it is clear 
that she denies responsibility for them. Sallie’s dismissal of her behaviour is evident in her 
thoughts when she is admitted to the asylum. She considers that “[t]here was no going 
anywhere for law-abiding Americans going about their business and simply trying to help 
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people. They of course got locked up, like they had done something wrong” (186). 
Consequently, Sallie’s madness is attributed to her lost sense of reality, which is clearly evident 
here: “[s]o, in a sense, it no longer mattered what levels of reality, or hyperreality, she was 
remembering, still less whether the events assembled themselves inside her head in the ‘right’ 
order” (155). By this stage in the novel Sallie has been detained for psychiatric evaluation after 
Frances’ murder. She struggles to recall the events at Staverton, which in turn impacts her 
rationalisation of them. An example of this “external locus of control” (Rotter, 1990:489) is 
when Sallie rationalises her behaviour by explaining that these were “the few, very few, other 
occasions when she had lost it, flipped, […] like anyone might” (Wilson, 2005:109, emphasis 
added). According to Sallie, her violent outbursts are examples of “simple self-protection” 
(109) both physically, against Hugh the “New Zealand metallurgist [who] had tried to change 
their smooching into something filthy” (109), and psychologically, against Kimberley who 
supposedly “cut across something Sallie had been trying to say about James and hyperreality” 
(108) during one of their Henry James classes. However, despite Sallie’s attempts to support 
her behaviour, her break from reality has a more organic origin revealed by the “cartons of her 
present antidepressant” (31) and the “psychiatric help” (133) she sought at Bethany Clinic to 
address her “bizarre behaviour patterns” (107). Sallie characterises her psychological 
experiences as the “‘out of the body’ experiences [that] are felt by patients coming round from 
anaesthetic” (152). The “old symptoms” that “crept up on Sallie” are indicative of madness as 
she struggles to “get a hold of reality” (152) throughout her stay at Staverton.  
 
3.13. Liminality and the Gothic in The Turn of the Screw and A Jealous Ghost 
 
The Turn of the Screw ambiguously represents an oscillation between the possibilities of 
madness and the supernatural. In The Turn of the Screw the governess experiences social and 
psychological liminality. She finds herself trapped between “genteel and working-class 
femininity” and “[does] not fit neatly into the rigid categories of gender and class according to 
which Victorian society organized itself” (McGowan, 2011:i). Moreover, governesses worked 
in a “structuralized society in which wealthy, aristocratic families” hire them to care for their 
children (Gencheva, 2015:74). The governess’s social isolation, and by extension her 
liminality, originates from Victorian societal perceptions of her profession. The position of 
Victorian governesses is precarious in that, while working in a family’s household, “she is 
infinitely less considered than the servants; she has no companionship whatever” (Anonymous 
cited in Beidler, 2010:175). The exclusion of governesses emanates largely from class 
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differences in society during this time. Elizabeth Pope Whately’s The Roving Bee (1855) 
explores this theme. It tells the story of Dora Leighton who is forced to take up a position as 
governess after her father’s death. Before she even arrives at her new employers, the Delanys, 
Dora is subjected to “national prejudices” (Beidler, 2010:79) that highlight the class 
discrimination and resulting isolation of women in her profession. Even Dora’s marriage to a 
man supposedly above her station is scrutinised, as Mrs Delany notes: “his stooping to a 
governess surprises me” (Whately, 1855:334). One of the few examples of intimacy evident in 
The Turn of the Screw between Mrs Grose and the governess is when they “embraced like 
sisters” and agree to “see it out” (James, 1993:17). However, limits on closeness between the 
governess and others reinforce her restricted interactions and resultant liminality. The 
governess is “[e]ndowed with a deep sensibility” and “is the lonely, pensive, subjugated 
heroine endangered by a dominant male antagonist” (Gencheva, 2015:76). Furthermore, the 
governess is “condemned to solitude”, which reinforces her removal from family life and 
friendship (Anonymous cited in Beidler, 2010:175). An example of the governess’s solitude in 
The Turn of the Screw is evident in Mrs Grose’s disbelief that the governess might have a 
friend: “She showed her surprise. ‘A friend – you?’” (James, 1993:64). Moreover, there is a 
“conventional relationship between pupils and governesses” (Dinter, 2012:68), which clearly 
establishes boundaries between classes by placing the governess in an inferior position to her 
charges. Further to her isolated existence, the governess bears her troubles alone and is 
removed from those around her. Clearly, “her anxiety and her responsibility … cannot well be 
shared by anyone” (Beidler, 2010:177).  
 
Furthermore, governesses’ secluded lives could be a contributing factor to their frequent 
association in fiction with madness. While the governess is in close proximity to others she is 
forced to “forego every hope of domestic happiness” (Beidler, 2010:175), which undoubtedly 
impacts on her psychological wellbeing. Moreover, the governess’s separation from those 
around her establishes her connection with the “Victorian literary ghost” (McGowan, 2011:x) 
who haunts the house she inhabits along with the society she lives in from the margins of 
existence. Accordingly, she occupies the position of the “ghostly figure within her employer’s 
home” (3). This liminal position between the living and the dead, the real and the imaginary, 
the upper class and the working class, reinforces the governess’s psychosocial liminality 
frequently evident in Gothic fiction (8). The Turn of the Screw’s governess occupies a liminal 
state not only because of her links to the supernatural but also because of her questionable 
sanity. While the governess’s liminality is primarily social she occupies additional liminal 
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states across gender lines, between the realms of the real and the supernatural, and between 
madness and sanity. Indeed, madness creates a link between reality and the supernatural while 
functioning as a gateway between the sane and insane. Anthony Trollope provides a fitting 
account of nineteenth-century attitudes to madness: “There is perhaps no great social question 
so imperfectly understood among us at the present day as that which refers to the line which 
divides sanity from insanity” (cited in Beveridge and Renvoize, 2017:413). While madness 
was of interest to the Victorians, contemporary fiction’s preoccupation with this Gothic theme 
persists. 
 
In A Jealous Ghost Sallie occupies what Turner (1992:45) characterises as the liminal space 
between two realities when she finds herself caught “betwixt and between established states”. 
Sallie recounts throughout the novel how her perception of truth falters as “she was trying very 
hard to get a hold of reality” (Wilson, 2005:152). This realisation points to Sallie’s status as 
liminal; she is disconnected from reality by way of “dreams and hallucinogenic states” (152). 
While Sallie does not experience liminality in the same way a spectre might, she encounters 
significant difficulty in “distinguish[ing] between Appearance and Reality” (55). This 
dissociation firmly positions Sallie in the bounds between two states of being – sanity and 
insanity – thereby placing her in the liminal space that is occupied by those suffering from 
madness and caught between two modes of reality.  
 
Sallie is a liminal character in her own right. She experiences “psychiatric” (Wilson, 2005:133) 
dissociations from reality and severe “behavioural disturbance” (109). In addition, she 
undergoes separation from those around her as she is continually excluded from the activities 
of the household despite wishing to participate. Sallie even blames “Michael’s supercilious 
manner” and “Gloria’s patronising remarks” for her continued abandonment (110). Even 
before arriving at Staverton, Sallie is an isolated figure unable to make close friendships. After 
she arrives, this sense of isolation increases; she believes that others perceive her as “a neurotic 
little thing” (110) and therefore an outsider. Events at Staverton become for Sallie a “liminal 
stage”, described by Turner (1992:45) as the state when “initiates are removed and typically 
excluded from the rest of society – in effect they become invisible”. Sallie feels rejected and 
isolated when she hears the children complaining and asking Gloria “why we have to have 
Sallie with us every single minute” (Wilson, 2005:123). While the children grumble that their 
new nanny is “spastic” (123), with limited abilities in horse riding and tennis, Sallie feels 
“[n]othing but contempt” for the children and considers them to be “stupid, hateful little 
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creatures” (124, original emphasis). Even though Sallie “found herself weeping” (124) because 
of their dislike for her, she refuses to “give the little toads the satisfaction of seeing her red 
eyes” (124). Indeed, Sallie’s childish sense of exclusion at Staverton reinforces her liminal 
position while fostering in her a “hatred of human beings” (124), which later proves 
catastrophic for both herself and Frances. 
 
For Sallie, the “borderlands between appearance and reality [are] really impossible to 
distinguish” (Wilson, 2005:165) and she occupies a liminal space between them. While she is 
not a spectre who experiences physical liminality, between life and death, her isolation from 
those at Staverton, in addition to her madness, results in a metaphysical separation. In addition, 
Sallie even goes so far as to question her mental stability: “Maybe you are going crazy. Maybe, 
after all you’ve been through you are going, just a little, crazy” (110). She is neither here, nor 
there, and perceives herself as a secluded individual. In this way Sallie’s position may be 
compared to the psychologically abstract liminal state experienced by Arthur Kipps in Susan 
Hill’s The Woman in Black. While Kipps does not suffer from madness, his experiences, like 
Sallie’s, position him in a liminal space because he is isolated and caught between the worlds 
of the living and the dead. Similarly, it may be suggested that Sallie is a “socially liminal 
presence” (McGowan, 2011:54) because of her exclusion from those at Staverton. While she 
is surrounded by people, she struggles to connect with them, which reinforces her seclusion 
even though she is physically part of the household. This withdrawal on Sallie’s part reinforces 
her isolation and status as an outsider, which in turn contributes to her mental instability. 
 
3.14. Conclusion  
 
A.N. Wilson’s novel includes a number of features one would expect to find in the Gothic 
genre: gendered madness, the doppelgänger, the characterisation of a protagonist who is also a 
storyteller through her focalisation, the supernatural through perceived hauntings, and 
liminality. A Jealous Ghost incorporates traditional Gothic symbols, such as mirrors and 
portraits, thereby creating a sense of foreboding whilst establishing an intertextual relationship 
with The Turn of the Screw. Intertextuality adds depth to A Jealous Ghost while establishing 
the novel as Neo-Gothic. In the same way that “The Turn of the Screw is at once both a ghost 
story and a psychological study” (James and Beidler, 1995:127-128), A Jealous Ghost is a 
psychological narrative posing as a ghost story. However, in contrast to “the suppressed 
violence that shimmer[s] beneath [the] elegant sentences” (Wilson, 2005:67) of The Turn of 
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the Screw, A Jealous Ghost explicitly locates the source of its horror as the violence resulting 
from Sallie’s madness, thus presenting a less ambiguous story and positioning Sallie as the 
monstrous-feminine, perpetually existing in the limen between sanity and insanity.  
 
The chapter that follows will show the ways in which another contemporary British writer of 
the genre, David Mitchell, further departs from the conventional in his approach to the Neo-
Gothic. While A Jealous Ghost is solely concerned with the representation of feminine madness 
and portraying Sallie’s experience as one deserving of the titles villain and victim, Mitchell’s 
Slade House presents both male and female villains. However, Slade House still portrays the 
monstrous-feminine as an important liminal identity. Moreover, the novel forwards some of 
the concerns of A Jealous Ghost through its prolific intertextuality with other works, including 
those by David Mitchell himself. Chapter Three will evaluate, in particular, the ways in which 
Slade House develops the Gothic through a postmodern lens, while focusing on the figure of 
































DAVID MITCHELL’S SLADE HOUSE 
 
For fifty-four years, our souls have wandered that big wide world out there, possessing 
whatever bodies we want, living whatever lives we wish, while our fellow birth-Victorians are 
all dead or dying out. We live on.” (Mitchell, 2015:78) 
 
David Mitchell’s Slade House, a novel distinctly different to the others under study, re-
evaluates the shortcomings of the present through a postmodern lens while seeking to address 
and redress history and its representations of the vampire figure.21 In addition, the novel 
comments critically on the state of humanity by addressing themes pertaining to moral choice, 
speculation about the origins of evil, feminist views, sexual possession, power imbalances, and 
the fear of moral and physical decay. While my main focus is on tracking the theme of 
liminality through Slade House’s Gothic elements, I will also evaluate the following: the 
vampiric figure, the characterisation of the novel’s male and female villains, and the 
significance of what the novel describes as the transmigration of souls (the Grayer twins’ 
supernatural ability to occupy other bodies in order to maintain their immortality). Moreover, 
my argument on the presentation of liminality in Slade House will describe vampires as liminal 
beings, the house and what is named in the novel as the “orison” (Mitchell, 2015:198) as liminal 
spaces, and the “monstrous-feminine” (Creed, 1993:1) as an important liminal identity. While 
Slade House addresses the Victorian era to some extent, as the epigraph to this chapter strongly 
suggests, it departs from the Neo-Victorian in its contemporary setting and focus while shifting 
attention to modern day concerns, thereby providing an example of the Gothic in contemporary, 
twenty-first century, British writing and the society it may represent.   
 
4.1. Summary of Slade House  
 
Slade House traverses 36 years – from 1979 to 2015 – in the lives of the immortal twins, Norah 
and Jonah Grayer, who coerce unsuspecting victims (Nathan and Rita Bishop, Gordon 
Edmonds, Sally Timms, Freya Timms, and Dr Iris Marinus-Fenby) into the decaying yet 
expansive Slade House on Slade Alley in downtown London. Slade House is described as an 
“orison” or a “kind of reality bubble” (Mitchell, 2015:172), a small space, which allows the 
                                                 
21 Slade House written in italics in this dissertation refers to David Mitchell’s novel. Slade House, when referred 
to in plain text, denotes the Grayers’ house.  
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twins to remain “freeze-dried against world-time, anchoring [their] souls in life” (78). Time 
thus stands still in Slade House, remaining fixed to “a few minutes after 11pm on Saturday, 27 
October 1934” (177), just before Halloween. Every nine years the Grayer twins entice a new 
visitor into the house to extract and devour the souls of what they refer to as “gullible 
Engifted[s]” (78), or “potential psychics” (175). The Grayers occupy host bodies for nine years 
before returning to their birth bodies in the attic and imbibing new souls. During a ritualistic 
ceremony the twins, who are significantly described as “soul vampires”, are able to drain their 
victims’ “psychovoltage” (174;195), which allows them to maintain their immortality. Slade 
House is divided into five chapters or episodes, which may be likened to what Mikhail Bakhtin 
(2002:15) describes as “chronotopes” (literally, “time space”) because each chapter quite 
literally captures a snippet of time ranging from 1979 to 2015 in Slade House. From a plot 
perspective, Slade House’s chapters follow the same formula throughout the novel’s duration: 
“the character finds the door, enters the house, is tempted with a vision, and falls into the twins’ 
psychic trap” (Deas, 2015).  
 
4.2. The role of vampires in Gothic fiction and Norah Grayer as the vampiric monstrous-
feminine 
 
David Punter argues that there is “something of an excessive attention [in Gothic fiction] – 
even, perhaps, an addiction – to vampires” (2012:5). The vampire is a “spirit which leaves its 
dead body in the grave to visit and torment the living” (Stetson, 1896:2). Furthermore, vampires 
in fiction represent the “non-human as well as the human” (Friedman, 2010:495). Vampires 
are partly human in the sense that most are born human and take human form throughout their 
supernatural existence. Yet vampires are also monsters, evident in their instinctual desire for 
blood, often obtained through violence and cruelty. Claudia Bubke (2018:7) argues that 
humans are responsible for “[t]ransferring this inhumane behaviour onto vampires, who are as 
diverse a group as human beings”, which “challenge[s] the assumption that vampires are fixed 
in their identity as monstrous enemies of humankind”. Vampires’ liminality, a major concern 
addressed in this chapter, is thus established because they are caught “betwixt and between” 
(Turner, 1992:45) the human and non-human.  
 
David Punter describes the vampire as possessing a “grotesque exaggeration of character and 
location” (2012:1). In addition, Punter describes the vampire as a parasite, an organism that 
lives off others (2012:1). The vampire concerns him/herself with “absorbing other lives [to] 
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indefinitely prolong his own” (Pedlar, 2006:138). One of the ways that vampires prey on others 
is through sexual possession. Some examples of novels focussing on vampires while 
emphasising sexual possession as a function of gender inequality in society include Joseph 
Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla (1871), Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897), and, more recently, Anne 
Rice’s Interview with the Vampire (1986). Carmilla addresses the strict sexual mores of the 
time in which it was written while representing a “sexual possession” (Signorotti, 1996:607) 
similar to Dracula’s motivation. Stoker’s later novel is a response to Le Fanu’s. There are 
similarities between these three texts and Slade House: each novel depicts vampires or vampiric 
figures exerting their power over their victims, partly through sexual possession. Gothic 
representations of this kind of control, Bubke argues, serve to illustrate societal fears about 
“sexuality, religion and morality by transferring the knowledge gained from [society’s] own 
reactions to the presented narratives” (2018:2).  
 
Patriarchal social anxieties about sexuality can be related in particular to women’s sexual 
possession exerted over men (Creed, 1986), a theme evident in Slade House. In Chapter Two, 
Gordon Edmonds enters the house and meets Chloe Albertina Chetwynd (Norah, in fact, 
occupying another body), a wealthy widow living alone in what appears to be the decaying 
Slade House. As time passes, Chloe and Gordon begin an intimate romantic relationship. 
Before long, time becomes distorted when Gordon realises he has spent more time inside Slade 
House than he initially anticipated. It appears that time is alterable within the confines of the 
house. While on one of his many visits, Chloe beckons Gordon up the staircase. As he follows 
her enticing calls, he encounters a display of portraits. The most startling is the portrait of 
“Nathan Bishop, as seen by Fred Pink in Slade Alley in 1979” (Mitchell, 2015:69). Gordon 
hears vague warnings about Chloe’s motives whispered to him from an invisible source and it 
is at this moment that he realises that the remnants of Nathan’s soul haunt Slade House, as the 
unidentified voice explains: “I’m not a lot […] I’m my own leftovers” (69). As Gordon retreats 
he suddenly notices his own “more-real-than-real” (70) portrait staring back at him. Seeing his 
portrait prefigures his consumption by the twins and he ends up as “just the residue” (82) of 
his former self.  
 
As the description above suggests, Norah Grayer is characterised as a version of the monstrous-
feminine. Barbara Creed (1993:1;2), theorises the notion of the monstrous-feminine, arguing 
that this common yet variable trope of female abjection “wears many faces: the amoral 
primeval mother (Aliens, 1986); the vampire (The Hunger, 1983); the witch (Carrie, 1976); the 
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woman as monstrous womb (The Brood, 1979); woman as bleeding wound (Dressed to Kill, 
1980); the woman as possessed body (The Exorcist, 1973); the castrating mother (Psycho, 
1960); and the woman as beautiful but deadly killer (Basic Instinct, 1992)”, among others. The 
monstrous-feminine disrupts the conventional view of “woman as victim of the (mainly male) 
monster” (1), a perspective this dissertation has identified in the conventional Gothic. Instead 
of viewing femininity as a pale opposition to monstrosity, Creed takes a feminist approach to 
show that the “monstrous-feminine emphasizes the importance of gender in the construction of 
her monstrosity” (1). Femininity itself, according to Creed’s study, is viewed as monstrous and 
terrifying within a patriarchal context. More stereotypes in fiction exist, then, than that of the 
woman as helpless victim. Slade House, for example, incorporates the notion of the monstrous-
feminine through Norah’s terrifying sexual domination. Norah, moreover, outlives her brother, 
Jonah, thereby triumphing as a female villain, a triumphant female monster. In this way, Slade 
House undermines the Gothic convention of the feminine victim by arguably providing another 
stereotype, of female monstrosity.   
 
Just as the notion of the monstrous-feminine raises questions regarding the construction of evil 
and horror, novels such as Carmilla, Dracula, and Interview with the Vampire raise “concerns 
with moral choice and speculation about the nature and origins of evil” (Waxman, 1992:82). 
These texts, all focusing on the figure of the vampire, appear to comment on society’s “fear of 
physical and moral decay” (Buzwell, 2014); each text reflects on the past and provides unique 
interpretations of issues including “fears of immigration, sexual promiscuity and moral 
degeneration” (2014), attaching each of these issues to notions of monstrosity. Anitti Rinne 
(2013:139) maintains that immigration concerns evidenced during the Victorian era, for 
example, were addressed in fiction in the frequent association of vampires with migration: 
“Dracula’s aim is not simply to prolong his own life, which is already endless, but to colonise 
the world with his own kind”. Moreover, Dracula’s attempts at colonisation reflect Victorian 
society’s fears of anything considered foreign or ‘other’ from the perspective of Westernised 
ideals (David, 2006:214). In this way, dichotomies between ‘good’ and ‘evil’ are established, 
with malevolent forces capable of transmutation being linked to cultural hybridity. 
 
While Slade House’s vampires are not concerned with achieving immortality through 
procreation and colonisation in the same way as Dracula, they do prioritise maintaining their 
immortality through self-preservation. Another example of vampiric siblings is observed in 
Florence Marryat’s Blood of the Vampyre (1897) in which the female protagonist, Harriet 
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Brandt, kills others by inadvertently acquiring their energy causing victims to die from 
lethargy. The vampire’s need for self-preservation, maintained at all costs, may be considered 
a metaphor for contemporary narcissism and consumption. Accordingly, Leonard Heldreth 
(1999:121) acknowledges “the narcissistic mode of the vampire narrative.” Such narcissistic 
self-preservation is linked to the vampire’s perpetual fear of moral and physical decay, and 
associations between vampires and corporeality – particularly sexuality and disease – are 
common. Throughout the years, vampires have also been notably sexualised; as Valerie Pedlar 
(2006:139) argues, they are represented with “heavy sexual overtones” (139). Such eroticism 
is evident in numerous portrayals of vampires and the ubiquitous image of the young woman 
who finds herself at the mercy of the vampire poised over her preparing to drink her blood (an 
image overturned by the representation of Norah Grayer in Slade House). In Gothic fiction, 
blood-sucking may represent various human issues including consumption, domination, evil, 
disease, threats of mortality, and procreation. Moreover, blood drinking involves the victim’s 
transformation, or rather mutation, into a vampire. Pedlar argues that vampires “represent 
blood-sucking as a form of mating” (139). Due to the frequent link between vampirism and 
sexuality, sex “seems more like infecting” (139). The representation of the vampire therefore 
reveals social apprehension regarding sexual promiscuity in Victorian society and in 
contemporary times as well as emphasising historical and contemporary issues of class anxiety 
and boundary purity. As Greg Buzwell (2014:3) argues, “the act of vampirism itself, with its 
notion of tainted blood, suggests the fear of sexually transmitted diseases such as syphilis” in 
the Victorian era, as it does the fear of HIV in contemporary times. Moreover, for Jarlath 
Killeen (2014:189), vampires’ blood drinking is linked to “sexual perversion and profanity”. 
Undoubtedly the presentation of the vampire is frequently associated with sexual anxiety, 
violence, transgression and taboo.  
 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) is considered among the most influential in establishing the 
vampire in Gothic fiction. In fact, Dracula has become “the reference point to which the 
characteristics of other vampires are judged to have adhered, or to have departed from” (Bubke, 
2018:2). Dracula’s narrative consists of characters’ letters, diary entries, and newspaper 
articles. Like Arthur Kipps in The Woman in Black, Jonathan Harker is a newly qualified 
solicitor who visits Count Dracula on the Transylvanian border to arrange for an estate 
transaction. While journeying to the castle, the local villagers warn Harker about the castle’s 
inhabitant. Harker is taken aback by the Count’s hospitality and gentlemanly status. However, 
soon after his arrival, Harker realises that he is Dracula’s prisoner. While restricted to the 
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confines of the castle, he explores the grounds and discovers that Dracula possesses 
supernatural powers. Harker manages to escape and flees the castle after Dracula abandons him 
for a sea voyage, during which time the latter travels to England by ship to distribute 
Transylvanian soil for establishing vampire lairs across the world. Soon after his return, 
Dracula begins stalking Lucy Westenra, Harker’s fiancée’s friend, who mysteriously develops 
dementia and begins wasting away. It is at this point in the novel that Professor Van Helsing is 
introduced in the hope of saving Lucy through treatments such as blood transfusions and 
leaving garlic cloves in her chambers to ward off vampires. Van Helsing is unable to cure her 
and the house’s inhabitants soon discover that she has become an immortal vampire; indeed, 
in a single novel, Lucy, “infected” by Dracula, represents a range of Gothic gender stereotypes, 
transforming from the hapless, vulnerable victim into the more disturbing monstrous-feminine. 
Moreover, in Dracula, women are represented as either “virgin or vamp” (Guyant, 2011:1). 
Thus, Dracula emphasises sexist tropes that govern patriarchal views of women. The men of 
the house set out to vanquish her (and her gendered monstrosity) by driving a stake into her 
heart and decapitating her. Van Helsing travels to the castle planning to kill Dracula. However, 
Dracula escapes but is quickly intercepted by Van Helsing who finally vanquishes him. These 
stereotypical treatments of women endure when we draw parallels between Dracula’s Lucy 
and Slade House’s Norah. Both women begin as vulnerable characters who come to represent 
the monstrous-feminine after being transformed into vampires.  
 
Stoker’s novel is certainly the definitive piece of fiction that establishes the vampire as a 
malevolent figure of the Gothic, with the vampire Dracula possessing the “staying power to 
succeed as a literary figure for the 21st century” (Thomson and Fall, 2013). In addition, Stoker’s 
representation of Dracula “established the vampire as we know him in Western culture” 
(Thomson and Fall, 2013). The Dracula archetype informs the representation of vampires in 
contemporary works, thereby continuing to contribute to the vampire’s presence in present-day 
narratives like Slade House. Stephanie Meyers’s The Twilight Saga (2005; 2006; 2007; 2008), 
for example, centres on the lives of vampires who suck blood in order to attain immortality. 
However, various scholars have identified the modification of aspects of the contemporary 
vampire in relation to its conventional representation in fiction. Fiona Peters, for example, 
writes:  
 
So it would seem that in the modern world vampires come in all forms, they 
can be perpetrators or victims, metaphors or monsters, scapegoats for 
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sinfulness or mirrors of our own evil. What becomes obvious […] is that 
vampires have infiltrated just about every area of popular culture. (2006:xiv)  
 
While retaining several characteristics of the earlier representations of vampires, contemporary 
depictions thus tend to rewrite certain elements, including the ways in which the vampire feeds 
parasitically on its victim. Whereas traditional vampires sucked the blood of their victims as a 
means of sustenance, contemporary re-imaginings of vampires, like Mitchell’s Grayer twins, 
may feed off the living less literally. Indeed, since Stoker’s Dracula, the representation of the 
vampire has adopted varying forms that depart from the “well-known formula” (Milbank cited 
in Duperray, 2011:147). An example of the vampire’s potential literary evolution is evident in 
Charlotte Brontë’s characterisation of Bertha Rochester in Jane Eyre: 
 
“And how were Bertha’s visage and features?” 
“Fearful and ghastly to me—oh, sir, I never saw a face like it! It was a 
discoloured face—it was a savage face. I wish I could forget the roll of the red 
eyes and the fearful blackened inflation of the lineaments!” 
“Ghosts are usually pale, Jane.” 
“This, sir, was purple: the lips were swelled and dark; the brow furrowed: the 
black eyebrows widely raised over the bloodshot eyes. Shall I tell you of what 
it reminded me?” 
“You may.” 
“Of the foul German spectre—the Vampyre”. (2017[1847]:73) 
 
This representation of Bertha clearly demonstrates her role in the novel as a malevolent force, 
posing a threat to those around her. However, the imagery here is metaphoric and Bertha is not 
a vampire in the same way that Dracula is. She is, however, considered to be a villain, at least 
from Brontë’s perspective. Such vampiric representations are far more frightening than those 
evident in conventional Gothic fiction because they are of this world, thereby posing a more 
tangible threat. As Craig observes, “this is, as the best kind of ghost story shows, much scarier 
than the actual physical assaults” (2015) of fictional vampires. Slade House, while it does 
present “soul-sucking vampires” (Flood, 2015), does not present blood-suckers. It therefore 
transforms the traditional vampire narrative to suggest something of the psychic horror evident 
in the description of Bertha Rochester above, while maintaining a focus on the supernatural 
and thus still presenting what one reviewer describes as “the ultimate spooky nursery tale for 





4.3. Vampires in Slade House 
 
While vampires are not considered central to Gothic fiction they certainly form part of the 
genre’s cast of monsters. Notably, “like the mythical creature itself, the fictional vampire has 
undergone several transformations throughout these years, and still in the 2000s it has seen a 
resurgence in different media” (Rinne, 2013:1). In the recent Slade House, the Grayer twins’ 
consumption of their victims’ souls, linked to their immortality, positions them as vampiric 
figures. Yet the Grayers are not vampires in the traditional sense; rather than sucking blood for 
immortality, they devour souls.  
 
Other Mitchell novels incorporating both conventional and unconventional vampires include 
The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (2010) and The Bone Clocks (2015). The Thousand 
Autumns of Jacob de Zoet is the story of the eponymous protagonist whose love interest is sold 
to a mountaintop cult “that seeks immortality by drinking the blood of newborn infants” 
(O’Donnell, 2015:155). The Bone Clocks presents a “reflection of mortality” (8) through the 
story of “a group of humans who are fated to be reborn over eons of time, their souls moving 
from body to body as the generations pass through history” (155). This group is 
“metaphorically vampiric” (Mitchell, 2015:452) as they “attempt to force immortality, not 
through the transmigration of an incrementally layered consciousness into successive bodies, 
but by consuming the souls” of humans (O’Donnell, 2015:161). The Bone Clocks and The 
Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet, like Slade House, address issues of conflict arising 
between “those who would use other humans to extend their own lives, [and] identities, and 
power” (162), which is characteristic of vampire fiction. Slade House, through its presentation 
of vampiric figures, is therefore a metaphorical exploration of power and exploitation. It may 
also, through its focus on vampiric consumption, present an allegory of consumerism.  
 
Vampires, due to their consumption of blood, may be read as metaphors of the “consumer” 
(Rinne, 2013:31); indeed, an exchange of sorts occurs when they drain the life force of others 
in order to gain eternal life. As Antti Rinne argues, the “consumption of blood is very closely 
mixed with the consumption of material wealth. The vampiric skill set is utilized in acquiring 
wealth from unsuspecting victims” (2013:31). This kind of consumption is evident in Slade 
House when the Grayers prey on their victims while establishing themselves over years in the 
opulent Slade House, “a real mansion” that is “grander than all the other houses around” 
(Mitchell, 2015:46). In addition, the Grayers consume the souls, rather than the blood, of 
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victims to preserve their immortality. Effectively, they take from others everything they 
possibly can. 
 
Slade House’s emphasis upon consumerism is strongly linked to the setting of Slade House. 
The Grayers plan and plot ways to coerce victims across the threshold of the “small black iron 
door” (Mitchell, 2015:10) of the house on Slade Alley. The Grayers are vampires because they 
live off other humans, while their particular form of vampirism is evident when “life is drained 
from one character by another without the actual act of drinking blood” (Thomson and Fall, 
2013). Thus, Norah and Jonah Grayer may be considered carnivorous or “metaphorically 
vampiric” (O’Donnell, 2015:161); they are, as the novel describes them, “soul vampires” 
(Mitchell, 2015:195). In Chapter Three of Slade House, in a manner that strongly indicates the 
Grayer twins’ vampiric association, Todd explains their hosts’ role and how they maintain their 
immortality: “Slade House is their life-support machine […] but it’s powered by souls, and not 
just any souls. It’s like blood groups: the type they need is very rare” (126).  
 
Because of their urgent desire for blood (or souls, in the case of Mitchell’s Grayer twins) – 
indeed, for extracting the very life force from others – vampires are notoriously menacing 
figures. As Rinne (2013:31) observes, “the vampires’ acquisitiveness is seen as one facet of 
their monstrous nature”. This is observable not only in the desire to acquire blood, but also 
wealth, with blood perhaps becoming a metaphor for economic power. Equating blood to 
economic power “recasts capitalism as a form of economic vampirism” (Morrisette, 2013:637). 
For example, in Anne Rice’s The Queen of the Damned (1988), Maharet summons the 
supernatural to ensure her family’s accrual of wealth. The vampire is an overpowering figure 
of dominance, skilled in coercion and stealing for him or herself the power and energy of others. 
Victims therefore need to establish an impenetrable barrier between themselves and the 
vampire to avoid destruction. In vampire fiction, this necessary and frequently referenced 
threshold signifies “an insurmountable protection against the physical violence the dangerous 
predators can inflict – a protective shield, breachable only by seducing the supposed victim 
into letting the vampire in” (Bubke, 2018:5;6). The vampire and the victim are therefore often 
presented in relation to thresholds, to liminal zones where boundaries are porous and attack is 
made possible. Such a porous border is evident in Slade House: the Grayers persuade their 
victims to cross the threshold into the orison, thereby placing them at risk of attack. 
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Vampires in Slade House, as Mitchell presents them, are called “Atemporals” (Mitchell, 
2015:223). Atemporals are immortals who “attempt to force consciousness into successive 
bodies, [by] consuming the souls of those humans […] to whom they are especially attracted 
by virtue of their paranormal capacities” (O’Donnell, 2015:161), or, as these capacities are 
named in the novel, their psychovoltage. Moreover, Slade House “depicts slavery and 
imperialistic brutality” (162) as still existing in contemporary society, thus emphasising 
“[a]symmetrical relations in power” (10) between victim and villain. For example, Jonah 
manipulates Sally by using Todd as a “ventriloquist’s dummy” (Mitchell, 2015:134) to coerce 
her to remain in the house so that the Grayers can devour her soul. The twins create a “sub-
orison” in the form of a “rat’s maze”, to facilitate Sally and Todd’s “bid for freedom” (135), 
that they (Sally and Todd) need to run through, revealing the Grayers’ sociopathic desire for 
control. The “two parasitic soul-slayers” (219) also control the other characters in their orison 
for the same purpose of extracting victims’ souls: Kate Childs, Melbourne Mike, Axel, and 
Angelica. In Chapter Two of Slade House Gordon describes the attic as being as “black as 
inside a coffin deep inside a blocked-up cave” (76), conjuring vampiric imagery associated 
with the Grayers. The confined space of the attic serves as a prison and is the final location that 
victims occupy alive before their souls are devoured by the twins. Historically, as Gilbert and 
Gubar have famously argued, the attic is associated with mad women, and in Slade House, it 
becomes the threshold or liminal, interstitial space between life and death.  
 
4.4. Gothic features in Slade House: mirrors, portraits, and hauntings 
 
David Mitchell is renowned for his manipulation of genres, contributing to which are the 
“interrelated tales and multiple narrative trajectories” (O’Donnell, 2015:4) in each of his 
novels. His novels are “typically composed of many parts and genres” (1) and he allows his 
characters to “transmigrate across stories” (1) thereby establishing intertextuality across his 
works. As Patrick O’Donnell observes, Mitchell “populates tiled, contingent fictional worlds 
with recurring characters, clearly signalling the incorporation of metafictional elements into 
his writing” (5), one example of his manipulation of genre. In Slade House intertextuality 
occurs, as it does elsewhere in Mitchell’s fiction, at the “micro and the macro levels, ranging 
from the microscopic repetition of motifs and phrases to the macroscopic repetition and 
intersection of characters, plots and themes” (Dillon, 2011:9). Bubke (2018:3) argues that “the 
vampire theme is thus an ongoing narrative connected by intertextual and intermedial 
references, e.g. mirrors, thresholds and crucifixes”. Indeed, Slade House incorporates Gothic 
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symbols such as mirrors, portraits, and hauntings, as intertextual mechanisms. It should be 
added that mirrors, portraits, and hauntings too, however, often feature as liminal threshold 
objects in Gothic literature. As such, mirrors, portraits, and hauntings serve as thresholds 
between worlds. I consider such symbols intertextual, moreover, as they appear in various other 
Gothic novels including Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847), Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of 
Dorian Gray (1890), and Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw (1898), and they therefore 
characterise the genre because of their frequent repetition. Moreover, these symbols, mirrors, 
portraits, and hauntings appear in the various chapters in Slade House as important linking 
signifiers drawing the otherwise quite separate narratives together. The chapters, which can be 
read as separate stories in their own right, are linked by recurring motifs. Slade House also 
intersects more broadly with Mitchell’s oeuvre as a whole. For example, Mitchell’s short story 
published on Twitter, The Right Sort (2014), later appeared as Chapter One of Slade House, 
also entitled “The Right Sort”. Further intertextuality is evident between Slade House and other 
Mitchell novels – The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (2000), Cloud Atlas (2006), and 
The Bone Clocks (2015) – which will be discussed later in this chapter. Such intertextuality 
within Mitchell’s oeuvre builds on (and undermines) the literary conventions of the Gothic and 
on Mitchell’s body of work itself. Mitchell’s work provides distinct commentary on 
consumption and materialism through the contemporary representation of vampiric figures. His 
texts may in fact be considered “vampiric” themselves, consuming elements of his own 
previous writing in order to build an increasing narrative energy and interconnectedness within 
each new novel. 
 
In addition, recurring motifs in Slade House are significant in developing its “distinct variant 
of fantasy” (Finney, 2015). An example of this is the Fox and Hounds pub, which each 
character visits at some stage prior to entering Slade House: Nathan and Rita walk past the pub; 
Nathan and Jonah play a game called foxes and hounds; Gordon remembers visiting the pub 
years before with his wife; Sally and ParaSoc meet there; Freya and ‘Fred Pink’ (Jonah in 
disguise) have drinks at the Fox and Hounds to investigate her sister’s death nine years ago; 
while Marinus and Bombadil (Norah in disguise) use the Fox and Hounds as a code phrase 
upon meeting. Nathan’s description of the pub foreshadows Slade House’s victims’ futures to 
some extent: “the sign that shows three beagles cornering a fox. They’re about to pounce and 
rip it apart” (Mitchell, 2015:3). Such recurring settings are characteristic of Gothic fiction as 
these serve to combine “fantastic registers with the emphasis on fear which dominates” 
(Mighall, 2003:29).    
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Catherine Spooner (2006:23) argues that Gothic fiction is “a very knowing and self-aware 
genre”. Reflecting this aspect of the genre in general, the image of the mirror in the Gothic 
allows characters the chance to “consciously perceive” (Elliot, 2012:125) themselves in their 
mirrored images, thus reinforcing their self-awareness alongside the contemporary Neo-
Gothic’s similarly self-aware re-evaluation of the past. Mirrors as a Gothic image also often 
create a sense of fear and horror. Characters whose reflections are absent, for example, when 
looking into a mirror are frequently presented as soulless, as the vampire narrative suggests. 
As Bubke argues, the “lack of mirror-reflections is probably the most popular vampire mark in 
fiction” (2018:8-9). In addition, characters’ reflections bring into question “the meaning of the 
soul as a distinguished factor between good and evil, humans and monsters” (8). After waking 
up in Slade House’s “shrunken attic” (Mitchell, 2015:76), Freya is paralysed when she finds 
herself face-to-face with “Freya Timms staring out of a mirror”, kneeling alongside the 
“absolutely motionless” (185) Grayer twins. She realises that her “nervous system has shut 
down” when she tries to “move a limb, a thumb, an eyelid” (185) without success. Freya’s 
paralysis and meditation on her own reflection foreshadow something sinister and reinforce 
her lack of control. Such vulnerability is frequently evident in Gothic fiction and is often 
established with reference to the image of the mirror in order to reveal characters’ lack of 
autonomy in their own lives. Some examples occur in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre (1847) and 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein; or, The Modern Prometheus (1818). In Jane Eyre, Jane wakes 
to see Bertha Rochester’s reflection in the mirror of her bedroom. Monika Elbert argues that 
such mirror images in Jane Eyre emphasise the “merging” of both women’s (Jane and Bertha’s) 
“identities as raging, helpless, or violated women” (2017:806-807). In Frankenstein; or, The 
Modern Prometheus, when Frankenstein’s monster sees his reflection for the first time while 
in hiding at the De Lacey family home, he describes this encounter: “but how was I terrified, 
when I viewed myself in a transparent pool! At first I started back, unable to believe it was 
indeed I who was reflected in the mirror; and when I became fully convinced that I was in 
reality the monster that I am, I was filled with the bitterest sensations of despondence and 
mortification” (Shelley, 1993[1818], 116-117). Such reflections heighten fear during 
nightmarish scenes such as the one Freya endures in Slade House, suggesting the effect of or 
even implicit monstrosity upon and of the self. Similarly, this convention in Slade House 
problematises vampiric identity because the vampiric characters, Norah and Jonah Grayer, do 
in fact appear in reflections. This point emphasises the Grayers’ role as liminal figures that are 
caught between two planes of existence: that of “humans and monsters” (Bubke, 2018:8). 
While both are considered vampiric, the Grayers deviate from the traditional blood-sucking 
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vampire, thus emphasising Mitchell’s contemporary representation of this frightening Gothic 
figure. 
 
Moreover, seeing a reflection while in danger and unable to escape “invite[s] the beholder to 
experience the art of looking as a self-conscious activity” (Smith, 2003:74) while reinforcing 
her subordinate position. Characters’ inferior stations reinforce power imbalances, which 
establish the dichotomy between villain and victim. Furthermore, such vulnerable self-
awareness achieved through characters’ mirror reflections is suffered by four of the five 
characters in Slade House and could even be considered the “end of innocence” (Spooner, 
2006:23) as each character realises their own mortality. The Gothic victim’s awareness of his 
or her own death reinforces characters’ helplessness in relation to the villain. However, such 
fear coupled with the awareness of mortality is not limited to the experiences of merely the 
victims in Gothic fiction, as the novels themselves address numerous social anxieties of the 
time. 
 
In Contemporary Gothic (2006), Spooner examines the progression of Gothic fiction and 
maintains that the genre “has become so pervasive precisely because it is so apposite to the 
representation of contemporary concerns” (8). In other words, the Gothic’s preoccupation with 
evaluating modern day social anxieties is a central characteristic examined in various 
contemporary Gothic works. Such concerns include “the legacies of the past and its burdens 
on the present; the radically provisional or divided nature of the self; the construction of peoples 
or individuals as monstrous or ‘other’” (8). Lost innocence is closely related to the 
contemporary Gothic’s “new self-consciousness about its own nature” (23). This self-
consciousness links to the image of the mirror, which functions as a trope of self-consciousness 
within the genre. Moreover, lost innocence refers to the victims’ coming into contact with their 
own mortality when their souls are detached from their bodies and devoured. The physical 
paralysis Freya and the other victims suffer is terrifying as this reinforces the realisation that 
there is no escape from the vampiric Grayers once captured, emphasising a clear power 
hierarchy. Such use of mirrors in Gothic fiction reinforces “the obscene intimacies of 
vampirism” (Garrett, 2013:130) as victims, falling prey to their predators, are forced to act as 
spectators to their own deaths. Slade House exemplifies social anxieties including moral choice 
and the fear of moral and physical decay. 
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Mirrors in Slade House have other functions: they serve to unveil the truth about characters 
and, as a gateway between life and death in the novel, they act as a liminal zone. The “tall 
mirror” (Mitchell, 2015:228) of the Grayers’ soul-imbibing ceremony appears in all five 
chapters and is referred to by each of the victims when they see reflections of themselves 
alongside Norah and Jonah after being lured into the attic and captured. The mirror trope in 
Slade House has significance beyond its role in the novel’s plot because the connection that 
exists between the novel’s chapters alongside its references to other works by Mitchell, such 
as Cloud Atlas (2006) and The Bone Clocks (2015), indicate Mitchell’s fiction’s self-
reflexivity. In other words, Mitchell uses the image of the mirror in Slade House potentially to 
communicate the way in which his writing reflects on its own textuality. 
 
Bubke argues that “vampires [in contemporary fiction] are portrayed as more human than they 
used to be, having – like us – a reflection”. (2018:11). The mirror in the attic in Slade House 
reinforces this shift, inspiring unease in each victim (and the reader) as it allows them a vantage 
point from which to view vampiric figures devouring their own souls. Gordon, for example, 
regains consciousness only to find himself paralysed in front of a mirror next to the Grayers. 
He is forced to watch the reflection of his soul streaming “like smoke into Norah’s mouth and 
half into Jonah’s” (Mitchell, 2015:82). Gordon’s helplessness is in inverse proportion to the 
Grayers’ power. While his soul is devoured, he realises not only his vulnerability but also his 
demise: “I’m just the residue of Gordon Edmonds now. I’m his husk. I’m his flesh-and-skin 
suit” (Mitchell, 2015:82). In the Gothic narrative, the vampire wields power over life and death, 
sucking the life force out of the victim in a transformative moment. Regarding the vampire 
narrative, O’Donnell argues that “indeed, the only truth […] is that of mortality, time’s 
perpetual dance partner” (2015:175).  
 
While vampires traditionally lack reflections, Slade House arguably suggests that such mirror 
images should exist. These reflections emphasise the self-consciousness of the characters in 
Slade House as well as within Mitchell’s oeuvre and the broad genre of the Gothic itself. 
Moreover, if the absent mirror reflection “implies an absence of soul” (Heldreth, 1999:121), 
Slade House foregrounds a specific concern with morality and individual essence because the 
Grayers emphatically possess reflections and souls, which they fight to protect and feed with 
the souls, moreover, of their victims. The vampire’s reflection in Slade House may also indicate 
the “reflection of man’s inner torments” (128), in this case, closely associated with the Grayers’ 
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“anxiety over death” (130), their fear of the loss of power and identity associated with 
mortality.  
 
In Slade House Sally considers that “people are masks, with masks under those masks, and 
masks under those, and down you go” (Mitchell, 2015:115). The relevance of this is twofold: 
firstly, it indicates Sally’s awareness of identity’s complexity while realising that everything is 
not always as it seems. Secondly, the mirror in Slade House reveals the truth about characters’ 
identities by unveiling the Grayers’ disguises adopted throughout the various chapters that are 
used to deceive and coerce their victims. During each soul-imbibing ceremony, Nathan, 
Gordon, Sally, and Freya (Marinus is omitted here as she never ingests the poison) realise a 
few things: that they are paralysed, that danger is imminent, and that the people they have 
encountered while inside Slade House are merely manifestations conceived by the Grayers 
(Jonah as young Jonah for Nathan; Norah as Chloe for Gordon; Jonah as Melbourne Mike for 
Sally; Jonah as Fred Pink for Freya; and Norah as Bombadil for Marinus). It is at this stage in 
each chapter that the characters uncover the truth about the twins’ identity as soul-sucking 
vampires.  
 
Mirror images in literature frequently suggest revelation, particularly in relation to the self. As 
Sally’s soul is removed from her by the Grayers, for example, she sees its reflection in the 
mirror, a “shimmering something oozing” that makes her realise that “souls are real” (Mitchell, 
2015:138). She describes her soul as “the most beautiful thing I’ve ever seen” (138). The 
protagonist of each chapter reflects on the uniqueness of their soul alongside the realisation 
that what they see in the mirror represents who they are. Freya observes of hers, for example: 
“It’s mine. It’s me” (189). The mirror in Slade House therefore has multiple narrative functions: 
inciting terror, revealing the true identities of the Grayers as vampiric figures, and revealing 
the beauty of each character’s disappearing soul, a beauty which none of them recognise in 
themselves until it is too late, thus arguably emphasising Mitchell’s comment on the emptiness 
and demand of modern existence, embodied here in the voracious, soul-destroying appetites of 
the Grayer twins.  
 
The emptiness associated with modern existence is evident in the fading garden, monochrome 
roses, and grey lavender caused by the orison’s destabilisation over time and mimics memory’s 
functioning with particular reference to repression and decay as discussed earlier in this 
chapter. Upon first entering the property, Slade House’s victims are astonished by the house’s 
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vastness. However, as time passes, it becomes clear that the “luxury of the place was an 
illusion” (Mild, 2018). Everything that appears opulent and flourishing is merely part of the 
Grayers’ orison. This inevitable decay exists despite the Grayers’ desperate attempts to cheat 
death by maintaining their immortality. Decay is first evident in the house’s faltering as the 
Grayers begin to lose control over their projections. While these decaying objects indicate the 
orison’s collapse, they also reinforce the psychological representations of the deterioration of 
human memory and society as a whole by extension. A luxurious setting collapsing into decay, 
moreover, is an effective liminal image representing the monstrous and the abject to suggest 
the metaphorical rot at the basis of wealth, opulence and consumption.  
 
Slade House’s victims appear troubled and lack self-confidence in one way or another, which 
reinforces the notions of an empty modern existence. Such commentary is established through 
the emphasis on psychology and psychiatry in Slade House; for example, Nathan’s Valium use, 
which he suggests makes him feel “well knitted” so he can “act normal” and “Blend In” as his 
mother requests (Mitchell, 2015:5-6). Nathan is a “square peg in a round hole” (Mitchell cited 
in Nasir, 2015:2). He is socially awkward and subjected to public humiliation by his peers, who 
shamelessly tease and torment him. Nathan’s insecurities originate in part from his scarred 
face, damaged from the dog attack he suffered as a child, an event that still haunts his 
nightmares and resurfaces while he is in Slade House. Gordon is the divorced detective whose 
bitter memories of his failed marriage pervade his everyday life and impact his self-esteem. 
While outwardly confident, Gordon’s broken marriage and ageing body leave him feeling 
shocked that an attractive widow like Chloe would show interest in him. While the Grayer 
twins extract his soul, Gordon’s final realisation is that his soul is seemingly “filled with shiny 
grains of dust, or galaxies[…] it’s beautiful” (81). Sally is a shy, overweight college student 
who desperately tries to win the affections of her fellow Parasoc member, Todd. She is cruelly 
nicknamed “Oink oink” (83) by her peers, which contributes to her insecurities regarding her 
appearance, especially in comparison to the looks of her older sister, Freya. Like Sally, 
however, Freya has her own insecurities evident in her desperate attempt to trace her sister’s 
last steps. Freya’s investigation of Sally’s disappearance is fuelled by feelings of guilt that she 
failed to spend more time with her younger sibling. At the end of the novel, Marinus is weary 
of being tricked by Bombadil [Norah] and is constantly on her guard while making her way to 
Slade House. Such mistrust of others and the particular emotional emptiness of each character’s 
life mirrors the emptiness of modern existence. Still, despite their self-perceived shortcomings, 
each character comes to realise the depth and value of the soul after their extraction. Freya goes 
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so far as to describe hers as “the most beautiful thing I’ve ever seen” (138). These experiences 
are important when considering the characters’ liminality. Each victim of the Grayers finds 
themselves existing on the borderlines of society because they simply do not fit in. Each 
character is thus poised between their marginalisation by society and their final, albeit 
tragically too late, acceptance of who they are as individuals. 
 
The mirror in Slade House may be considered a symbol of revelation. It unveils the truth about 
those who pose a moral, and in this case mortal, threat; it also unveils a ‘truth’ about each 
victim that each has formerly been unable to see. An example of this ‘truth,’ revealed through 
mirror reflections, occurs when the Grayers consume their victims’ souls. During these 
ceremonies, victims are placed in front of a mirror in the attic alongside the twins, allowing 
them to watch in horror as their souls are sucked from their bodies through “a black spot” that 
Nathan describes as “a dot of pain […] on my forehead” (Mitchell, 2015:36). Nathan’s 
observation of this experience reveals the Grayer twins’ true nature and uncovers their real 
identities as vampiric beings.  
 
Slade House defines “humanity as ever-changing and always liable to effacement” (Machinal, 
2011:148). A crack, brought on by an explosion, destabilises the house causing time to creep 
in and Norah to age rapidly and horrifyingly as her mind decays. Norah narrates the last chapter 
of the novel and describes how her skin begins “sagging like a grotesque, ill-fitting sleeve” 
while a “white-haired witch stares back, aghast” (Mitchell, 2015:231). The reflection Norah 
sees is of her own aged, decaying figure reduced to her mortal, now decrepit shell. This invokes 
not only the supernatural imagery of the witch, which is quintessentially Gothic, but also 
metaphorically suggests her moral standing as a character, thus developing Slade House’s 
comment on the dystopic potential of a society that has become increasingly disconnected from 
itself. In this way, Norah is reduced to an evil force, a witch, at the end of the novel. Norah’s 
decay further positions her as embodying the monstrous-feminine by representing her as what 
Creed (1993:12) describes as the “woman-as-monster”. Interestingly, this likening of Norah to 
a witch is also characterised as monstrous-feminine as Creed maintains that the role of the 
witch is one of the few roles considered “exclusively female” (15). Simultaneously, Slade 
House implies the dangers of contemporary consumerism and exploitation. These anxieties are 
not dispelled: when Norah Grayer’s body disintegrates and the mirror is destroyed, her soul is 
left to wander the earth until a new host is inhabited at the end of the novel.  
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Portraits are another image frequently used to represent the supernatural in Gothic fiction. S.L. 
Varnado (2015:15) notes the “bleeding portraits” that exist alongside “animate skeletons, 
lycanthorpes, rattling chains, and vampires”. Terrifying paintings appear, for example, in The 
Animated Skeleton (Anonymous, 1798), Clemence Housman’s The Were-Wolf (1896), and 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897). In Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of Dorian Gray (1890), Dorian’s 
decaying soul, captured in his infamous portrait, arguably prefigures the way in which portraits 
are represented in Slade House. These paintings, decorating the stairwell up to the attic, in fact 
imprison the remnants of the Grayers’ victims; like Dorian, they are trapped in their respective 
portraits and haunt the visitors to, or victims of, the house: Nathan haunts Gordon; Gordon 
haunts Sally; Sally haunts and saves Freya. These hauntings, moreover, are a metaphor for the 
way in which each narrative (separate chapter) of Slade House haunts the one to follow. 
Characters from the past invade the narrative present of the protagonists of each chapter of 
Slade House; they also, it may be argued, constitute the novel’s (albeit minor) Neo-Victorian 
focus. In the same way that the Neo-Victorian text examines the Victorian past, Slade House’s 
previous victims enter the narrative present of each successive narrative, warning new victims 
of their inevitable fate. For example, Nathan, the first-person narrator, is the first to discover 
these portraits as he makes his way upstairs. The portraits span, importantly, from “Victorian 
times” (Mitchell, 2015:26) to the present day. The description of these “dead lifelike” (26) 
portraits effectively indicates the liminal position of both the victims and villains in Slade 
House as both sets of characters are dead and alive at one time or another. Indeed, the victims 
of the Grayers occupy a liminal state after their souls are devoured and their remnants are left 
to haunt the house’s inhabitants through their portraits; the novel’s villains, Norah and Jonah, 
on the other hand, exist “betwixt and between” (Turner, 1992:45) the realms of the human and 
monster; the living and the dead. When Nathan recognises in a portrait in Slade House a woman 
he has just seen standing at the window, the supernatural, Gothic element of the novel is 
prioritised. The portrait seems alive because a vein in the woman’s neck is throbbing and 
Nathan simultaneously hears a voice murmuring, “run now, as fast as you can, the way you 
came in…” (Mitchell, 2015:27). In keeping with Mitchell’s interest in the genre of horror, 
Nathan remains in the house despite this audible warning. The horror escalates: while standing 
in front of the last portrait, Nathan realises, in a moment echoing the importance of mirror 
imagery in the novel, that the face staring back at him actually belongs to him, “[w]earing 
exactly what I’m wearing now. This tweed jacket. This bow tie” (28). He has entered a liminal 
zone of haunting in which he recognises the inevitability of his fate. 
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Portraits and hauntings are closely linked because the portraits capture the victims’ remnants, 
from where they appear to the house after their souls have been devoured. In her article, 
“Portraiture and British Gothic fiction: the rise of picture identification” (2012:336), Kamilla 
Elliot examines the “power of pictures, images and (actual or metaphorical) vision in Gothic 
fiction”. Elliot argues that desire and fear exist regarding picture identification, which includes 
but is not limited to portraits, as images clearly serve to “verify social identity” (336). While 
portraits in Gothic fiction are conventionally included to “terrorize and destroy” (109), the 
portraits in Slade House capture the images and thus the identities of those whose souls have 
been consumed by the Grayers, thereby emphasising Mitchell’s interest in framing or capturing 
the essence of individuality that is lost within exploitative circumstances. Elliot argues that 
while “the portrait is made in the image of the body, which preexists it; the body is made in the 
image of the soul” (258), thereby drawing attention to the connection between the “soul” and 
portraiture. The Grayers themselves use portraits as tokens of the souls they have already 
consumed and these serve as a reminder of their power over their victims; as Elliot argues, such 
likenesses “come to signify the death of the original” (250).  
 
In Slade House, when a victim’s soul is separated from his or her body the victim’s portrait is 
added to the wall on the landing, signifying one more soul captured by the Grayers. The 
victims’ eyes are missing from these portraits, a fact that each character is quick to notice upon 
first seeing their likenesses. Instead of eyes they make out “creepy skin-tone blanks where 
[their] eyes should be” (Mitchell, 2015:70). These empty eye sockets suggest that victims’ 
souls are missing while reinforcing the Grayers’ role as vampires in Slade House. As Bubke 
(2018:9) observes, “many religions and superstitions believe that pieces of the soul are stolen 
when a picture is taken”. Perhaps the blinded portraits in Slade House represent the severing 
of the victims’ soul and body because eyes are frequently considered to be linked to the soul, 
which in this instance, foreshadows the victims’ fates as they make their way towards Slade 
House’s attic. The portraits therefore become important foreshadowing devices; indeed, the 
victims see their own portraits on the staircase before their deaths, prefiguring their mortality. 
When Sally enters Slade House, for example, once both Nathan and Gordon have died, she 
notices their portraits above the staircase: 
 
The next portrait, however, stops me dead. It’s of a boy in school uniform, and 
I’ve seen him once already tonight […] It’s Nathan Bishop. My feet take me 
up to the next portrait, which shows Mr Dressing Gown [Gordon Edmonds] 
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from earlier […] I don’t even know if I’m that shocked to find Sally Timms 
staring out of the final picture. (Mitchell, 2015:125) 
 
The Grayers’ victims thus come to realise their fates while discovering the fates of others. The 
portraits warn of the consequences of not escaping. As I have argued above, some of the Gothic 
features of the novel – vampirism, haunting, the image of the mirror – reflect the novel’s 
concern with its own textuality. Indeed, Courtney Hopf (2011:110) argues that in Mitchell’s 
Slade House, “each character’s existence is secured beyond their individual chapters by their 
textual transmission”. Such textual hauntings exist between the novel’s chapters and 
demonstrate Mitchell’s metatextual, postmodernist use of Gothic devices. These associations 
also relate to a contemporary interest in interconnection within the alienated context of 
modernity; they create “a strong sense of human congruity, an interconnectedness and 
interdependency” (110), which “leads the reader to a reflection on humankind” (Machinal, 
2011:127) while focusing on the social anxieties expressed by the characters. 
 
Mitchell’s concern with interconnectivity is strongly evident throughout his fiction. In Cloud 
Atlas (2004), for example, Sonmi~451, a genetically-engineered fabricant, lives a life of 
servitude as a waitress in Papa Song’s fast food restaurant in Neo Seoul, 2144. Yet Sonmi~451 
is also a prophetess whose manifesto foregrounds the interconnectivity of all living things. She 
emphasises history’s ongoing importance and the positive impact of collectivism: “Our lives 
are not our own: from womb to tomb. We are bound to others, past and present, and by each 
crime and every kindness we birth our future” (Mitchell, 2010:43). Sonmi~451’s manifesto is 
preserved from the ravages of time to inspire future generations. It highlights Mitchell’s “basic 
moral question — do we act simply for ourselves alone? Or do we act with others in mind?” 
(Finney, 2015:6). These ideas and questions are equally resonant in the themes and concerns 
of Slade House. 
 
In his article, “The Gothic scene of international relations: ghosts, monsters, terror and the 
sublime”, Richard Devetak (2005:621) examines how ghosts in fiction are associated with 
“tenebrous atmospheres that generate fear and anxiety, where terror is a pervasive tormentor 
of the senses”. Christine Berthin (2010:18) argues, moreover, that “haunting is what is 
transmitted from generation to generation and condemns the younger generations to be the 
mere vessel for narratives and dramas outside of their control and their time frame”. While 
Slade House is a novel that examines the horrors of the past through haunting, it may be argued 
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that the novel’s primary concerns are actually current. When Nathan sees a woman standing 
near a window inside the house, he notices that “her forehead’s furrowed and her mouth’s 
slowly opening and closing like a goldfish. Like she’s repeating the same word over and over 
and over” (Mitchell, 2015:21). The woman vanishes “like one of those cereal boxes where it 
looks like the image is moving when you tilt it slightly” (21, emphasis added) before 
reappearing and mouthing: “‘No, no, no’; or ‘Go, go, go’ or it might be ‘Oh, oh, oh’” (21). 
Arguably, the past is associated with threats posed by contemporary consumerism, which can 
potentially give way to a disconnected, dystopian society. Here, consumption is associated not 
only with the lurking vampiric figures of the Grayers but also with the image of the gaudy, 
twentieth-century cereal box, luring the consumer through the gimmick of a moving image.  
 
Consumption is an important theme of the novel and it should be emphasised that Slade House, 
as a fantasy, horror narrative, revels mostly in its own plot. Nathan warns Gordon about Chloe’s 
intentions to devour his soul (Norah has disguised herself as the grieving, temptress widow, 
Chloe, to lure him into the house): “She’ll take your life, and more…”, and cautions him to 
find and use the “weapon in the cracks” (Mitchell, 2015:69, original emphasis), thus referring 
to the fox head hairpin Rita Bishop left behind (another example of the way in which the 
narrative sections of the novel are linked through attention to recurring supernatural and liminal 
objects). In Slade House, “things ‘fall down the cracks’, arguably even between the narratives 
(thus emphasising liminality), but when the ghost of the policeman [Gordon Edmonds] hands 
his successor [Sally Timms] a real knife, something starts to change” (Craig, 2015). With the 
passing years and the growing instability of the house, Norah realises the inevitability of her 
and Jonah’s downfall when she argues that their feeding ritual, which she terms their 
“operandi” (Mitchell, 2015:78), is far too reliant on external factors. While Jonah smugly 
denies that their immortality is at risk, Norah is aware of the fragility of their immortality and 
warns him:  
 
The operandi works provided our birth-bodies remain here in the lacuna, 
freeze-dried against world-time, anchoring our souls to life. The operandi 
works provided we recharge the lacuna every nine years by luring a gullible 
Engifted into a suitable orison. The operandi works provided our guests can 
be duped, banjaxed and drawn into the lacuna. (Mitchell, 2015:78, original 
emphasis)22 
                                                 
22 The lacuna refers to the liminal time capsule, which the Grayers have created inside their orison in Slade House. 
Banjax is a poison of sorts that the twins disguise and feed to their victims, allowing them to obtain control over 
them. 
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Norah fears especially the remnants of previous victims that haunt the house. She points out, 
for example, that Gordon’s “residue was substantial enough to speak with the guest” (Mitchell, 
2015:136, original emphasis), thus suggesting that the ghosts have the ability to undermine the 
process necessary for the twins’ immortality. Indeed, Gordon warns Sally of the house’s 
dangers proclaiming that “They…don’t…e…ven…let…you…die…pro…per…ly” (115), 
thereby emphasising the role of liminality as well as transferring a warning from one embedded 
narrative to the next. Moreover, the concept of the lacuna also reinforces liminality as it refers 
to a spatially and textually liminal space. Slade House’s hauntings lend to the liminality in the 
novel as characters find themselves occupying the margin between the realms of the living and 
the dead, and between their own narrative and the next, throughout the novel.  
 
In Gothic hauntings: melancholy crypts and textual ghosts (2010:19), Christine Berthin 
examines hauntings as “Gothic narrative device[s]”, therefore establishing haunting as a 
literary device that enables communication between spectres (and what they represent) and 
those who perceive them. Although Slade House, as a postmodern fantasy horror, is not 
traditionally Gothic its tie to the past is evident in the way the novel’s sections each write back 
to previous years: 1979; 1988; 1997; 2006; 2015. Each section, focusing on haunting, evaluates 
events from the past from its respectively contemporary perspective in the hope that future 
generations are spared the same trauma of being made captive to the Grayers. In this sense, the 
novel arguably subscribes to the Neo-Victorian mode by suggesting the redressing of history 
and the representation of the past and by suggesting the influence of the past upon the present 
moment. 
 
4.5. Intertextuality in Mitchell’s writing  
4.5.1 The Right Sort, Number9dream, The Bone Clocks, and Cloud Atlas  
 
Jonathan R. Clark (2015), describing David Mitchell’s oeuvre as a whole, explains that “rather 
than creating a tapestry of a particular geography, Mitchell is telling one gigantic story, so that 
with each book the meaning and even the plot of his previous books are amended as he goes”. 
Slade House, in typical Mitchell fashion, is an adaptation of The Right Sort (2014), a short 
story Mitchell wrote and first released in the form of tweets of 146 characters on Twitter. The 
following year, the story was developed into Slade House (2015), which also serves as a sequel 
to Mitchell’s earlier novel, The Bone Clocks (2015). Andrew Neather (2015) observes that 
“Mitchell is famous for his intertextual tricks, and plenty dot these pages”, not least intertextual 
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references to his own writing. Madelon Gohlke (1980) argues that “intertextuality refers in the 
deepest sense, not only to the web of literary relations of a given work, but also to a complex 
network of historical, cultural and personal elements which form each human consciousness” 
(cited in Kahane, 1980:43). Mitchell himself has stated that he is “bringing into being a fictional 
universe”, which will inevitably develop into a “sprawling macronovel” (cited in Mason, 
2010).  
 
However, Mitchell alludes briefly to the influence of other texts upon his writing. In an 
interview with Loranne Nasir (2015:1) examining haunted house short stories, he locates his 
inspiration for Slade House in Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw, referring to it as a valuable 
“exploration of the genre”. Mitchell’s interest in James’s novella, like that of many readers, 
focuses on the ghosts’ ambiguity: “are the ghosts parapsychological or psychiatric in origin?” 
(1). However, Sarah Dillon (2011) is careful to note the differences between James’s writing 
and Mitchell’s. Henry James wrote famously in The Portrait of a Lady that “the house of fiction 
has in short not one window, but a million, ... but they are, singly, as nothing without the posted 
presence of the watcher” (James, 1996:7). Dillon alludes to James when she likens Mitchell’s 
writing to “a room in the house of fiction that he is constructing” (2011:6). She goes on to 
explain, however, that unlike “Henry James’s nineteenth-century house of fiction […] 
Mitchell’s twenty-first century house of fiction stands alone, a universe unto itself, inhabited 
by […] his cast of characters” (6).  
 
Arguably Mitchell’s “house of fiction” (Dillon, 2011:6) is itself a haunted house, occupied by 
spectral references to his former texts. Slade House, for example, becomes part of this 
intertextual “universe” (6), as Dillon describes it. For example, when Rita Bishop recounts a 
dream she had during her imprisonment in the attic, Cloud Atlas (2004) enters the text as a kind 
of spectral, textual presence: “Vyvyan Ayrs drilled a hole in the roof, once. I climbed out of 
the hole and he strapped me onto his hang-glider, and we flew over the English Channel to 
Zedelghem” (Mitchell, 2015:72). In Cloud Atlas, Vyvyan Ayrs is an ageing composer. In 1931, 
he employs the young pianist, Robert Frobisher, to assist him in composing, playing, and 
transcribing music. While living in Belgium, Zedelghem, Frobisher stumbles on the journal 
entries written years earlier in 1850 by Adam Ewing, a notary, from San Francisco. These 
entries inspire Frobisher to complete his composition of “The Cloud Atlas Sextet”. This 
composition is later discovered by journalist Luisa Rey, who like Freya Timms in Slade House, 
works at Spyglass magazine. Luisa finds Frobisher’s composition after reading his letters to 
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Sixsmith years later. Rita Bishop’s intertextual reference to Ayrs thus informs a web of 
interconnected relationships in Slade House. Just as A Jealous Ghost gains complexity by 
alluding to The Turn of the Screw, so Slade House expands through its connection to Cloud 
Atlas. Here, “continuity and connection […] emerge when the reader gradually realizes that 
each character […] fits into a wider pattern” (Machinal, 2011:134). Indeed, of his completed 
novels, Mitchell observes: “I think all novels are actually compounded short stories. It’s just 
the borders get so porous and so squished up that you no longer see them … And I do structure 
my novels that way” (cited in Birnbaum, 2006). This statement regarding the blurring of 
boundaries between Mitchell’s narratives suggests the liminal possibilities of characters and 
themes that move between and traverse the limits of each text. 
 
Stewart Kelly (2014:3) thus observes correctly that Mitchell is a “postmodern author” as he 
“presents the reader with a number of characteristics that are typical of postmodern writing” 
(Machinal, 2011:127). Hélène Machinal (2011:127) notes some of these features, also evident 
in Slade House: “generic hybridity, a fragmented structure, interrupted narratives, and an 
emphasis on illusion”. Recurring motifs in Slade House are evident in “the multiple effect of 
networked narratives, histories and subjectivities incessantly cutting across and filtering into 
each other” (Dillon, 2011:14). For example, as mentioned above, Freya Timms works as a 
journalist for Spyglass magazine (Mitchell, 2015:164). Luisa Rey of Cloud Atlas also works 
for Spyglass while investigating a nuclear accident linked to a large corporation. Rey is a young 
journalist living in San Francisco during 1973. While conducting her investigation into this 
scientific conspiracy, she writes “Half-Lives – The Luisa Rey Mystery” (Mitchell, 2004:89), 
which later resurfaces when Timothy Cavendish, an unsuccessful publisher, reads the 
manuscript while en-route to Hull in England. The possible connection between Vyvyan Ayrs 
and Luisa Rey is Rufus Sixsmith, Frobisher’s previously mentioned lover, who receives nine 
letters from him. Before his death, Sixsmith entrusts Rey with corroborating evidence about 
the company she is investigating. Indirectly, the four characters are linked together and are 
intertextually alluded to in Cloud Atlas and, by extension, in Slade House. While the connection 
between characters is clear, the link to the Gothic is also present in the plot. Luisa is tasked 
with solving a mystery in the same way that Gothic heroines are required to explore the grounds 
of their entrapment to uncover hidden mysteries and the violent forces withholding these 
secrets from them. While Cloud Atlas cannot be considered Gothic, such narrative similarities 
evident in Mitchell’s writing establish his interest in the entanglement of characters across texts 
alongside repeated narrative techniques, namely those discussed above. Moreover, themes 
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recur in Mitchell’s writing. One thematic example is the transmigration of souls in Slade 
House, which is also evident in Cloud Atlas. While transmigration appears more subtly in 
Cloud Atlas, in Slade House it is directly addressed in the Grayer twins as they are able to move 
between bodies to maintain their immortality. Notably, Mitchell plays with the notion of 
transmigration in different ways in his writing: in Cloud Atlas, which comments on humanity 
on a grand scale, transmigration suggests interconnectivity between characters; however, in 
Slade House, transmigration warns against isolation and indicates power dynamics, coercion, 
and exploitation.   
 
Gothic fiction “probes the mystery of man, ranging widely through a panoramic vision of 
history for its examples but always turning inwards on itself to discover new areas of a 
psychological terrain” (Howells, 2014:158). Mitchell’s writing is similar in that he addresses 
past history through the transmigration of characters across temporal space while incorporating 
fragmented narratives. In Chapter Three of Slade House, Todd Cosgrove tells Sally of his blind 
mother’s job. She works “transcribing audiobooks into Braille. She did that Crispin Hershey 
novel Desiccated Embryos” (Mitchell, 2015:108). Crispin Hershey is a fictional author in The 
Bone Clocks (2014). The Voorman Problem, mentioned in another Mitchell novel, 
Number9dream (2001), is among Hershey’s works. Intertextuality thus multiplies in Mitchell’s 
work, linking Slade House to his previously published novels and thus making it an integral 
part of his arguably haunted “house of fiction” (Dillon, 2011:6). 
 
Slade House’s intertextuality with contemporary works containing the supernatural further 
establishes its Gothic features. In Slade House, some examples of intertextual evocations 
include John Wyndham’s The Midwich Cuckoos (1957), William Peter Blatty’s The Exorcist 
(1971), and Bernard Rose’s Candyman (1993). Notably, The Exorcist and Candyman were 
adapted as immensely popular films. Mitchell’s interest in these adaptations emphasises his 
postmodernism as an author who incorporates textual references not only to other novels but 
also to Hollywood film productions.  
The Midwich Cuckoos portrays supernatural children whose physical features and telepathic 
abilities may be compared to those possessed by the Grayers. The Exorcist depicts the 
mythological demon, Pazuzu, and his possession of a young girl who struggles to fight off the 
demon while keeping her soul. Pazuzu’s portrayal in mythology is often that of an animalistic 
hybrid (Hantke, 2004:112), a beastly villain similar to the vampiric, soul-consuming parasites 
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in Slade House. Candyman explores the local urban legend of the eponymous character who 
murders his victims should they be brave enough to chant his name five times while looking 
into a mirror. In this case, the image of the mirror as a malevolent force to invoke violence is 
similar to Slade House’s use of the symbol. The inclusion of the mirror also addresses violence 
and horror that manifests from the self rather than from an outside source. Slade House’s 
repetition of the image of the mirror, which reflects not only the vampiric Grayer twins but 
their victims’ souls being devoured, suggests evil’s source as emanating from within us, as 
humans, rather than from an outside supernatural cause that is removed from us. In other words, 
it is ourselves we should fear rather than the monsters we read about in fiction such as blood-
hungry vampires and haunting spectres. As Bubke (2018:10) maintains, “humans are not unlike 
the very monsters they fear”.  
In addition, Slade House incorporates elements evident in each of these contemporary horror 
stories: telepathic characters (The Midwich Cuckoos); the battle for protecting one’s soul from 
evil (The Exorcist); and the use of mirrors for dangerous ends (Candyman). As discussed in 
Chapters One and Two, many Gothic works feature the imagery of supernatural children, 
magical mirrors, and demonic forces sent to torment victims. While such imagery is not unique, 
its treatment in Slade House is notable because of its reimagining of the Gothic in a 
contemporary setting. Note, for example, the very contemporary manner in which the twins’ 
telepathy and striking physical appearances are portrayed (evident in Gordon Edmonds’ 
informal language and diction): “On my left there’s Chloe [Norah], in a hooded padded robe 
thing. On my right there’s ... A male Chloe [Jonah]. Chloe’s twin, I’m guessing – this blond 
guy, dressed in a robe thing like Chloe’s, handsome in a sort of gay model Hitler Youth way” 
(Mitchell, 2015:77). Yet, however they are described, the way in which the Grayers feed off 
the pain of others to enrich themselves (also alluded to in Gordon Edmonds’ association of 










4.6. Liminality and the Gothic in Slade House  
 
The vampire as a representation of liminality is well established in Gothic fiction: Greg 
Buzwell (2014) maintains that “the vampire is a complicated creature: caught between life and 
death, at once alluring and horrifying” (2014). As Claire Kahane (1980:334) argues, the process 
of liminality results when “the boundaries of life and death themselves seem confused”. The 
twins’ status, as I have argued, as unconventional vampires suggests that they too, like the 
conventional vampire, are liminal figures, occupying the zone between the dead and the living 
while blurring the conceptual border between the human and the monster.   
 
Slade House’s contemporary representation of vampires clearly crosses a liminal and literary 
threshold. In traditional Gothic representations, “vampires had to live in hiding from the human 
world, existing in a liminal, supernatural realm, as is the case in Dracula, [and] Interview with 
the Vampire” (Bubke, 2018:8). However, in Slade House vampires live in close proximity to 
humans and need to do so for survival. Once they have entered Slade House, the Grayers’ 
victims fall between the cracks of the orison, positioning them in a liminal state even after their 
death, which further emphasises the theme of liminality in the novel. Slade House likens these 
victims’ experience to a “starless, bodiless, painless, timeless blackness” (Mitchell, 2015:132). 
Sally, for example, describes an experience similar to Turner’s notion of liminality where 
“initiates are removed and typically excluded from the rest of society—in effect they become 
invisible, or, […] betwixt and between” (1992:45). She “passe[s] through a phase when [she] 
thought [she] must be dead, but [her] mind’s alive” (Mitchell, 2015:132). This marginal state 
clearly establishes her liminality after she has lost her soul. Thus even Norah is misled when 
she tells Freya, “Sally’s not anywhere. Sally’s dead. Dead. Dead. Dead” (183). Despite the fact 
that her soul has been consumed, Sally is still a presence in Slade House; her “echo” or 
“residue” (182) remains. Her ghost, moreover, is capable of communicating with her sister, 
Freya, and even has the ability eventually to attack the Grayers. Ultimately, Sally’s ghost makes 
her way through the cracks in the orison (which also function to symbolise her liminality) to 
save Freya’s soul. Like the other victims in Slade House, Sally’s soul is caught in the liminal 
state between the worlds of the living and the dead.  
 
Ruth Helyer (2000:725) emphasises the significance of thresholds and boundaries in Gothic 
fiction, arguing that it is “buildings that unsettle the reader, but the secret passages, cellars, 
and attics [create] unease about boundaries generally, and uncertainties about ‘difference’” 
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between those in society. Slippery boundaries emphasise the Gothic concern with liminality 
and are indeed evident in Slade House’s attic. The mirror in the attic, where the imbibing 
ceremonies occur and where the victims and villains reveal their true identities, functions as a 
liminal threshold where two worlds meet with “death as a door to the afterlife” (Mitchell, 
2015:114). In addition, the house itself is a liminal space. While exploring the outside of Slade 
House before entering, ParaSoc notes the possibility of the house’s entrance as a “membrane 
between worlds” (99). Indeed, once any visitor crosses the threshold of that hidden “small black 
door” (23), there is no escape from the horrifying in-between condition that ensues.  
 
Historically, borderlines in vampire fiction have played a significant role and are often figured 
as “obstacles [that] protect humans from vampires” (Bubke, 2018:5). Such thresholds are 
evident, for example, when vampires are unable to pass through the doorway of humans’ homes 
without invitation. Bubke argues that this “threshold-myth” in vampire fiction serves to 
“prevent unwanted guests from entering [and] signifies an insurmountable protection” (6). 
Such a “threshold used to protect us, separating humans from monsters by keeping the vampires 
out” (5). However, in Slade House, the opposite applies as vampires coerce guests to cross the 
borderline by entering the house. Such coercion emphasises Bubke’s argument that there is an 
imaginary threshold between the human and the monster. It is easy for this boundary to break 
down. Such disintegration is evident in the ease with which the Grayers lure their victims, and 
in the Grayers themselves, who are both human and monstrous. Emphasising the theme of 
consumption, the Grayers consume the souls of their victims, thereby calming their (the 
Grayers) anxieties relating to mortality. The novel links this literal consumption to the 
consumption and materialism that pervades contemporary society. Such consumption and 
materialism exist in the representation of Slade House’s opulence, which suggests it is “grander 
than all the other houses around” and therefore “must be worth a bloody mint” (46). Moreover, 
contemporary consumerism is evident in characters’ recreational drug use. Nathan likens his 
Valium doses to “Asterix’s magic potion” (8), and Sally experiences hallucinations after eating 
what she believes was “something with drugs in it” (118) while at the fabricated Halloween 
party put on by the Grayers to coerce her into the house. 






4.7. Conclusion  
 
David Mitchell’s Slade House makes use of conventional Gothic symbols: mirrors, portraits, 
hauntings, and vampires. However, Mitchell’s postmodern treatment of these Gothic features 
presents a unique twist on the genre. Slade House also establishes intertextual relationships 
with Mitchell’s other novels, The Thousand Autumns of Jacob de Zoet, Cloud Atlas, The Right 
Sort and The Bone Clocks. Gothic features and intertextuality both emphasise the theme of 
liminality in Mitchell’s work. Gothic features in Mitchell’s writing foreground liminality 
because his vampires, Norah and Jonah Grayer, exist on the border between “human” and 
“monster”. In doing so, Norah Grayer embodies Creed’s concept of the monstrous-feminine. 
She does so, however, in a less stereotypically problematic manner than Sallie in A Jealous 
Ghost because her monstrosity is balanced by that of her brother Jonah, therefore not promoting 
it as a feature of the feminine. In addition, as this chapter has argued, intertextuality between 
Mitchell’s novels emphasises the liminal by creating interconnected links across narratives and 
thereby unifying his oeuvre. Slade House is perhaps vampiric in its own right because it 
‘consumes’ Mitchell’s other works, evident in the intertextual, “metafictional dimension” 
(Machinal, 2011:133) the novel establishes. Through its thematic focus on vampirism, 
moreover, Slade House examines “predation in the history of civilization” (Finney, 2015), 


























Gothic fiction is characterised by remote settings, the presence of “the supernatural; and a 
recognisable Gothic villain and a persecuted victim” (Chaplin, 2011:1). However, despite these 
formulaic characteristics, scholars remain unable to agree on a singular classification for the 
genre. This dissertation has argued that the Gothic resurfaces in the representation of liminality 
in a selection of twenty-first century British novels as a means to address matters (for example, 
gender inequality, madness, consumerism, and narcissism) that remain largely unresolved in 
earlier written fiction. The Gothic elements I have emphasised in this study – spectres, 
madness, and vampires (most significantly) as well as mirrors and portraits – are important to 
the selected authors’ works because they are well-established Gothic features that nonetheless 
allow the texts to evaluate past issues from a twenty-first century perspective. I have examined 
Susan Hill’s The Woman in Black, A.N. Wilson’s A Jealous Ghost, and David Mitchell’s Slade 
House as primary texts on the basis of the extent to which they develop the Gothic elements 
that I have identified above: spectres in The Woman in Black, madness in A Jealous Ghost, and 
vampires in Slade House. To conclude this dissertation I present possible reasons for the 
contemporary preoccupation with the Gothic in select contemporary British fiction; assess the 
significance of each text’s attention to Gothic elements; and evaluate the overall effect of the 
representation of liminality in the novels under study, dramatised in particular in the novels’ 
respective concerns. 
 
5.1. The contemporary preoccupation with the Gothic  
 
This dissertation has discussed the ways in which the Gothic continues to be of interest in 
twenty-first century narratives. Prolonged interest in the genre could be attributed to the 
Gothic’s “capacity for diversity and mutability” (Chaplin, 2011:2), which allows authors 
working in the genre to address unresolved issues in multiple ways. The Neo-Victorian and 
Neo-Gothic genres reconstruct the past from a contemporary and sometimes postmodernist 
perspective to address issues from the past that may still be haunting the present moment. The 
Woman in Black emphasises spectral haunting to foreground the marginalisation of the young, 
unwed mother during the Victorian period, and other related and ongoing gender inequalities. 
A Jealous Ghost presents female madness and criminality alongside the familial and 
geographical displacement of its female protagonist, while writing back to James’s The Turn 
of the Screw. The novel – unlike The Turn of the Screw, however – provides an unambiguous 
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representation of madness, thus strongly emphasising the Gothic’s frequent focus on and 
reification of the stereotype of female madness, a trope that has pervaded the genre since its 
conception. Finally, Slade House portrays two villainous vampires among its cast of characters 
in order to critique consumerism, narcissism, and the lack of interconnectivity in contemporary 
society.  
 
5.2. The role of the monstrous-feminine in Gothic fiction 
 
My discussion has evaluated the primary texts’ contributions to the Gothic with attention to 
Barbara Creed’s notion of the monstrous-feminine (evident in the novels’ female villains). 
Each of the selected texts has a female villain that in some way represents the “monstrous, 
Gothicised feminine form” (Kreuiter, 2015:65), while emphasising liminality: Humfrye 
attempts to triumph over the restraints placed on her by society but remains stuck in her liminal 
position as a spectre destined to an existence of tragedy and disaster; Sallie plays into 
patriarchal representations of women in the Gothic through her embodiment of the 
unambiguous “madwoman”; Norah deploys the monstrous-feminine to her advantage to the 
point that she outlives her brother and conquers death by maintaining her immortality. The 
novels under study suggest, perhaps unfortunately, that female characters must first become 
‘evil’ to overcome their patriarchal oppression and marginalisation. However, ‘evil’ is also a 
label that society attributes to women who transgress patriarchal norms, a phenomenon 
frequently evident in the Neo-Gothic trope of the monstrous-feminine (a trope that nonetheless 
attributes some power to women who are conventionally depicted in Gothic fiction as victims). 
In The Woman in Black, which critiques social strictures placed upon women, Humfrye has no 
other choice but to embrace a retributive evil if she is to have any sense of agency. Sallie, in A 
Jealous Ghost, however, is trapped within the role of the unambiguous “madwoman” by the 
novel’s representation itself. In Slade House, Norah’s monstrosity is not strictly linked to her 
gender as she takes up a pact of evil with her male twin, Jonah. However, by the end of the 
novel, her voracious soul lives on, arguably associating her ongoing consumption of the 
resources and life forces of others with her gender. In each novel, therefore, the monstrous-






5.3. Liminality in three contemporary British novels 
 
My discussion has evaluated the primary texts’ contributions to the Gothic with attention to 
Victor Turner’s theory of liminality (evident in the respective themes of spectres, madness, and 
vampires). As discussed throughout this dissertation, Turner describes the “liminal stage” as 
one in which “initiates are removed and typically excluded from the rest of society – in effect 
they become invisible, or, […] betwixt and between” (45). Their liminality positions them on 
the margin between two different states of existence. In this way, each female villain represents 
one “step” in the three-stage process that Turner outlines for liminality. First, the initiate is 
removed from society and, second, enters a state of liminality before, finally, being reintegrated 
into society. Each female villain in my selected texts undergoes the same process and, arguably, 
each represents one of these steps: in The Woman in Black, Humfrye is separated from 
Victorian society metaphorically as a young unwed mother who lacks the autonomy to make 
decisions about the care of her child. She becomes physically removed from society after her 
death when she embodies the spectral haunting of Eel Marsh House. In A Jealous Ghost, Sallie 
is caught “betwixt and between established states” (Turner, 1992:45) of mental lucidity. Norah 
in Slade House, however, is ultimately reintegrated into society as she forces her way into an 
unborn foetus, thereby securing her immortality; despite this reintegration, however, she will 
remain liminal because she is suspended between the categories of human and monster. With 
special attention to Turner, I have evaluated the theory of liminality as a framework that 
characterises the “marginal” (45) state forming part of rites of passage; additionally, I have 
related this threshold to the Gothic elements including spectres, madness, and vampires 
addressed in each of the selected texts: spectres occupy the world between the living and the 
dead; madness, due to variable states of lucidity, oscillates between sanity and insanity; and 
vampires exist on the threshold between the categories of “human” and “monster”. Liminality, 
as a rite of passage, also characterises the reader’s experience of the Gothic. It is perhaps in 
encountering the liminality of Gothic characters and texts that the reader begins to engage with 








5.4. The significance of each text’s liminal Gothic elements 
5.4.1. Spectres in The Woman in Black 
 
In The Woman in Black, the liminality of the female spectre, Jennet Humfrye, emphasises the 
pervasive gender inequalities imposed on young unwed mothers during the Victorian period. 
The novel exposes these women’s marginalisation in a patriarchal society, demonstrating how 
unwed women were considered incapable of fulfilling a maternal role. Like Humfrye’s spectre, 
this prejudice continues to haunt contemporary society. Women like Humfrye may find 
themselves on the liminal outskirts of society, their needs and autonomy entirely ignored. 
While Kipps’s narrative is concluded, tragically, in the death of his young wife and infant son, 
orchestrated by Humfrye’s spectre, her story remains open-ended as she remains at the end of 
the novel poised on the borderline between the worlds of the living and the dead. Humfrye is a 
complex female villain who is pitied because of the tragic heartbreak she experiences upon 
losing her young son, but also feared due to her consequent attempts to take revenge.  Thus, not 
only is she a liminal figure as spectre, she is also liminal in the contradictory, paradoxical 
responses of sympathy and horror that she evokes in the reader. Humfrye’s characterisation in 
The Woman in Black suggests that the monstrous-feminine can be viewed as both a stereotype 
and a trope for avenging the passivity ascribed to women in rigid, patriarchal contexts.  
 
5.4.2. Madness in A Jealous Ghost  
 
In A Jealous Ghost, madness is associated with the feminine to portray the liminality of the 
novel’s protagonist, Sallie Declan. A Jealous Ghost thus extends, without questioning it, the 
Victorian convention of associating madness with women, a stereotype that emphasises the 
monstrous-feminine without ascribing to it the political power with which it is associated in 
The Woman in Black. The novel’s main interest, however, lies in its intertextuality with Henry 
James’s The Turn of the Screw, a narrative layering that adds significant dimension and 
association to A Jealous Ghost while establishing it as Neo-Gothic. The novel presents a 
psychological narrative posing as a ghost story through its emphasis on Sallie’s madness and 
liminality. Sallie is found guilty of Frances’s murder and is committed to a psychiatric 
institution where she is confined, only receiving contact from the occasional visitor who incites 
suspicion on her part. A Jealous Ghost thus proffers a twenty-first century variation of the 
Gothic villain, who is both female and mad; however, it does not proffer this observation in a 
particularly forward-thinking manner.   
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5.4.3. Vampires in Slade House 
 
Slade House, in its characterisation of Norah and Jonah Grayer, redresses conventional 
representations of the vampire, a figure of potent liminality, to address moral choice, 
speculation about the origins of evil, feminist views, sexual possession, power imbalances, and 
the fear of moral and physical decay. In Slade House, the Grayers’ liminality is evident in their 
transmigration of souls, allowing them to shift between bodies in order to maintain their 
immortality. Moreover, the Grayers as vampiric figures are both monster and human, 
embodying Turner’s liminality as “betwixt and between” (1992:45) these two apparent poles. 
The twins thus embody the “tension in Gothic narratives between what counts as human and 
what counts as monstrous, inhuman or subhuman” (Chaplin, 2011:27).  
 
As a vampire and thus as representing the monstrous-feminine, Norah outlives her brother and 
thus initially appears as the victorious villain of the novel. However, after her battle with 
Marinus, she inevitably loses her birth body and is forced to roam the earth in search of a new 
host to inhabit in an attempt to maintain her immortality. At the end of the novel she occupies 
an unborn foetus. While this appears to be the desired outcome for Norah, she is still a liminal 
figure, uncertain in her identity, because her existence depends on factors beyond her control; 
for example, the viability of the foetus. Slade House, moreover, incorporates various features 
of postmodernist writing thereby foreshadowing the future, and thus the liminal, transitory state 
of the contemporary moment. The novel evaluates the past in order to comment on its present 
(and the future) by conveying a contemporary message about modern-day consumerism and 
fears surrounding mortality. It does this, I have argued, through the conventionally (yet, in this 
novel, unconventionally represented) Gothic figure of the vampire. 
 
Finally, the overarching significance of each selected text illustrates the ways in which some 
contemporary British writers incorporate Gothic elements such as spectres, madness, and 
vampires as a means to address past, unresolved (and thus contemporary) issues from a twenty-
first century perspective. As my discussion of each text illustrates, applying Turner’s theory of 
liminality provides insight into the Gothic, and moreover the Neo-Gothic, genre while 
emphasising the potential significance of well-established Gothic features such as spectres, 
madness, and vampires. In the same way that these Gothic elements resurface in texts such as 
those under study, so our past continues to haunt our present existence and the concerns of 
previous generations filter through into contemporary society. Such haunting by the past is 
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evident in Gothic symbols, which allow for the Neo-Victorian reworking of the Victorian and, 
by extension, for how the Neo-Gothic writes back to the Gothic in a selection of contemporary 
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